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COVER ARTIST'S STATEMENT: IAN MACNIDER 
M!,! goal with the 2006 Student Scholarship Da!,! cover design 
was to conve!,! not onl!,! the values of a Liberal Education at 
Grand Valle!,! State Universit!,!, but the increased awareness of 
our place in the emerging global societ!,!. Through the cover, 
it was m!,! goal to communicate the fundamental values of 
Student Scholarship Da!,! along with the growing concern 
for sustainable efforts within the Grand Valle!,! communit!,!. As 
well-educated individuals, we have a responsibilit!,! to lead 
the world towards progress. This !,!ear's booklet has been 
produced with environmentall!,! friendl!,! inks and papers in 
order to make genuine on this philosoph!,!. Designers have a 
strong influence on how societ!,! values and consumes goods. 
I have become conscious of this influence and the important 
role I pia!,! as a designer in the initiation of sustainable efforts. 
I'm proud of GVSU's commitment to its Sustainabilit!,! initiative, 
housed in the College of Interdisciplinar!,! Studies, and hope 
that these efforts can continue to thrive . 
Apri l 12th I 
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I STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP DAY 
WELCOME FROM THE PROVOST 
April 12, 2006 
I~ is with grea~ pleasure that I welcome !:)ou to the eleven~h annual Studen~ Scholarship Do!:) a~ Grand Volley State 
University. Throughout the day you will have the opportunity to share in some of the year 's best faculty/student 
collaborative efforts. The results that ore on disptay represent a wide variety of talent ranging from scientific 
research and scholarl!:) papers to art exhibits and performances. 
Our students and faculty are committed to the belief that scholarship efforts, from the creation of on idea through 
the development and presentation of the results, provide extraordinar!:) learning opportunities. The high level of 
participation and the excitement you will observe today will confirm that this kind of learning is both beneficial 
and enjoyabte. 
An event of this magnitude requires organization as well as the cooperation and dedication of many people. 
The College of Interdisciplinary Studies is the sponsor of this event and, in the Student Scholarship Day tradition, 
students, faculty and staff from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the professional colleges across the 
University have been involved in planning and preparing for this day. 
As students , faculty, friends and family, !:)ou are encouraged to attend as many of the events as your schedule 
will allow. It is with a deep sense of appreciation to all who have contributed in such diverse ways, coupled 
with pride in the accomplishments of our students, that we welcome you . I hope you have on enjoyable and 
satisfying experience today. 
Sincerely, 
~R.. L0 .... ~ 
Gayle R. Davis 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
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Welcome to Student Scholarship Day 2006, 
In its eleventh year, SSD has grown from a presentation venue for math and science students to a university-wide 
event sponsored by the College of Interdisciplinary Studies. This year's event includes posters, oral presentalions, 
exhibits, and performances Ihat represent the scholarship of studenls from our multiple campuses and across 
disciplines. The interdisciplinarity of SSD reflects the Universily's mission of providing students a liberal education, 
one that educates students to actively and consciously shape their lives, their professions, and communities. Local 
and global issues of sustainabilily are at the core of this mission. In keeping with this initialive, the SSD 2006 
committee selected sustainability as this year 's theme. 
Sustainability is the ability to continue for the long lerm 10 meet the needs of the world today- economically, socially, 
and environmentally- and 10 ensure Ihat future generations have the resources and abilities to meet their needs. 
Sustainability is reflecled in the SSD 2006 logo created by graphic design student Ian Macnider. Printed with 
environmentally friendly soy-based inks an recycled paper, the logo physically represents our cammitment to the 
environment and visually represenls local and global perspectives. You too can support the sustainability theme 
by recycling paper, plastic, and glass products Ihal you use today. 
Sustainability is also an intellectual act, one that explores boundaries, encourages collaboration, and fosters 
knowledge and growth. Student Scholarship Day faculty sponsors and studenl presenlers embody intellectual 
sustainability as they wark together to conduct research, to share ideas, and to develop understanding. 
Our keynote speaker, Mary Beth Cabana, also embodies this kind of suslainability, as a menlor to SSD 
commiltee member and dance professor, Jefferson Baum, and through her work with GVSU dance students. 
Most importantly, SSD students address issues of sustainability in a variety of ways, from investigating the impact 
of government policies on farmland preservation in West Michigan, to examining race and gender bias in physical 
geology textbooks, and to exploring the relationship between US economics and Latin America. These topics are 
but a handful of those thai you will hear and see today. We invite you to explore Ihe numerous posters and to visit 
the art exhibils , the Spanish poetry performance, and Ihe variety of presentations scheduled throughout the day. 
Thank you for joining us in celebrating GVSU student scholarship and for participating in Student Scholarship Day 2006. 
Sincerely, 
~e~~g  
Director, Student Scholarship Day 
Associate Professor of English Linguistics 
Susan Mendoza-Jones 
Director, Inlegrative Learning 
College of Interdisciplinary Siudies 
For more information on GVSU's commitment to sustainability, visit www.gvsu.edu/sustainability. 
April 12th I 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS FROM THE DEAN OF THE 
COLLEGE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
Welcome to the Eleventh Annuol Celebrotion of Student Scholarship Doy at Grand Volley. I invite you all 
to share again in this exciting day when the Grand Vo lley community pauses to honor and learn from the 
scholqrly and creative work of our students over the post year. 
The College of Interdisc ipl inary Studies and I wont to thank all those who helped in planning this event and 
preparing the program for today. As many of you know, planning and putting on this event tokes a 
tremendous amount of work by students and faculty from across the university. I would like to especially 
thank the faculty and student committee for their hard work and support Jefferson Baum, Teresa Beck, 
Kathleen Blumreich , Phyllis Curtiss, Chris Hoven, Donna Henderson-King, Earron Henderson-King, 
Edwin Joseph, Nancy Levenburg , Susan Mendoza-Jones, Colleen Lindsay-Bai ley, Lisa Miller, Kathryn 
Remlinger, Ross Reynolds, Paul Stephenson , Yon Yu , Wendy Wippich, Renee Zett le-Sterling , and Darlene 
Zwart. Heartfelt thanks go to all of you for your good ideas and hard work. 
This year the committee commissioned a student artist, Ion Macnider, to design the cover of the obstract book. 
We are delighted with his work and wont to thank him for his thoughtful creation of this year 's cover. 
I encourage you to read his artist 's statement in this book. 
Thanks to My Tran and Lindsay Porter who served as the University Promotion 's designers for the event's 
publicity. Their keen eyes and attention to detail allowed the committee to utilize lon's imoge for multiple 
purposes. They also spent countless hours laying out the content for the abstract book. Special thanks 
also go to professors Kathleen Blumreich and Chris Hoven for proofreading the abstract book. 
Special thank you 's go to Wendy Wippich and Darlene Zwart , our wonderful CSAL graduate interns , 
who took charge of the major share of the logistical work for the program. Wendy and Dorlene, in tandem, 
provided much of the substantive support for the event. 
I would also like to express my appreciation to the stoff and student assistants in College of Interdisciplinary 
Studies Dean's Office , Dorothea Thomas, Noreen Savage , Colleen Lindsay-Bailey, Taylor Shannon, 
Jessica Trierweiler, Sarah Grow, and Kylie Cherpes. A special thank you goes to our Provost , Gayle Davis, 
for her continued financial and academic support for the program and for student/faculty research across 
the university. 
Lastly, a big thank you to all the student presenters whose work we are celebrating and to the faculty who 
supported and guided these students . It is your day and we look forward to learning from you . 
I encourage all of you attending the conference to explore a variety of presentations and posters, ask questions, 
and learn. I am sure you will find the day cha llenging and rewarding. 
we'd"~ejj·h~ 
Dean , College of Interdisciplinary Studies 
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HISTORY OF STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP DAY 
by Professor Neol Rogness 
I am pleased and proud to help welcome you to the 11th Annual Student Scholarship Day (SSD). As the 
originator and one of the founding members of the event and the chair of the SSD planning commiltee for 
the first nine years, I have been asked to provide a brief history of SSD. It is my pleasure to do so. 
In ~he summer of 1995 a small group of facul~y 
members in ~he Science and Ma~hema~ics Division 
me~ ~o explore ~he feasibilily of crea~ing an even~ 
in which s~uden~s could presen~ ~heir findings from 
facully - men~ored research ~o a universi~y-wide audi-
ence. The committee submitled an evenl proposal ~o 
P Douglas Kindschi, Dean of Science and Ma~hema~­
ics, which he en~husias~ically suppor~ed ... and S~uden~ 
Research Day (SRD) was born. I~ was decided ~o 
hold ~he even~ on April 12, 1996, in conjunction wi~h ~he 
dedica~ion and celebra~ion of ~he new Seymour and 
Es~er Pad nos Hall of Science. The committee's early 
projec~ion was ~ha~ Ihir~y s~udenl par~icipanls would 
be a good s~ar~ for a firs~ ~ime even~. Imagine ~he 
commi~~ee's surprise and pleasure when Ihe regis~ra ­
~ion period ended wi~h over 150 presenters regislered 
~o presen~ almos~ 1 00 presen~alionsl The firs~ evenl 
was a tremendous success . However, it was unknown 
whe~her SRD could be successful as a "s~and alone" 
even~. The second annual S~uden~ Research Day 
was held in April of 1997 and con~inued ~o be a greal 
success wi~h a similar level of par~icipolion. SRD 1997 
es~ablished ~he ~radi~ion of hos~ing an apprecia~ion 
luncheon for ~he s~uden~ presen~ers and ~heir facul~y 
men~ors, comple~e wi~h a keyno~e speaker. 
The SRD planning commitlee slar~ed ~o gel reques~s 
from sludents outside of science and mathemalics 
majors wanling ~o presen~ a~ ~he even~, which ~he 
commitlee very much welcomed . In response to 
these growing requests , a proposal was prepared to 
make Ihe even~ a Iruly universily-wide event which Ihen 
Provos~ Glenn Niemeyer whole-hearledly supported. 
Students from all majors were encouraged to presenl 
and exhibi~ Iheir faculty-menlored scholarly work 
at the event. To help make the event more inclusive, 
its name was changed from Studenl Research Day 
to Siudent Scholarship Day. The firs~ universi~y -wide 
event doubled in size with nearly 300 sludents 
giving almost 200 presentations in 1998. The first SSD 
keynote speaker was Dr. Robert Powell, Professor of 
Biology 01 Avila College, who talked about "Sludent! 
Faculty Collaboration: Teaching and Scholarship" 
Studenl Scholarship Day continued to experience 
growlh over the years. Whal began as an event 
primarily composed of science and mathematics 
majors has flourished with s~udent presenters with 
majors from across the entire universi~y The GVSU 
community has ~ruly embraced this annual evenl as 
a day in which to take pause and proudly celebrate 
the scholarly achievemen~s of studen~s from Ihe post 
year. Many fruits of labor from GVSU sludenls are 
being presented at today's event. I encourage you to 
explore and sample as much as you can. 
Please Enjoy! 
April 12~h I 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
Mary Beth Cabana 
Artistic Director, Ballet Tucson 
Mary Beth Cabana, Artistic Director, has been a Principal 
Dancer with Cleveland Ballet, Ballet Oklahoma, Arizona Dance 
Theatre, and Son Diego Ballet. She began her professional career 
at the age of 14 with Pi~sburgh Ballet Theatre and graduated from 
the Notional Academy of Dance where she was a full scholarship 
student and member of the Notional Academy Ballet. She has 
performed extensively in the United States and has toured Europe 
performing in 0 wide variety of roles by such noted choreographers 
as Balanchine, Tudor, DeMille, Joos, Forsythe, Fokine, Petipa, and 
Nahat to nome just a few. 
Ms. Cabana has been on the faculties of the School of Cleveland 
Ballet, Ballet Arts-Carnegie Hall, Dance Concepts-NYC and was 
the PrinCipal Instructor and Administrator for Arizona Dance Theatre 
(Ballet Arizona). She has guest taught for Kiev Ukraine Ballet ond 
Palace of Pioneers in the former Soviet Union, in Fronce and Mexico 
and continues to guest teach throughout the United States. In the 
summer of 2005, she was invited by fomed ballerina Amanda 
McKerrow to direct summer intensive programs for Bollet Pacifico in 
Irvine, California. As a choreographer, she has produced numer-
ous original works for Ballet Tucson and has staged dances for 
Arizona Opera Company, Arizona Theatre Company, Yuma Ballet 
Theatre, Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp, Grand Volley State University 
and Ohio Ballet. 
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Since beginning in 1986, she hos been responsible for the 
establishment of four professional training institutions in Southern 
Arizona including studios in Tucson and Nogales and branch 
programs in Patagonia and Sierra Visto. She has also 
established a professional company, two children's performing 
ensembles, the Annuol Summer Dance Workshop in Tucson, a 
Northern Arizona Dance Camp in Prescott, ond International 
Dance/Cultural exchanges. She brings her wealth of experience 
to dancers of all ages Her commitment to the cultivation of young 
talent continues as her students dance professionally in major 
American ballet companies and schools. 
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
8:00 a.m. - 11 :20 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. - 11 :20 a.m. 
Displayed All Day 
11 :30 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. 
1 :20 p.m. - 6:20 p.m. 
2:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
Oral Presentations 
Padnos Hall 
Poster Presentations 
Henrl,J Hall Atrium 
Art Work 
Colder Art Center - Stuart and Barbara Pad nos Art Gallery 
Kevin Moult - Pointer, Thesis Exhibition 
Hallway Gallery 
April 12th I 
Three Dimensional Design & Advanced Drawing, selected works 
Lunch with Keynote Speaker Mary Beth Cabana 
Presenters and Facultl,J Sponsors 
Grand River Room, Kirkhof Center 
Oral Presentations 
Padnos Hall 
Poster Presentations 
Henrl,J Hall Atrium 
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MORNING ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
8:20a.m. 
8:40a.m. 
9:00a.m. 
9:20a.m. 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
NutrlNonal Knowledge and EaNng Behaviors of Female, Collegiate Swimmers: Jennifer BOlhje, Kalharine Schoefer, Chad Morris 
Arl ExamlnaNon of Govemment Policies In Farmland PreservaNon of West Michigan Townships: William Poelma 
Understanding the Female Wo~d In Grand Rapids: Rebecca Richmond and her F~endshlps : Denise Irelan 
The Sex Trade Industry: A Growing Social Problem and MlsconcepNons for Enlry: Annie Funke 
MlgraNon, Dllfuslon, EmulaNon: A Pelrographlc Arlalysls of Transcaucaslan PoNery from Malatya, Turkey: Kalie Erdman 
GeneNc Arlalysls of Isolated human populaNons from Eastem Europe: Calherine M. Willis 
The ObJecNHcaNon of Women In the Media: Is there a Difference In Views Bosed on Age?: Slephanie Cunningham 
Physical TherapylntervenNons for Male InconNnence: David Kim 
EvaluaNng funcNonal performance and strength after a neuromuscular training program In high school basketball players: 
James Wolson, Tiffany Duron, Kelli Kosko 
A GeneNc Algo~thm for the Minimum Tollbooth Problem: Mallhew Siamps 
United Slates Democracy PromoNon In the Middle East: Nicole Disselle 
ConservaNon of Amazonian nshe~es: Local EIfo~ and challenges for sustainable use: Rob Recknagel 
Racism Across Countries: A ComparaNve Study of RepresentaNons of Race, Ethnlclty, and Mulltcultrlsm In Newspapers of Australia 
and the UnNed Slates: Ehren Balljes 
The Dynamics of Modem Campaign Rnance Reform: Jordon Jackson 
The Torque Angle RelaNonshlp of the Quad~ceps Femo~s In PaNents with Cerebral Palsy Who Crouch Versus Able-Bodied Peers: 
Amy Eggleslan, Brion Malz, Kurlis Smilka 
'Arllnexpenslve Raman Spectrometer for the DetecNon or Tyrosine PhosphorylaNon': Jerry Fluellen 
Compa~son or Calculated versus DlrecNy Measured LDL levels: Elizabelh Koerner, Angelo Massaway, Tuy Su, Michael Thompson 
Youth ProbaNan RecldMsm: Sieve Schmucker 
The Apex or Arlne Boleyn's Power: Michelle Horvalh 
Brownneld ReconstrucNon: Past, Present and Future: Kelly Whalen 
Refugee ResetNement from a TR perspecNve: Jenny Boor, Jamie Gearig, Nicole Olson, Tracy Gras 
Impact or Makolo training on reacNon Nme, agility, vertical Jump and balance In high school athletes: Amanda Whillock, 
Jennifer Bloomfield, Amanda Dumanl 
Geo-poliNcal AsplraNons or the Sovtet Union: Cuba and LaNn Ame~ca: Kevin D'Alessandro 
RedempNon In the Wasteland: Marlin Lockerd 
MarkeNng Plan: NAlBS: Jessica Pelersan 
The Rscal Systems or Henry VII : Michelle Harvalh 
Site Arlalysls and Management RecommendaNons for NaNve Grassland Pral~e RestaraNon at the Franciscan Ufe Process Center: 
Benjamin Vinci 
Management or an Upland Site to Promote Wildlife Diversity: Healher Whilman 
The hlsto~cal analysis or accountability In therapeuNc recreaNon: Amanda Osborne, Jenny Boor, Healher Zorn, 
Sarah Hrancich, Lauro Herberhollz 
Does round goby predaNon affect zebra mussel abundance?: Melissa Reneski 
Circle Packing and Penrose Tlllng: Mallhew Siamps 
Probing the Important protein InteracNons Involved In the regulaNon or cell movement: Brillany Siropich 
GV Rre Alarmsm LocaHon and Causes: A S1aNstical ConsulHng Expe~ence : Slephanie Oegema 
Going Bock to Where You've Never Been: Explo~ng Outreach OpportunlNes and Challenges: Anne McKoy, Julie Lenharl 
Using MathemaNcs In Photography: Arl ExploraNon of Algo~thms Used In Panoramic SNtchlng: Janelle Lautzenheiser 
Pe~odlzed Strength and CondlNonlng Program for the NFL Combine: Glen Brillich, Mall Yoches, Juslin Patnaude CANCELLED 
Legality or Partner BeneHts: Deborah Gaiefsky 
Arlalyzlng dlfferenHal expression or a protein kinase N allele affecNng wing morphology and fertility In Drosophila: A study or the erosional 
effects or the Rogue River dam spillway by analysis or suspended sediment: Rockford, Michigan: Gran! Kasler 
Least Squares Properties or the Lanczos' De~aNve: Nathanial Burch 
The hlsto~cal analysis or professional organlzaNons In therapeuNc recreaHon: Melissa Vander Loon, Nicole Olson, Kari Azkaul, 
Tess Ziegler, Jamie Gearig 
The Joumey to Madness: Sarah Byrne 
Predictors or Academic Success: Rebecca Bolek 
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MORNING ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
9:40a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
10:20 a.m. 
10:40 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
GrovItaHonal Assist: Two and Three Bodies: Angie Grumm 
CreaHng a Management Plan Ihat SHmulates Forest RegeneraHon and Improves Prollt Yields: Melissa Thornburg 
Val'\jlng Ihe Number of PracHce Tr1als for AcqulslHon of a Motor Skillin Children: Gwendolljn Halalalj, Sarah Thoreson 
Discovering Markel PotenHal for "Naturol" Meals In Ihe Greenville Area: Andrew Lielo, Sue Chen, Amy Manning, Brandon Gerard 
Planning and ForecasHng wilh Porker Engineering: Armando Garcia, Brenl Courson, Michael Breimayer, Geoff Kuyper 
The historical analysis of ethics In lherapeuHc recreaHon: Sarah Jones, Molly Zeh, Rachoel Meadows, Colleen Gorton, Andreo BOljer 
Grain Size Analysis: Sand from a Lake Michigan Beach at Meinert Parl<. Muskegon County. Michigan: Andrea Magoon 
The Themes and Ideas of "Horizontal Accidents": Mike Salisbury 
NaHonal Service: CulHvaHng Ufelong Volunteers: Angelo Sullivan 
IdenHHcaHon of a Gene Involved In Hormone-Induced Moss Development: Ilea Swinehorl 
Perceived Bamers to Prenatal Core Among Hispanic Women: Gustavo Moretto 
Leaf breakdown by macrolnvertebrates: does leaf size and nllTogen content affect consumption rotes?: Mollhew Breen 
The Heroes' Religion: SoclallmplicaHons of Beawulf as Oral Uterature: Scali Joswick 
The Effects of Blood Enchancement Chemicals on Latent Blood: Alicia 0110 
DlsHngulshlng terraces along Ihe Muskegon River by grain size and shope analyses: Newaygo County. Michigan: James Rinke 
Change In Body Mass Index In Obese and Non-Obese PaHents Following Total Knee Arthroplasly: Toneisho Hoyden, 
Viclorio Brooks, Amanda Coslen 
The historical analysis of Ihe service models In lheropeuHc recreaHon: Tracy Gras, Susan Kur/z, Sarah McDonald 
Between Religion and Honor: Charies C. Jones and an Analysis of Antebellum Georgia: Jonolhon Howard 
Folding Polygons Into Polyhedra: Ngan Nguyen 
OppaslHon to U.S. Economic Hegemony In LaHn America: Hugo Chavez and Venezuela: Rachel Jacques 
Examining !he relaHonshlp between IntemaHonal organlzoHons and naHonal security: Holly Bennell 
EvaluaHng Wood Duck Habitat Suitability on Pr1vate Land In Saulhwest Allegan County: Aaron Giesler 
A Saybean Respanse to AiTnospher1c Methyl Jasmonate: Shannon Edwards 
PrevenHng Repeat Teen Pregnancies and Improving Child Heallh Outcomes: A Review of Ihe Glris Uke Me Program: Adriano Flores, 
Elizobelh Anderson, Roberto Miller, Lindsalj Reulerdohl 
Sediment VariaHons In Vegetated versus Wind-Blown Beach Areas of Lake Michigan: Ottowa County. Michigan: Joel Kenyon 
Classical Chaos In Excited Slates of Sodium Atom: Bradley Karas 
A SlaHsHcal Study on Union Commitment. Involvement, and SaHsfacHon: Nick Somers 
RSA EnCl'\jptlon: Brion Hanson 
The historical analysis of philosophy In lheropeuHc recreaHon: Julie Jumisko, Joshua Dunninglon 
What Is Ihe Price of BotI1ed Water?: Jacob Ross 
Sparts FaclllHes: Friend or Foe?: Kolie Gendernolik 
Trading Methods: Comparing Tronsect Counts and Distance Sampling for PopulaHon EsHmates: Karl Rowland 
Advertising alter 9/11: Consuming Palr1ot1cally: Sarah Tallon 
A MuIHbllilon Dollar Industl'\j Based on Ihe CommodlHcaHon of Women: Ashlelj Troy 
CorrelaHon of SlraHgraphlc SecHons Using Logs from Water Wells: Allendale Township, Michigan: Chrislie Kroskie 
Making Ihe RaHo: A Case In Daycare Scheduling: Doinen Tolman , Joson Pawlos, Adam Hinman, Tonner Yager 
SlaHsHcal ConsulHng at QST ConsultaHons: Chris Smilh 
Stem Cell Research and Soclely: Palrick Honsmap 
The Effects of CognlHon on RehabllitaHon of a Client wilh a TroumaHc Breln InJul'\j: Kimberly Kosoju 
Analysis of Grand Volley Slate University's Physician Assistant Program Alumni Survey: Brandon Whilscell, Nalhan Borden 
EleCIrochemlcal ManlpulaHon of Silver Tellur1de: Juslin Copenhover 
Effects of Concentrated Animal Feeding OperaHons (CAFO) on Local Stream Heallh: Joseph Braspenninx 
Dlel Summer Movemenls of Ash In Sickle Creek, Manistee Counly, Michigan: Andria Solos 
The historical analysis of research In lherapeuHc recreaHon: Kalhrljn Keefer, Monica Sljlek, Mandlj Schollen, Maureen Emaus 
Groin Size Analysis of an Embankment and an AcIIvely Eroding. Longitudinal Sand Bar In Bear Creek: Muskegon County. Michigan 
Nalhaniel Hansen 
PAD 210 Low Back Pain In Police Officers: Jennifer Arls 
PAD 211 Reagan and Ihe Cold War: Kimberllj Tejchma CANCELLED 
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AFTERNOON 8.. EVENING ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
l ~ PAD261 11:00 a.m. PAD 262 A Comparative Analysis 0( Body Mass Index, Exercise Habits, Smoking and Alcohol use belween Graduate Level Health and Non-health Students at Grand Valley State University: Emil~ Twichell ,Jon Churchill .Sorah Walraven , Core~ O'Donnell The Enron Collapse: What Went Wrong?: Mor~ Alice Homkes 
1:20 p.m. 
1:40 p.m. 
2:00p.m. 
2:20p.m. 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
ConstrucHng and Assessment 0( Materials to help Student Leam and Apply concepts 0( Energy ConservaHon and Entropy: 
Timolh~ Sleenw~k 
Signs and InterpreHve Materials for !he Nature Trails at the Franciscan Ufe Process Center: Slephanie Baker 
Improving !he StaHst1cal Cun1culum Sequence: Mall Race 
Physical therapy Intervention targeHng balance and ga~ In an IdMdual following cerebellar hemarrhoge: C~nlhio Fiori 
Fast Tlmes at Ridgemont High and Pol1<y's: Gender perspecHve In !he teen comedy.: Kerri VanderHoff 
KlnemaHcs 0( the Thoracic Spine In Persons with Idiopathic Scoliosis: Meghann Phillips, Lori Swenson, Tora Tasma 
Improving business processes for a small business: David De Boer, Nick Armes, Jerem~ Fisher, Rand~ Veldman 
Women, Realism and Hlp-Hop: Chenal Oglelree 
An InvesHgaHon Into Perceptions 0( Ideal for Self and Other: Regan Luepke 
Effects 0( !he East Grand Rapids School System on Housing Prices: Krislen Noffke 
EsHmaHon 0( dally milk producHon and dietary nuhient requirements In !he Arabian mare.: Tina Siamper 
StaHsHcal ConsulHng Experience: The Analysis 0( General EducaHon Courses: Kalelin Krummre~, Brillan~ Dallas 
Grain SIze Analysis 0( Beach Sand from Elgl'l Dllferenl Coastal Areas: S~dne~ Boos 
An Introduction to Mobius TransformaHons: Eric Simon 
Rote Exercise vs. Occupation-Based AcHvIty: PaHent's Perceived Meaning: Andrea Merrill, Corrie Sage, Joe Roczniak 
Becoming Invisible: The New Homeless illusion: Kevin R~pma 
Paltems 0( Charitable GMng Among Employees 0( Public Schools: Slephonie Tuille 
"Nineteen Century Society 0( Spain": Tina Sl ru~k 
Kirov's Murder: A Historical Debate: Brell Homkes 
Understanding !he l!tormal Sector In Sanllago, Chile: Calherine Sundl 
Invasive Species Management at Ridge Point Church: Cod~ Weener 
Howard Christensen Nature Center: A New Forest Management Plan: Joseph Weslerhof 
Education for Democracy: Discovering CMc Engagement: Sally Sa~les 
Exploring the GVSU Trail System: Ben Terpsma , Tim Kolmodin , Derek Whillinglon, Bob Morrison , R~on Locke 
A Study 0( Glacial Sand Deposits on and near !he Grand Valley State University Campus: Ottawa County, Michigan: Kirk Perschbocher 
George W. Bush and No Child Left Behind: Mondi Bird 
Correlations In Breas/feedlng and Phsyciai/Mental Development 0( Pre-{erm or Low Birth Weight Infants: HolI~ Lee. 
Cor~ Cameron. Morci Meisler 
PAD 261 IdenHfylng and Assessing Water PolluHon In !he Ravine System at the GVSU Allendale Campus: Lindse~ Dewenler 
PAD 262 Training for Trust In !he Performance 0( Golf Skills: Wedge Feel Shots: Michael Brossman. Mark Lile~, Douglas Ellioll 
PAD 107 QuanHtaHve Topography Measurements 0( Periorbital Skin In VIvo: Method Development Using Digital StrIpe ProJecHon Techniques: 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
Brillany Malover 
DelegaHon to Physical Therapy Aides In Michigan: Jamie Morton. Nichole Eickholt. Theresa Rheaume 
LeglslaHng Biodiversity: Proposed Changes to the Endangered Species h;t 0( 1973: Marnie Suhr 
XANTPHOS: A Powerful Ugand for C-N Coupling: K~le DeKorver 
Mltudes Towards Disability In Students Pursuing a Pro(esslon In RehabllitaHon: Adrienne Slephen. Anne Cooke, Jeff R igle~ 
Grain Size and Petrographic Analysis 0( Ooids from Great Salt Lake and !he Bahamas: Abbe~ Posl 
Training for Trust In !he Performance 0( Golf Skills: Driver Tee Shots: Mark Lile~. Douglas Ellioll, Michael Brossman 
The awakening: Amanda Kok 
Fantasies o(!he Ideal Body: Jesse Veenslra 
The Effects 0( Infant Age on Parental VocallzaHons About Object Categories In a PlalHYpe SetHng: Kalherine Schwartzkopf 
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2:40 p.m. 
3:00p.m. 
3:20p.m. 
3:40p.m. 
PAD 107 A Wide and Frullful Land: Je/fersan and the Seeds or American Empire: Brian Flanagan 
PAD 108 VocaHonal SaHsfacHon and Other Demographics or GVSU Physician Assistant Graduates: Chris LaFlure, Rebekah Lange, 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 261 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 261 
PAD 262 
Paul Ortquist, Christine Babcock 
When Psychopaths Go To College: Psychopathic Traits and College Maladjustment: Lyndsey Adams 
New O~eans In the Altermath or Humcane Katrina: Anne Milliken 
Measu~ng Trust In the Performance or Golf SkIlls: Compa~son of the Use of Self-Report and Process Data: Michael Brossman, 
Mark Liley, Douglas Ellioll 
Grain Size and Shape Analysis of Sand Collected Along a Lake Michigan Beach Profile: KIrk Park. Michigan: Jillion Kurek 
Catalog of SGR Events from Rossi X-ray Tlmlng Explorer: Abram Bas 
Subpoena the Symposium: Classical Scholarship In the Courtroom: Kristen Heise 
Impacts of RestoraHon In the Manistee River Watershed. MI: Response of the Physical Habitat: April Wright 
MLL Spanish Panel - Memo~as de la Isla 
Tlna Struyk: "ReHejos de una socledad: la socledad espanola en Gold6s y en Pardo Bazan". 
Sarah Stahl: "Gender and Arcl1e!ypes In Jos6 Zorr1l1a's Don Juan Teno~o" 
KaHe Eklund: "Un rechazo y un abrazo: La Virgen de Guadalupe en el arte chicano" 
Megan Koops: "VIva la Cultura: Mexican and Chicano RevoluHon 
Betsy Barko: "Memo~as de la Isla" 
Catherine Sundt: "La poesla de vlaje" 
Tina Struyk. Sarah Stahl. Katie Eklund. Megan Koops. Elizabeth Barko. Catherine Sundt 
Using GIS Technology to Reestablish a Coherent System of HIking. Fitness. and Nature Trails around Grand Valley State Unlversltys: 
Ryan Locke 
Lyndon Johnson and the Great Society: Melissa Ware 
EMG analysis or the middle and lower Trapezlus during four prane exercises: Jodi Wusthoff, Elissa Kinney, Amy Zyck 
The Human Element of Lean Enterprise: Jeff Thomssen 
HeaYlJ Minerai Analysis of Lake Michigan Beach Sediment from KIrk Park: Ottawa Coun/y, Michigan: Jason Stewart 
Surface and Fine Wire EMG or the Rectus Femo~s In the Weight Acceptance Phase of Galt: Effect of Knee flexion: Kristen Klompstro, 
Katie Holland. Liz Jenkins 
Paltems In Beliefs. AIIltudes. and Knowledge of Grand Rapids Poverty: A Survey of GVSU students: Kevin B. Hoxie 
MLL Spanish Panel- Memorias de la Isla. ConHnued from 3 PM: Tina Struyk, Sarah Stahl. Kotie Eklund, Megan Koops, 
Elizabeth Barko. Catherine Sundt 
Wind energy feasablllty In West Michigan: Jordan Devries, David Dyer 
Dispersal CapablllHes or the Kamer Blue Bulterfly: Yumiko Challulani 
Energetics of a Super Abundant Brown Trout (salmo trulta) Populat1on In Pine Creek. Michigan: Kevin Donner 
EGR Co-op: Jeffry Roberts 
Grain Analysis of Sand from Nearshore Bar to Backshore Beach: Eastem Shore of Lake Michigan. Ottawa County Michigan: Carson Klemp 
Gender and Archetypes In Jose Zomlla's Don Juan Teno~o : Sarah Stahl 
IdenHncaHon of plant homologs to the p60 subunit of katanln: Rebecca Kelbel 
Stream Bank StablilzaHon and RestoraHon Management Plan for Ultte Muskegon River: Christopher Tilton 
MLL Spanish Panel- Memorias de la Isla. ConHnued from 3 PM: Tina Struyk, Sarah Stahl, Katie Eklund. Megan Koops, 
Elizabeth Barko. Cotherine Sundt 
ServIce Access and Availability Mapping for Chester Township: Matt VanPortfliet 
Small. DMded. and Ambivalent: Wo~d War I French Labor: Andrew Doscolo 
Agricultural Land Use Study: Elizabeth Gorski 
Puerto Rican Spanish PronunclaHon: A StaHsHcal ConsulHng Story: Jeffrey Breault, Stephanie SI. Jacques 
Controlling Erosion In the Ravine Streams at GVSU: A Management Plan: Luke Gilner 
AdaptaHon. ImltaHon. and the Comically Cliche In Malt e. Ben: Adam Bowers 
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4:20p.m. 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 207 
PAD 209 
PAD 210 
PAD 211 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 168 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 168 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 107 
PAD 108 
PAD 109 
PAD 168 
PAD 107 
PAD 109 
MLL Spanish Panel- Memorias de 10 Isla. ConNnued From 3 PM: Tina Stru\jk, Sarah Stohl, Katie Eklund, Megan Koops, 
Elizabeth Barko, Catherine Sundt 
Comparing Spring Runoff Water Quality to Basel10w Water Quality In Crockery Creek: Michelle Lelli 
Exploring Young Adult Uteroture of the Middle East: Anne McKo\j 
Experimental Model Analysis of on AcousNc Guitar: Cristinio Carobuleo 
Comparison of Student Leamlng During TradlNonal and Interactive Engagement Lectures on Geometr1cal OpNcs: Brandon Branch 
Overview of the Bedrock Geology of Isle Royale: Samantha J. Hawkins 
The Puppet Show: Modol\jn Koster 
Do Blogs Make Better Writers?: Megan Ward 
MLL Spanish Panel- Memorias de 10 Isla. ConNnued from 3 PM: Tina Stru\jk, Sarah Stohl, Katie Eklund, Megan Koops, 
Elizabeth Barko, Catherine Sundt 
The Effect of Makoto Training on FuncNonal Balance In Persons with TraumaNc Brain Injury: Jennifer Wrobel, Lauro Yost 
DlsNngulshlng Between Point Source and Non-point Source PoliuNon Based on Dissolved Oxygen Data for Sawyer Creek. 
Ottowa County, MI. : Adam Doon 
Outer Billiards at Infinity : Samuel Ollen 
The 21st Mexican and Chicano RevoluNon: IViva 10 cultural: Megan A. Koops 
A SlaNsNcal ConsulNng Experience: The Effects of Religion on PoliNcal Efficacy: April Schneider, Julio Kukulski 
Green Golf: Slepplng up to the Tee for Environmental Quality: Zoch H Vanderbush 
The New Guinea Campaign: A New Perspecllve Through the Use of Orol Histories: Kelli Brockschmidt 
LocaNon. LocaHon, LocaHon: Environment and the WriNng Center: Michael Che\jne 
Everyday Excel: Michael Corwin 
The themes and Ideas of "Horizontal Accidents.": Mike Solisbur\j 
Meta-Research Perspectives on Moss CustomlzaNon Based on Ufe Cycle Uterature Survey (1987-2005): Melinda Mitchell 
Othemess: Doroth\j Dove\j 
Cots & Dogs: An examlnaHon of feline/conine symbolism In James Joyce's Ulysses: Brooke Heintz 
IndMdual vs.Communlty In Plato's "Crito": Aaron Rozeboom 
Development of Environmental Issues lesson Plan for Chlldem K-5: Rachel Boss 
Uke Silent Raindrops Fell : Brooke Heintz 
Analyzing dlfferenNal expression of a protein kinase N allele affecNng wing morphology and fert1l1ty In Drosophila: Billie Hooker 
ReI1ecHon on Reminiscence with a Hospice PaNent: Genevieve Borrell 
Because I Love You - Because She Loves Herself : Concemlng Robert's role as a Mirror for Edna's Self-ReI1ecNon In 
"The Awakening": Brooke Heintz 
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Atrium Display 34 
Atrium Display 35 
Atrium Display 36 
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Atrium Display 38 
Atrium Display 39 
Atrium Display 40 
Atrium Display 41 
Atrium Display 42 
Atrium Display 43 
Atrium Display 44 
Atrium Display 45 
Atrium Display 46 
Atrium Display 47 
Atrium Display 48 
Atrium Display 49 
Atrium Display 50 
The Acute Responses of Coronary and Pulmonary Arteries to Natural Steroids: Timothy Trichler 
Asymmetr1c SubstituNon at Silicon: Emily Blamer 
EstimaNng Butterfly PopulaNans Using Distance Sampling: Michael Calkins, Karl Rowland, Yumiko Chattalinni 
Analysis of Grand Valley State Unlversltys Physician Assistant Program Alumni Survey: Krislina Nitzsche, Kelly Teft , Jill Thorpe 
Molecular Mechanics of Carbonmonoxymyoglobln: Aranda Siabbekoorn 
Development of a CondlNonal CD82 Knockout Mouse: Kalie Sian 
The RelaNonshlp between Streptococcus bovls and Colon Carcinogenesis: Lisa Nienhuis, James Hurst CANCEUED 
A StaNstical ConsulNng ExpeI1ence: Analysis of Values and CheaNng: Joson Keintz 
IsolaNon of retrovlral juncNon fragments: Katherine Strauss 
A StaNstical ConsulNng Experience: Analyzing Weather Data for Evidence of Global Warming: Janelle Lautzenheiser 
Plasma Cell Leukemia: A Case Study: Megan O'Keefe, Joshua Kling, Mora Tornga 
Effect of Underfliling EDTA Tubes on CBCs: Lauro Eckelkamp, James Hurst 
Current Trends In Diagnosing and TreaNng Strep Throat: An analysis: Heather Simon, Sarah Mohr 
Examining the communlcaNon processes and fadors related to patticlpaNon In primary prevenNon programs 
for daNng relaNonshlps: Nicole Resseguie, Jennifer Milliken 
Diode-laser-based method for measuring the 13C/12C raNo In carbon dioxide: Andrew Berke 
The Quick RaNo - How should It be calculated?: Beth Rye 
Analysis of a Drosophila Melanogaster stock containing two transposon Insettions: Amanda Bliemeister 
Race and Gender Bias In Physical Geology TelCI Books: Michelle Bridenstine, Paul Meek, Amanda Wigenl ,Tamara Waters, 
Emmeline Davis, Lindsay Shepard, Alexander Koning, Mallhew Rilchie, Bridgel Burns, Angelo Sialer, Neil Schafer 
Pertodlzed Strength and CondlNonlng Program for the Overhand Throwing Athlete: Marcie Stineman, Justin Patnaude, Todd Terpstra 
Neuropathy In Dlabettc Rettnopathy: Jennifer Nyland 
Physical and Psychosocial Effects of Chronic Lung Disease: LindsaIJ Hourtienne 
PoslNve and NegaNve PerfecNonlsm: CorrelaNons with Obsessive: Melissa McDonald 
Descriptive StaNstics of the Calcium Intake Inventory: Todd Beck 
Periodlzed Strength and CondlNonlng Program for the NFL Combine: Moll Yodes 
Salld Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS): Analysis and IdenNHcaNon of Protein KInase Substrates: Derrick Kroodsma 
Sample Prep Techniques for Infared Spectroscopy: Jessica Boucher 
German Immigrants In the Former Savlet Union from the Reign of Tsarina Catherine the Great to the Present: Robin Garlock 
Retrograde amnestic effects of mlcrojlnjecNons of cGMP Inhibitor: Jardan BenllelJ 
DetermlnaNon of Phosphorus Species In West Michigan Watersheds by 31P NMR: Maysee Salleva 
Peptide Synthesis for Protein Tyrosine KInase Substrate Analysis: Anthony Pedley 
Fetal RbronecNn Testing In Twin Pregnancies: Nicole Powers, Theresa Vree 
Anterograde amnestic effects of mlcrolnjecNons cGMP Inhibitor LY-83583 to the goldHsh telencephalon: Todd Miller 
Teaching Social and Play Skliis to Children with AuNsm: Erin Lee, Allison Graham, Nicole Henriksen, Angelo Graham 
29 Year Old Female PaNent with Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome: Stephanie Wilkins 
CaplMty affects sperm producNon In male House Sparrows (passer domestlcus): Erin McCombs 
The Effects of Perceiver Religious Fundamentalism and Target MotivaNon on Perceptions of Morality: Nicole Resseguie , 
Jane Ladley, Kelly Ames, Nale Knopp 
Maori Art and the Visual Represer1aNons of Culture: Jamie Wasilchenko 
Do You Want to Know?? Investigate: CLS: Audrey Gomer, Susan Judd 
Klnettc studies of OXA mutants: Doug Barth, Brion Smith 
Leamlng About StaNstcal ConsulNng: Analysis of Children's Perception of Physical AcNvity: Erik LaPointe 
Effects of Storm Water Runoff on the Campus of Grand Valley: Jo Hooker 
Standardizing the Protean IEF System for 2-D Gel ElectrophoreSis with Immabllized pH Gradients: Ryan Romans 
Support far Animal Welfare as a FuncNon of Religious Fundamer1allsm and Belief In EvoluNon: Katherine Poitras, Torie Stanton, 
Cassandra Aebersold 
Studies Into the Transfer HydrogenaNon of Ketones using TranslNon Metal Catalysts: Katherine Cornish 
Differences In Acceptance of Cosmettc Surgery according to Gender and Peer InHuence: Stephanie Gooden, Holly Tenbrink 
Periodlzed Strength and CondlNonlng Program Far Elite Olympic Distance Triathlete: AndIJ Duemling , Kara Egan 
The Ught Box: Jessica Wood 
The RelaNonshlp between Cosmettc Surgery A/Ntudes and ObjecNHed Body Consciousness: Lauren Hodson 
Muscle AcNvaNon During TherapeuNc Exercises of the Shoulder: StacIJ Makino 
The D.C. Experience: Crystal BalJer 
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17 POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
ADHD and Bhnlclly: Shanel Bryanl 
The Effects of Infant Age on Parental VocallzaHons About Object Categor1es In a PlalH\jpe Selttng: Kalherine Schwarlzkapf 
A StaHsHcal ConsulHng Experience: Analysis of the Death Penalty: Tyler Armslrang, Andrew Pasl 
A StaHsHcal ConsulHng Experience: A Who's Who of General EducaHon: Wende Stuck 
Attomey Perspecttves on JlNenlle Competency to Stand Tr1al: Erica Ackerman 
Periodlzed Strength And CondlHonlng Program For High School Sprint Swimmers: Brandon Adams, Ashley Anderson 
A Case Study on Hydrops Fetalls: Melissa Anes, Jessica Warner 
A Per10dlzed Strength and CondlHonlng Program for a Marathon Runner: Jenno Anderson, Lainie Bisbee 
Arboretum Managemert: New Techniques and Approaches Using GIS Technology: Slephanie Boker, April Szatkowski, Jason Tulsch 
Molecular Cloning and Sequencing of HlsHdlne Decarboxylase (Hdc) Alleles In Drosophila melanogaster: Manloigne Birdsey 
Periodlzed strength and condlHonlng program for a collegiate gof team: Erin Bremer, Lynn Johnson 
Periodlzed Program for the Industrial Employee: Brandi Bernard, Eric Snyder 
A Preliminary Analysis of Self-EIfIcacy and FaHgue In a Chronic Disease Self-Management Program: Anilo J Builenwerf 
Establishing the locaHon and True Or1entaHon of Grand Valley Campus Building FaclliHes Using CAD and GIS Technology: 
Ian Clowes, Mall LaShell , David Welch, Clinlon Klamer 
The INs and OUTs of Grand Valley State University: Lesley DeGrool, Kaly Schoetzow, Mac Brown 
New Product Development 'The Top Soor-: Adam DenHerder, Stephanie Tierney 
Altemattves to the War on Drugs and Drug LegallzaHon: Jacklyn P Everage 
How to Make Effective Use of Assessment Data for Remediation of Low Performing Students: Cynthia Groenink 
Differences In Acceptance of CosmeHc Surgery according to Gender and Peer Innuence: Stephanie Gooden, Holly Tenbrink 
Effects of tree-of-heaven toxins on rodent herbivory: Joe Hoydon 
Selecttve constraint In Vector-bom versus Non-vector-bom paraSites: Benjamin Hake 
Da plants contain katanln p80 homologous genes?: Nalhaniel Horwilz 
Pdn (n- 1-6) cluster InteracHon with small organic molecules: A DFT study: Jesse J Lulz 
Periodlzation Strength and CondlHonlng Program for the Female Collegiate Soccer Athlete: Shoe Robinson, Erica Demers 
AbloHc factors associated with the Hmlng of peak color changes In deciduous trees: Carrie Roossinck, Healher Miller 
A study on student access to cocaine, heroin and mar1juana: Candace P Rosekopf 
IntegraHng GIS Into Facilities Management at Grand Valley State University: Steve Sirang, Duslin Hall, Melanie Johnson, Nalhan Mort 
IndMdual-{Oi1roup generallzaHon within the Intergroup context: Kalie Sherman, Jennifer Lovequisl, Chelsea Taloski, 
Caitlin Ufer, Lauren Pieszcholo 
Telling stories about cosmeHc surgery: Da values malter?: Neil Souler 
Water EvaparaHon from Tropospher1c Aerosols: Nolhan Silodke 
Would you like fries with thaI? How to nnd a full Hme jab In a depressed economy: Sieve Schmucker 
Strength and CondlHonlng Program for Collegiate Baseboll Pitchers: Dave Schmidl, Mall Purol 
Synthesis of Polylmldes from Variou Blsphenols: Anlhony Schullz 
Strength and CondiHonlng PeriodlzaHon Within The Martial Arts: Chad Smilh 
Reading Rainbow: The Emergence of GLBT Themes In Young Adult Uterature: Alexis Schliewe 
A StaHsHcal ConsulHng Experience: PredlcHng GMng of GVSU Alumni: Amanda Vincenl , Michael Baker 
Mapping the LocaHon of Storm Drain Discharge Points on the Allendale Campus Using GIS Technology, and EvaluaHng the 
Impact on the Surrounding Landscape: Erin Wildl, Laura Whistler, Devon Lucas, Tania Howard 
DreSSing Tweens: A Study of Adolescent Females: Sara Willbrodl 
Neurotoxic Effects of PCB Congeners 52 and 153 In Goldfish: Adam Werts 
DlstrlbuHng Jump Distances for a SyntheHc Disk Array Workload: Jeremy Zilo 
CompeHttve Bawling: Jeremy Pellenger 
Communltcated Myths: Conscious or Unconcious Adherence: Henry Aucrhorl 
I STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP DAY 
ORAL PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS 
Beginning at 8:00 AM 
PAD 107 
Nutritional Knowledge and Eating Behaviors of Female, Collegiate Swimmers 
Presenter(s). Jennifer Bathje, Chad Morris, Katharine SchaeFer 
April 12th I 
Research has shown that manld Female athletes have inadequate diets due to lock of nutritional knowledge and nutritional misconcep-
tions. Poor nutritional knowledge malj lead to an increased chance of on athlete developing the Female Athlete Triad, a trio of amenor-
rhea , low bone densillj, and eating disorders. Phljsical therapists, as part of a multi -disciplinarlj team, must be knowledgeable about 
sports nutrition and dietarlj misconceptions to treat female athletes in a holistic manner. The purpose of this studlj was to determine 
the nutritional knowledge of female collegiate swimmers and how eFFectivellj thelj appllj their nutritional knowledge to their everljdalj 
eating habits. Eightlj-Five female collegiate swimmers From six Michigan universities completed a nutritional questionnaire and 24-hour 
food recall. Demographic , nutritional, and statistical data were analljzed using NutritionistPro Software and SPSS. Results and clinical 
implications For health proFessionals will be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Barbara Hoogenboom 
PAD 108 
An Examination of Government Policies in Farmland Preservation of West Michigan Townships 
Presenter(s) · William Poelma 
The developmental stress of a township affects its participation in farmland preservation. Two policies made to help preserve Farmland 
are the Purchase of Developmental Rights (PDR) and The Farmland and Open Space Preservation Program (PA 116). The goals of 
these policies are to get landowners involved in preservation. In this studlj, township oFFicials and Farmers From Polkton, Wright, and 
Alpine townships will be interviewed in order to determine the amount of participation there is in these policies and how aware the land-
owners are of these policies. The result of this report will help ascertain the effectiveness of these policies. 
Sponsor(s) Neil MacDonald 
PAD 109 
Understanding the Female World in Grand Rapids Rebecca Richmond and her Friendships 
Presenter(s) Denise Ireton 
Rebecca Richmond grew up in Grand Rapids and was reaching ljoung adutthood as the Civil War broke out in the United States. 
Attending Brooklljn Heights Seminarlj (NY) and graduating in 1859, Rebecca returned to Grand Rapids and continued to live with her 
Famillj She involved herself with manlj groups and organizations, including St. Mark's Church. William Richmond, her father, sacrificed 
time with his famillj in order to fulfill work obligations. Her mother, Lorraine Richmond , influenced Rebecca because thelj spent consid -
erable time together. As the oldest child , Rebecca had a ljounger brother, Jonathan, who enlisted in the Navlj, and a ljounger sister, 
Marlj, who eventualllj married and moved to California. Sociaillj, Rebecca built friendships at the Seminarlj which contributed to her 
networks in Grand Rapids. Her most influential friend was her cousin Elizabeth Bacon Custer. Like other American women during the 
nineteenth centurlj, Rebecca formed friendships with other women to create a s 
Sponsor(s) Kelllj Lankford 
PAD 168 
The Sex Trade Industrlj A Growing Social Problem and Misconceptions for Entrlj 
Presenter(s) Annie Funke 
Previous research on prostitution has indicated that the age of entrance in the sex trade industrlj has declined; the average age has 
now been established as eleven-fourteen ljears old, with some children as ljoung as nine entering the sex trade industrlj. Mlj research 
will explore the factors that contribute to this social probtem, what motivates and enabtes sexuailld victimized adolescents to leave the 
sex trade industrlj and the common misconceptions of entrlj into prostitution . Mlj preliminarlj research has indicated that past sexual 
abuse, running awalj and drug addiction contribute to entrlj into the sex trade industrlj. Currentllj, intervention From social service 
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workers or law enforcement, continued abuse from "pimps or johns" and povertlj have been named as the foctors that have facilitated 
exploited adolescents out of prosti tution. Finaillj, mlj research explores Grand Vallelj State Universitlj 's student's attitudes toward 
"prost i~utes " or "pimps"; specifica illj, whlj people enter and leave the sex trade industry. 
Sponsor(s): Don Williams 
PAD 207 
Migration, Diffusion , Emulation A Petrographic Analysis of Transcaucasian Pottery from Malatlja , Turkey 
Presenter(s): Katie Erdman 
During the fourth and third millennia B.C. , evidence of Transcaucasian culture appears throughout much of Eastern Anatolia. 
Migration , diffusion, and emulation are the leading theories to explain the presence of Tronscaucasian culture in this region , in 
particular, the distinct black burnished potterlj tljpe associated with this culture. This paper focuses on the preliminarlj results of a 
petrographic analysis of pottery from Malatya-Elazig region of Turkey. Our results demonstrate the utility of this method in analyzing 
this problem and provide suggestive results as to the nature of Transcaucasian material culture in Anatolia. 
Sponsor(s): Mark Schwartz 
PAD 209 
Genetic Analysis of isolated human populations from Eastern Europe. 
Presenter(s) Catherine M. Willis 
The studlj of human evolution involves a multidisciplinarlj approach , including archeology, anthropology, and genetics. The ancestral 
origin of human beings can be traced according to a variation in nucleotide sequence patterns of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). In this 
studlj, we analljzed the mtDNA from an isolated human population consisting of two ethnographically distinct sub populations from a 
mountainous region of Ukraine. The goal of this analljsis is to examine the origins of this population and its relatedness to other 
European human populations. The amplification of the human mtDNA samples was done by a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
followed by restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis. We found that both subpopulations can be identified by a 
distinct pattern of mtDNA variation that is different from the variation found elsewhere in Europe. 
Sponsor(s) Alexey G. Nikitin 
PAD 210 
The Objectification of Women in the Media: Is there a Difference in Views Based on Age? 
Presenter(s): Stephanie Cunningham 
The objectification of women by the media is an ongoing issue that affects both men and women. Some of the effects by the media 
are men's view toward women, and women's views of themselves. Two main forms of data collecting were undertaken to further under-
stand media's objectification of women. First , a focus group was held, comprised mainllj of college aged men and women. They were 
subjected to pictures of advertisement and their thoughts and views recorded. Second, two surveys were conducted. One survey was 
given to college aged men and women, a second survey was given to high school aged males and females. The two different age 
groups were studied to observe the affects of the media on a younger and older audience. 
Sponsor(s) Don Williams 
PAD 211 
Case Report Phljsical Theraplj Interventions for Male Incontinence 
Presenter(s) David Kim 
This case report describes the management of a 64 ljear-old status post male bulbourethral sling procedure secondarlj to post-radical 
prostatectomy urinary incontinence. The treatment of this patient involved generalized strength conditioning and pelvic floor exercises. 
This presentation will evaluate the efficacy of physical therapy interventions for male incontinence. 
Sponsor(s) Barbara Baker 
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Beginning at 8:20 AM 
PAD 107 
Evaluating Functional Performance and Strength After a Neuromuscular Training Program in High School Baskelball Plal:)ers 
Presenter(s): James Walson . Tiffan\:j Duran. Kelli Kaska 
April 12th I 
Ever\:j l:)ear. man\:j athletes suffer knee injuries. The PEP (Prevent Injurl:) and Enhance Performance) training program has been proven 
to decrease the risk of sustaining a knee injurl:). but has not been measured for its strength or athletic enhancement. The purpose of 
this research was to determine if anl:) changes occurred in high school basketball plal:)ers following the PEP training program 
compared to plal:)ers who did not participate in the program. Sixtl:)-five Michigan and Ohio basketball plal:)ers were included in this 
studl:). Pre and post measures of strength and athletic performance were completed to determine changes. In five out of six measures. 
the intervention groups had greater improvement than the control groups. When comparing genders. the girls intervention groups had 
greater improvements than the bOl:)s in all six measures. In general. this research showed that neuromuscular training can improve 
strength and athletic performance be\:jond traditional basketball practice alone. 
Sponsor(s) Barbara Hoogenboom. John Gabrosek 
PAD 108 
A Genetic Algorithm for the Minimum Tollbooth Problem 
Presenter(s): Matthew Stamps 
This presentation considers the minimum tollbooth problem (MINTB) for determining a tolling strateg\:j in a transportation network that 
requires the least number of toll locations. and simultaneousll:) causes the most efficient use of the network. Since current nonlinear 
program solvers require unreasonable amounts of time. a more efficient heuristic method has been investigated. The talk offers a 
genetic algorithm to solve MINTB. and reports numerical results on small networks. 
Sponsor(s) Lihui Bai. Valparaiso Universitl:) 
PAD 109 
United States Democracl:) Promotion in the Middle East 
Presenter(s) Nicole Dissette 
Sponsor(s) Heather Tafel 
PAD 168 
Conservation of Amazonian Fisheries: Lacal Efforts and Challenges for Sustainable Use 
Presenter(s): Rob Recknagel 
Rural and cultural development has been greatll:) affected bl:) the fisheries resources of Amazonia. The people of Amazonia have 
evolved and adapted to strategicall\:j capture enough protein for survival. Certain Amazonian fisheries and resources have been 
managed with sl:)stems that have endured for generations. The strength of traditional sl:)stems has been challenged b\:j the economic 
and environmental pressures placed on the rural inhabitants of Amazonia bl:) their harsh surroundings. This paper focuses on the 
viabilitl:) of current and traditional fisheries management s\:jstems and their potential for effective implementation. It explores how local 
strategies have evolved to maximize protein harvests with concern for the frogilit\:j of species relative to environmental and seasonal 
factors. Depletions of traditionalll:) important species and impact of the loss of harvestable biomass is of special interest. Increased 
competition for these resources. including commercial fishing . raises concerns about the sustainabilitl:) of Amazonian fisheries. 
Sponsor(s) Jim Penn 
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PAD 207 
Racism Across Countries A Comparative Study of Representations of Race, Ethnicity and Multiculturalism in Newspapers of Australia 
and the United States 
Presenter(s): Ehren Battjes 
Abstract: The medja has a strong impact on personal ideas and beliefs. Unless a person experiences something first-hand, the only 
way they can define it is by what others tell them and the ideas they create from the information given to them. This project researches 
representations of race, ethnicity and multiculturalism in fou r newspapers from the United States and Australia. Keywords are identified 
and articles are examined for racist and anti-racist messages. The purpose is to gain insight into how media portrayals affect percep-
tions of race through a cross-cultural comparison of racist ideologies in newspapers. 
Sponsor(s) Don Williams 
PAD 209 
The Dynamics of Modern Campaign Finance Reform 
Presenter(s) Jordon Jackson 
Report on the changing legal aspects of campaign finance reform with respect to current scandals. Two scandals in particular will be 
followed : The Tom Delay scandal and the Abramoff scandal. 
Sponsor(s) Star Swift 
PAD 210 
The Torque Angle Relationship of the Quadriceps Femoris in Patients with Cerebral Palsy Who Crouch Versus Able-Bodied Peers 
Presenter(s) Amy Eggleston, Brion Matz, , Kurtis Smitko 
The development of a crouch gait is extremely common in adolescents with cerebral palsy (CP), resulting in excessive demands on 
the quadriceps and significant stresses on the extensor mechanism. The purpose of th is study was to determine whether the torque-
angle relationship of the quadriceps femoris is significantly altered in individuals with CP who crouch as compared to their able bodied 
peers. A computerized dynamometer was utilized to determine torque generation during maximum voluntary isometric contractions 
at six different angles of knee flexion. The highest torque value generated at each angle was utilized in the data analysis. Once data 
is analyzed we expect that (0) peak knee extension torque will be significantly less for individuals with CP who crouch, (b) the angle 
at which they generate peak torque will be significantly more flexed than their able-bodied peers, and (c) Ihe slope of the descending 
limb of the torque-angle curve (angles more extended than peak torque) will be significantly higher in those with CP, indicating a more 
rapid tapering of torque-generating capability than their able-bodied peers. Results will be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) K. Mitchell Barr, Gordon Alderink, Barbara Hoogenboom 
PAD 211 
An Inexpensive Ramon Spectrometer for the Detection of Tyrosine Phosphorylation 
Presenter(s) : Jerry Fluellen 
The purpose of this Research is to build an inexpensive loser-bose Roman spectrometer based on CCD detection for the purpose of 
detecting the phosphorylation of the peptide tyrosine. This kinase ploys an 
important role in the regulation of various physiological processes (cell proliferation, migration, and differentiation). In Roman spec-
troscopy, structural information about molecules is obtained by examining the frequencies of light scattered from the molecules. The 
scattered frequencies correspond to the different vibrations of the molecule. Roman spectroscopy is already widely used to obtain in 
formation about the molecular structure. With our new instrument we hope to extend its applicability into the field of low cost diagnos-
tics of protein structure. 
Sponsor(s) Stephanie Schaertel , Doug Furton 
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PAD 261 
Comparison of Calculated versus Directly Measured LDL levels. 
Presenter(s): Elizabeth Koerner, Angelo Massaway, Tuy Su, Michael Thompson 
The main goal of this study is to discover if there is indeed a significant difference between calculated LDL and directly measured LDL 
levels. All specimens utilized were token from the Spectrum Health Butterworth Campus laboratory and hod a previous order for a lipid 
profile A total of 100 samples alreadld having lipid profiles performed were selected to be re-evaluated for direct LDL measurement. 
The samples were selected without regard to age, gender, risk factors , or diagnosis and come from all areas of the hospital including 
inpatients and outpatients. Specimens that were hemolized, icteric or lipemic were not included in this study. The triglldcerides, HDL, 
total Cholesterol and calculated LDL were recorded from each sample. Before running the direct LDL, calibration procedures were fol -
lowed and LDL values were measured and recorded. Results and conclusions are both pending at this time. 
Sponsor(s): Therersa Bacon-Baguely 
PAD 262 
Youth Probation Recidivism 
Presenter(s): Steve Schmucker 
I wont to studld the forms of probation and what forms have a lower recidivism rate in Idouths. Rehabilitation for youths is essential for 
the breaking of the deviant cycle. I am going to talk with various probation offices in the juvenile courts through out Kent, Ottowa and 
Allegan Counties. The state spends millions of dollars each year on probation strategies. I wont to compare intensive probations to 
normal reporting probation and see if there is a difference in recidivism rates among offenders under the age of 18. If there is no differ-
ence, then there should be some reforms to the juvenile probation system. The intensive probations cost more, but if theld don't work, 
the state should do awald with them. Also, if normal reporting probation has a higher rate of recidivism , the system should possiblld 
sway more towards the intensive probations for the youths. 
Sponsor(s) Donald Williams 
Beginning at 8:40 AM 
PAD 107 
The Apex of Anne Boleyn's Power 
Presenter(s): Michelle Horvath 
Academicailid analldzing when Anne Boleldn was at the apex of her power and the implications of her actions. 
Sponsor(s) Gretchen Galbraith 
PAD 108 
Brownfield Reconstruction: Post, Present and Future 
Presenter(s): Keilid Whalen 
As urban populations increase there will be a demand for Brownfield reconstruction. This project will research historical data, envi-
ronmental impacts, environmental policld, and future land management plans of the Brownfield reconstruction site (Grand Landing) in 
Grand Hoven, Mi. The methods involved include attending meetings with citld officials and gathering data regarding Brownfield recon -
struction. The goals for this research are to gain on understanding of the process, risks and environmental impacts involved in this type 
of innovative land use. 
Sponsor(s): Sister Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Refugee Resettlement from a Therapeutic Recreation Perspective 
Presenter(s) Jenny Boor, Jamie Gearig , Tracy Gras , Nicole Olson 
Sponsor(s) Kari Kensinger 
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PAD 168 
Impact of Makoto training on reaction time. agility. vertical Jump and balance in high school athletes 
Presenter(s): Amanda Whitlock. Jennifer Bloomfield. Amanda Dumont 
There are many training programs and types of equipment. which are designed to enhance sport performance. The Makoto is 
a new. interactive exercise device that is able to integrate sensory stimuli to elicit a motor response. The purpose of this study was to 
determine the impact of a 6-week training protocol using the Makoto on reaction time. agility. vertical jump. and balance in high school 
athletes. Forty subjects were randomized into control or experimental groups and tested pre and post training sessions. The CG only 
participated in normal sport activities . while the EG also completed a training protocol on the Makoto. Data analysis using ANOVA 
(p<0.05) showed statistically significant differences in average reaction time. accuracy. and the timed T-test. Vertical jump and balance 
scores did not show statistical significance. Improvement of sport performance for reaction time and agility in the EG may have been 
due to the Makoto training protocol . however further research is needed. 
Sponsor(s) Barbara Hoogenboom . Cathy Harro . Paul Stephenson 
PAD 207 
Geo-political Aspirations of the Soviet Union: Cuba and Latin America 
Presenter(s): Kevin D'Alessandro 
This study attempts to answer the complex question on why the Soviet Union became interested in Latin America. and more 
specifically. with a microcosmic view of Cuba. The Soviet Union became interested in Latin America. and especially Cuba, because 
the USSR idealized subverting U.S. hegemony. both politically and economically in the Western Hemisphere. Despite the frequency of 
revolutionary movements in Latin America during the Cold War period , the Soviet Union found itself disillusioned with these opportunities 
to undermine U.S. power in the region. 
Sponsor(s) Jim Penn 
PAD 209 
Redemption in the Wasteland 
Presenter(s): Martin Lockerd 
This paper will explore the relationship between TS Eliot's "The Waste Land" and the book of Ezekiel, in the hopes of providing 
evidence to counter the generally held belief that the poem carries a bleak message. 
Sponsor(s): David Ihrman 
PAD 210 
Marketing Plan NABS 
Presenter(s): Jessica Peterson 
Sponsor(s) Ben Rudolph 
Beginning at 9:00 AM 
PAD 107 
The Fiscal Systems of Henry VII 
Presenter(s): Michelle Horvath 
Academically investigating the fiscal techniques used by the first of the Tudor Monarchs. Henry VII , in order to secure his royal lineage. 
Sponsor(s) Gretchen Galbraith 
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PAD 108 
Site Analysis and Management Recommendations for Native Grassland Prairie Restoration 01 Ihe Franciscan Life Process Cenler 
Presenler(s): Benjamin Vinci 
As developmenl rapidly increases the loss of nalive communities , resloration efforls are becoming ever more important 10 preserve our 
nalural landscapes , maintain biodiversily, and resist invasive species. The Franciscan Life Process Center in Lowell, MI has expressed 
interest in restoring a portion of Iheir land 10 native prairie grasslond , though Ihe site has yet to be analyzed for suilability of resloralion. 
Sile research and sampling is 10 be conducted to determine if restorolion is feasible. If so, a management plan is 10 be constructed. If 
site is unsuitable, then on alternative plan sholl be proposed to maintain ecosystem health. 
Sponsor(s) Sister Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Management of on Upland Site to Promote Wildlife Diversity 
Presenter(s) Heather Whitmon 
Autumn olive (Elaeognus umbellota) is on invasive plant species which establishes monocullures and effectively shades oul other 
planls. Such simplificalion of the landscape reduces habitat and wildlife diversity. I will determine a safe solution for ridding this species 
from on upland sile and will research native grosses , shrubs, and trees to plant on the sites particular soil. I will use MIWild (0 computer-
based wildlife habitat database) 10 determine likely wildlife species occurrences based on current and diversified land cover. I expect 
higher wildlife species diversity with improved habital diversity. Increased habitat and wildlife diversity is important for syslem stability. 
Sponsor(s) Shaily Menon 
PAD 168 
The historical analysis of accountabilily in Iherapeutic recreation 
Presenler(s): Amanda Osborne, Jenny Boor, Sarah Hroncich , Heather Zorn, Lauro Herberholtz 
Sponsor(s): Kari Kensinger 
PAD 207 
Does round goby predation affect zebra mussel abundance? 
Presenter(s): Melissa Reneski 
We examined the role of round goby (Neogobius melanostomus) predalion on zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) densities in 
Muskegon Lake, a drowned river mouth system of Lake Michigan. Cement bricks (19.5 x9.3 x5.8 cm) were incubated for about 7 
weeks prior to Ihe start of the study. We conducted a density-gradient experiment using 12 cages (1 xl xO.5 m; 6-mm mesh) stocked 
with 0, 5, 10, or 15 round gobies (3 replicate cages of each fish density) and three cement bricks. Zebra mussels were col lected from 
bricks in each cage after 8 weeks . A bimodal dislribution of zebra mussel sizes allowed us to group them into small « 8 mm) and 
large (> 8 mm) individuals. Small zebra mussel numbers and biomass were significantly affected by round go by density (P < 0.05) , 
whereas large zebra mussels were not significantly offected by round gobies (P > 0.05). Overall, our finding suggest that round goby 
predalion can affect zebra mussel populalion dynamics in some systems. 
Sponsor(s): Carl Ruetz , Don Uzarski 
PAD 209 
Circle Pocking and Penrose Tiling 
Presenter(s): Matthew Stomps 
A circle pocking is a configuration of circles with prescribed tangencies 
corresponding to a given triangulation. The Penrose tiles offera unique and nalurallriangulation of the Euclidean plane. This presentalion 
will describe the circle packings that arise from such triangulations from a geometric and combinatorial point of view and raise some 
open questions in the more recently studied topic of Circle Pocking. 
Sponsor(s) David Austin 
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PAD 210 
Probin the Important Protein Inleraclions Involved in the Regulalion of Cell Movemenl 
Presenter(s) . Bri ttanl:J Stropich 
April 12th I 
Diaphanous relaled formins (DRF) are a conserved famill:J of proleins Ihal are involved in Ihe coordinalion of Ihe cl:JIOskelelon, a 
structure thai plal:Js a role in cellular shape, movemenl, and division. The aclivalion of DRFs are dependenl on Ihe mechanism of 
autoinhibition; the Dia-autoregulatorl:J domain (DID) , binds 10 Ihe Diaphanous inhibilOrl:J domain (DAD), keeping Ihe DRF inaclive unlil 
Rho GTPase binds to Ihe GTPase Binding Domain (GBD) and releases the DAD from DID, Iherebl:J aclivaling Ihe DRF prolein . Since 
DID-DAD binding plalds an important ro le in diclaling Ihe regulalion of the fuillengih DRF prolein, and therefore has on impaci on 
manl:J cellular processes , our laboralorl:J focuses on elucidating the DID-DAD interaclion. Here, through a combination of fluorescence 
anisotroPl:J and cellular biologl:J, we have delermined specific basic amino acid residues in a conseNed region of DAD Ihal are critical 
for mediating DID-DAD binding. In addilion, we have also discovered a single serine residue in the DID thai is involved in Ihe binding 
10 DAD, while also plal:Jing a role in the localization of Ihe DRF prolein. 
Sponsor(s). Brad Wallar 
PAD 211 
GV Fire Alarms??? Localion and Causes A Stalislical Consulling Experience 
Presenter(s). Slephanie Oegema 
Grand Vallel:J resident studenls seem 10 have a problem with burnt popcorn and other kilchen appliances. This presenlalion focuses 
on ml:J role as a consullanl lo Facililies SeNices, anall:Jzing fire alarm data as 10 localions and causes. The primarl:J aim of Ihe Sludl:J is 
10 see which campus areas, especialll:J residenlial , seem 10 have 10 mosl fire alarms and for whal reasons. This Sludld also Iracks fire 
alarm pallerns over lime to explore fire safell:J trends al GVSu. The resulls from Ihis Sludld will be used 10 make a recommendalion about 
fUlure fire alarm procedures and response lechniques. As a slalislical consultant, mld role was primarill:J data cleanup and analldsis. 
Sponsor(s) David Cox and Neal Rogness 
PAD 261 
Going Back 10 Where You've Never Been Exploring OUlreach Opporlunilies and Challenges 
Presenler(s) Anne McKal:J, Julie Lenharl 
Grand Vallel:J Siale Universill:J'S Meijer Cenler for Wriling has recentlld eSlablished an oulreach program wilh a local alternative high 
school. We will present Ihe complexities of moving Ihe work of Ihe college wriling cenler into anolher environmenl. Through discussion 
we hope 10 shed lighl on how luloring methods Iransilion into olher environmenls. This presenlalion was also accepled 10 Ihe 2006 
East Cenlral Wriling Cenler's Associalion Conference. 
Sponsor(s). Ellen Schendel 
Beginning at 9:20 AM 
PAD 107 
Using Malhemalics in Pholographl:J. An Exploration of Algorilhms Used in Panoramic Slitching 
Presenter(s). Janelle Laulzenheiser 
The process of creating a panoramic picture from a series of side-bld-side consecutive piclures is called panoramic Slilching. Creal-
ing a smoolh Iransition between the pictures involves using malhemalical algorilhms 10 correclll:J align Ihe piclures. We sludied the 
mathemalicaldetails used to combine a series of photos. Using Maple, we figured oul how 10 combine two pictures bl:J specifl:Jing Iwo 
overlapping points in each. 
Sponsor(s) Edward Aboufadel 
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PAD 109 
Legality of Partner Benefits 
Presenter(s): Deborah Gaiefsky 
April 12th I 
The legality concerning partner benefits of same-sex couples has recently become a major debate in Michigan. Due to the passing of 
Proposal 2, an amendment to the state 's constitution which states "the union of one man and one woman in marriage shall be the ohly 
agreement recognized as a marriage or similar union for any purpose, " significant lawsuits have been filed concerning the right of public 
employers to offer health care benefits to same-sex couples. The interpretation of Proposal 2 is still pending, however to understand the 
impacl of a final decision I will review and discuss the events, organizations, and likely consequences involved in this debate. 
Sponsor(s): Star Swift 
PAD 168 
Analyzing differential expression of a protein kinase N allele affecting wing morphology and fertility in Drosophila 
Presenter(s) Billie Hooker 
Many of the genetic pathways thai guide basic developmental processes have gone unchanged throughoul Ihe course of evolution. 
Siudying these pathways , regardless of the organism used for analysis , can help piece log ether bigger concepts regarding all of living 
processes. An adult-viable recessive mutation of Ihe prolein kinase N (PKN) allele was found in Drosophila (fruit flies) Ihat causes wings 
to be held up from their Ihorax and curve venlrally. Males are sterile, while females are sub-ferti le. This mutant ca lled delorean, is caused 
by a P-elemenl insertion. For this study, I hypothesized Ihat the levels of gene expression in the delorean flies would be different from 
those of wi ld-type flies. Norlhern blots were made to detect the signal differences using PKN speci fic probes. Results will be discussed. 
Sponsor(s): Bruce Ostrow 
PAD 207 
A study of the erosional effects of the Rogue River dam spillway by analysis of suspended sedimenl Rockford , Michigan 
Presenter(s) Grant Koster 
Dams of all sizes have an effecl on rivers. Dams containing small reservoirs are not as notorious as those with a large reservoir for 
downstream problems such as erosion, bUI effects are still evident. When a river encounlers a dam , mosl of the sediments being 
transported are deposited The lack of sediment load in the water that exits the spillway causes increased erosion rates on the down-
stream side of the dam, so Ihe river widens and Ihe bed is generally coarser grained. In this project , water samples were laken from 
two locations upstream of the dam in Rockford Michigan, one at the dam spillway, and one just downstream of the dam. The preliminary 
results suggest thai there is a very large increase in suspended sediment directly below the dam compared to what is seen upslream. 
This is hypolhesized to be due to the increase in the energy of the water coming off the dam spillway. The result is more bank erosion , 
and an increase in the amounl of fine particles in suspension 
Sponsor(s): Patricia Videtich 
PAD 209 
Least Squares Properties of Ihe Lanczos' Derivative 
Presenler(s) Nathanial Burch 
The Lanczos' Derivative is a proper extension of the normal derivative seen in the first semester of calcu lus. We explore properties 
of the Lanczos ' Derivalive by connecting it to several ideas in statistics. Higher order Lanczos' Derivatives are constructed using a 
mel hod of least squares regression. A formu la for the n-th order Coefficienl of Determination is also derived and explored. 
Sponsor(s): Paul Fishback 
PAD 210 
The historical analysis of professional organizations in therapeutic recreation 
Presenter(s) Melissa Vander Laan , Kari Azkoul , Tess Ziegler, Nicole Olson, Jamie Gearig 
Sponsor(s) Kari Kensinger 
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PAD 211 
The Journeld to Madness 
Presenter(s). Sarah B(Jrne 
April 12~h I 
This is a paper exploring the step-bld-step journeld that the main character of "The Yellow Wallpaper," while also exploring the question 
of "what is sane, what is insane?" 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
PAD 261 
Predictors of Academic Success 
Presenter(s). Rebecca Bolek 
The academic records of graduates of the Master's Degree Phldsical Therapld program at Grand Valleld State Universitld were reviewed, 
and the following information was obtained. undergraduate grade point average (GPA) , academic standing (whether the student had 
been placed on academic probation at any time during the program), final program GPA, and score on the national physical therapy 
licensing examination. 
Sponsor(s) Mary Green 
Beginning at 9:40 AM 
PAD 107 
Gravitational Assist Two and Three Bodies 
Presenter(s). Angie Grumm 
Gravitational assist involves using the gravitational pull of one object to increase the speed of another. NASA engineers utilize this 
information to send space probes to the far reaches of the solar s(Jstem. This project focused on the mathematics behind the two 
body gravitational assist problem as well as the logic and theory behind the unsolvable three body problem. 
Sponsor(s). David Austin 
PAD 108 
Creating a Management Plan that Stimulates Forest Regeneration and Improves Profit Yields 
Presenter(s) Melissa Thornburg 
The purpose of this project is to create a management plan for a private landowner interested in stimulating forest regeneration and 
improving yield. First , the value of the forested lot will be determined by identifying the tree species within the stand. If sufficient value 
is discovered, a management plan will be prepared that will help to stimulate forest regeneration. This plan would focus on increasing 
valuable tree species in order to increase logging ldield. If no significant value is found within the stand, then an alternative management 
plan will be prepared that would stimulate valuable tree growth within the lot. 
Sponsor(s) Sister Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Varying the Number of Practice Trials for Acquisition of a Motor Skill in Children 
Presenter(s) Gwendolyn Halalay , Sarah Thoreson 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of zero, 12, or 24 practice trials on skill acquisition of a novel motor task in children. 
The novel task consisted of having the children throw a beanbag with the non-dominant hand while blindfolded. The motor performance 
was measured bld a transfer task performed immediately after the practice session. A convenience sampling of 2nd grade students 
between the ages of 7 and 8 years of age without any motor or learning disabilities were used. The study demonstrated aspects of 
both a randomized design and a quasi-experimental design. The results are to be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Barbara Baker, Paul Stephenson, John Peck 
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PAD 168 
Discovering Morket Potential for "Natural" Meats in the Greenville Area 
Presenter(s): Andrew Lieto , Sue Chen , Brandon Gerord , Amy Manning 
Sponsor(s) Nancy Levenburg 
PAD 207 
Planning and Forecasting with Porker Engineering 
Presenter(s) Geoff Kuyper, Brent Courson, Michael Breimayer , Armando Gorcia 
Sponsor(s) Nancy Levenburg 
PAD 209 
The historical analysis of ethics in therapeutic recreation 
Presenter(s) Sarah Jones, Colleen Gorton , Molly Zeh , Rachael Meadows, Andrea Boyer 
Sponsor(s) Kori Kensinger 
PAD 210 
Grain Size Analysis: Sand from a Lake Michigan Beach at Meinert Park, Muskegon County, Michigan 
Presenter(s): Andrea Magoon 
April 12~h I 
Lake Michigon has extensive beaches, many with associated dunes. The beach and dune studied ore in Meinert Park, a small pork 
located in Muskegon County. The main dune is a relict dune towering approximately 33 meters above Lake Michigan. Samples were 
collected from two traverses two meters aport. The troverses begin in the swash zone ond end at the crest of the dune. I predict finer 
sand, being lighter, was moved more by wind and water so the sand will get finer away from Lake Michigan. Since the dune formed 
by wind deposition, and it is located furthest from Lake Michigan, I hypothesize that the dune sand will be the finest sand obseNed. 
I also predict that the sand collected in the two parallel traverses perpendicular to the shore will be similor as the samples were 
collected only two meters aport. 
Sponsor(s) Patricia Videtich 
PAD 211 
The Themes and Ideas of "Horizontal Accidents" 
Presenter(s) Mike Salisbury 
"Horizontal Accidents" is the work of fiction by Mike Salisbury. The AWP nominated story explores the boundaries of friendship and 
death. This presentation will focus on the themes of the story and what the ortist was attempting to communicate. 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
PAD 261 
National SeNice Cultivating Lifelong Volunteers 
Presenter(s): Angela Sullivan 
National seNice and the notion of giving our time and talent to our communities is a critical port of our society. I will be analyzing the 
question of whether national seNice porticipants specifically AmeriCorps and AmeriCorps Volunteers in SeNice to America (VISTA) 
continue to be active in their communities after their contracted seNice has ended. The impact of these Corps members service to ~heir 
communities for surpass their actual seNice, this being said it is my assertion that national seNice porticipants continue to be engaged 
in their communities long after their contracted seNice actually ends. In short, the AmeriCorps program cultivates life long volunteers 
and active citizens. This issue is of significant importance because the effects of national seNice on the communities has been studied 
and is said to be quite long lasting, it is equally imperative that we study the effects of the seNice on the national seNice porticipants, 
due to the fact that one objective of national seNice is porticipant development and aworeness. To ensure that the programs ore 
meeting the needs set forth we must study all aspects as oppose to only one facet. 
Sponsor(s) Don Williams 
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Beginning at \.0:00 AM 
PAD 107 
Identification of a Gene Involved in Hormone-Induced Moss Development 
Presenter(s) ) Ilea Swinehart 
April 12~h I 
Initiall\,! the moss Ph\,!scomitrella patens grows as a filament producing an initial cell on the third cell of the filament. Upon exposure to 
the hormone c\,!tokinin, the developmental pathway of this initial cell changes from filamentous growth to the formation of a leafy plant. 
A mutant, created b\,! randoml\,! inserting a segment of foreign DNA, produces initial cells which are unresponsive to c\,!tokinin . Using 
Thermal As\,!mmetric Interlaced (TAIL)-PCR, we will amplif\,! the sequence flanking the insertion (presumabl\,! a disrupted gene) and 
separate the products using gel electrophoresis. Studies in progress focus on determining the best temperatures for primer binding 
and further optimization of TAl L-PC R. This study is designed to increase understanding of how hormones influence the development of 
multicellular organisms. 
Sponsor(s) : Margaret Dietrich 
PAD 108 
Perceived Barriers to Prenatal Care Among Hispanic Women 
Presenter(s) Gustavo Moretta 
Sponsor(s) : Ph\,!lIis Gendler 
PAD 109 
Leaf breakdown by macroinvertebrates does leaf size and nitrogen content affect consumption rates? 
Presenter(s): Matthew Breen 
Breakdown of riparian vegetation by benthic macroinvertebrates is essential to energy d\,!namics of lotic ecos\,!stems. Decomposition 
of leaf material is of particular interest to stream ecologists; however, little is known about how leaf size affects breakdown rates by 
detritivores. We investigated consumption rates of red maple (Acer rubrum) leaves by two common shredders (Gammarus pseudolim-
naeus and Pycnops\,!che sp.) in a coldwater stream. Leaf discs (diameter= 2.5 cm) from leaves of three widths «7 [small], 7- 10 [me-
dium], and >10 cm [large]) were placed in in -stream containers for 24- and 48-hr feeding trials. Insect t\,!pe and leaf size significantly 
affected breakdown rates, whereas treatment duration was not an important factor. Pycnopsyche sp. preferentiall\,! consumed medium 
sized leaves but G. pseudolimnaeus did not show a preference. A further analysis of nitrogen content will determine whether medium 
sized leaves provide more nutritional value than small or large leaves. 
Sponsor(s) Carl Ruetz 
PAD 168 
The Heroes' Religion: Social Implications of Beowulf as Oral Literature 
Presenter(s) : Scott Joswick 
This paper will discuss the effects of Beowulf as oral literature. B\,! looking specifically at Hrothgars sermon, it will show how oral 
literature had not only an entertainment value, but was also a tool to reinforce existing social practices . More importantl\,!, it created a 
vocabulary for understanding and accepting new cultural ideas like Christianity. 
Sponsor(s): Rachel Anderson 
PAD 207 
The Effects of Blood Enchancement Chemicals on Latent Blood 
Presenter(s): Alicia Otto 
This presentation is on project which looked at how six different blood enhancing chemicats worked on latent blood. The chemicals 
were tested on wood and cloth fabric, both light and dark. The blood was placed on the substrate and it was allowed to dr\,!. After the 
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blood was dry the blood was washed oFF to make it latent. The chemicals were tested on the wood after 1 day, 1 week and 1 month to 
see how well they perFormed The chemicals were also tested on the light and dark fabric aFter 1 day. 
Sponsor(s): Nancy Shontz 
PAD 209 
Distinguishing terraces along the Muskegon River by grain size and shape analyses: Newaygo County, Michigan 
Presenter(s) James Rinke 
The Muskegon River has cut several sets of terraces near Bridgeton in Newaygo County. The terraces are assumed to have Formed 
by separate periods of downcutting as the river meandered. Four samples From two terraces of diFFerent elevation were collected by 
hand auguring to a depth of approximately 2 meters. The grain size, shape, and mineral content of sediments collected From the two 
terraces were determined. Grain size was determined by sieving, and mode, median, mean , sorting , skewness and kurtosis were 
calculated. Roundness and sphericity were determined using a binocular microscope and Power's roundness scale. The mineralogy 
was also determined visually using a binocular microscope. The diFFerent terrace samples are expected to show significantly diFFerent 
grain size and shape as they represent diFFerent stratigraphic levels. This, in turn, will help determine the depositional environment of 
each terrace and aid in piecing together a more accurate history of the Muskegon River. 
Sponsor(s) Patricia Videtich 
PAD 210 
Change in Body Mass Index in Obese and Non-Obese Patients Following Total Knee Arthroplasty 
Presenter(s) Taneisha Hayden, Victoria Brooks, Amanda Casten 
Change in Body Mass Index in Obese and Non-Obese Patients Following Total Knee Arthroplasty. TaNeisha Hayden, Victoria Brooks, 
Amanda Casten (Grand Valley State University Physician Assistant Studies, Michigan , United States of America) Theresa Bacon-Baguley 
(ProFessor of Physician Assistant Studies) Research Question Is there a change in body mass index in obese versus non-obese 
patients after one year or two years Following Total Knee Arthroplasty? Significance The incidence of obesity in US adults is reaching 
epidemic proportions. Osteoarthritis, mostly in the knee, is a common condition both overweight and obese adults suFfer. Because of 
the limited and restricted mobility due to osteoarthritic knee pain , obese adults often attribute their inability to exercise and lose weight 
to this, thus increasing their Body Mass Index (BMI). This study will help providers advise patients on the predictors of a successFul 
outcome determining whether or not there 
Sponsor(s) Theresa Bacon-Baguley 
PAD 21 1 
The historical analysis of the service models in therapeutic recreation 
Presenter(s) Tracy Gras, Sarah McDonald, Susan Kurtz 
Sponsor(s): Kari Kensinger 
PAD 261 
Between Religion and Honor: Charles C. Jones and an Analysis of Antebellum Georgia 
Presenter(s): Jonathan Howard 
My paper examines the relationship between the religious experience and the secular ethic of honor as experienced by one man , 
Charles Colcock Jones, on the eve of and during the First years of the American Civil War. I hope to demonstrate that Jones, a Southern 
man of honorable standing and a member of the Presbyterian clergy had difFiculty choosing between the conflicting loyalties of honor 
and evangelical religion. Ultimately, he came to a conclusion that his religious belieFs were more important to him than secular esteem. 
Sponsor(s) Steve Tripp, Dolli Lutes 
PAD 262 
Folding Polygons into Polyhedra 
Presenter(s) Ngan Nguyen 
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BegInnIng at 10:20 AM 
PAD 107 
Opposition to U.S. Economic Hegemony in Latin America: Hugo Chavez and Venezuela 
Presenter(s): Rachel Jacques 
April 12~h I 
Recent years have seen increasing opposi tion to U.S. poli tical and economic infl uence in Latin America. Venezuela is a key player in 
t e South American economy. This project researches the country 's history From the 1950s to the present, and the role of the U.S. in 
its Formation. Through political economy, this study asks iF recent political changes are due to the effects of U.S. policies in Venezuela. 
The research examines the relationship between the two nations and the development models proposed by the Chavez government. 
The paper considers alternative models of economic development, independent From U.S. political hegemony. 
Sponsor(s) Do ll i Lutes 
PAD 108 
Examining the relationship between international organizations and national security 
Presenter(s) Holly Bennett 
Why do some countries contribute to UN peacekeeping missions whi le others do not? What accounts For the disparities in states level 
of involvement in peacekeeping missions? By perForming an in -depth analysis of the securi ty po lic ies and military budgets of two 
countries , we can determine what they believe to be the most eFFective approach to maintaining their securit y. To explain such policies 
we can use social constructivism , a theory which claims that a relationship of reciprocity exists between international institutions and 
states not only do states create institutional structures, but institutions can also shape states behavior. 
Sponsor(s): Renato Corbella 
PAD 109 
Evaluating Wood Duck Habitat Suitabi lity on Private Land in Southwest Allegan County 
Presenter(s): Aaron Giesler 
Wetlands , which are crucial habitats For many wildl iFe species , are rapidly succumbing to urbanization. Wood ducks depend on 
weiland habitats For every Facet of their survival , including nesting , brood rearing and migration. I will conduct literature reviews, Field 
work, habitat sui tability modeling and land cover mapping in order to evaluate the suitability of a private property For wood ducks in 
rural South Haven, Allegan Co. , MI. Subsequent to evaluation, plans to act on habitat modiFication will be respected by me and 
neighboring land owners. 
Sponsor(s) Shaily Menon 
PAD 168 
A Soybean Response to Atmospheric Methyl Jasmonate 
Presenter(s): Shannon Edwards 
Jasmonic ac id and derivatives (e.g. , methyl jasmonate, MeJA) have wide-ranging eFFects on plant processes such as membrane 
synthesis , carbohydrate metabolism, and stress responses including herbivore deFense. A 1054 bp incomplete cDNA, derived From a 
gene that was expressed within shoat tips of nine-day-old soybean (Glycine max) seedl ings that had been exposed to atmospheric 
MeJA For Five days, was isolated and sequenced. The derived protein sequence has 51 % similarity with a protein of unknown Function in 
Arabidopsis thaliana. We have determined that the gene is not only ubiquitously expressed in all tissues of a soybean seedl ing, but that 
exposure to atmospheric MeJA appears to have varying effects on transcript levels. As membrane synthesis and carbohydrate metabolism 
are critical to the proper development of the plant , we plan to Further investigate the role of this gene during soybean development. 
Sponsor(s) Margaret Dietrich 
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PAD 207 
Preventing Repeat Teen Pregnancies and Improving Child Health Outcomes: A Review of the Girls Like Me Program 
Presenter(s): Adriano Flores , Elizabeth Anderson, Roberto Miller , Lindsa~ Reuterdahl 
April 12th I 
Comprehensive programs for teenage mothers and their children have been a promising intervention to improve outcomes of teenage 
childbearing and parenting. However, much remains unknown about the efficac~ of such programs. Through the anal~sis of data 
obtained from partiCipants in Girls Like Me, a local comprehensive program, this stud~ was completed in hopes to find a decrease in 
repeat pregnancies and an increase in child health outcomes. Results of this stud~ are expected to show that comprehensive programs 
offer benefits to teen mothers, children , and providers alike. The researchers also hope to demonstrate that increased support, funding, 
and more complete evaluations are needed for such programs. 
Sponsor(s) Diann Reischman, Theresa Bacon-Bagule~ 
PAD 209 
Sediment Variations in Vegetated versus Wind-Blown Beach Areas of Lake Michigan: Ottawa Count~, Michigan 
Presenter(s): Joel Ken~on 
Kirk Park is a small, Ottawa Count~ park with several hundred meters of Lake Michigan shoreline . The beach is relativel~ natural and 
undisturbed, with relict dunes I~ing inland of active fore dunes. Much of these dunes, as well as the lower-I~ing beach, are covered 
in dune grass. This dune grass ma~ be a significant factor affecting wind sorting of sand-sized beach sediment. A total of nine sand 
samples were taken from the flat- I~ing vegetated beach area and the adjacent wind-blown area. Using sieve anal~sis, the mean, 
mode, median , sorting, skewness and kurtosis of each sample will be calculated. These statistics, as well as grain roundness and 
mineralog~, will be anal~zed to determine the effects of wind sorting on sediments from the vegetated and wind-blown beach areas. 
Sponsor(s): Patricia Videtich 
PAD 210 
Classical Chaos in Excited States of Sodium Atom 
Presenter(s): Bradle~ Karas 
The d~namical problem of the electrons motion in the presence of the combined Coulomb and uniform electric field was solved for 
both the case of on excited H~drogen atom and an excited Sodium atom. In both cases, canonical transformations were used as a 
means to solve the problems. For the case of the excited H~drogen atom, it was shown that the d~namica l s~stem was separable 
and could be solved using quadratures. All bounded periodic trajectories were classified. For the case of the excited Sodium atom, it 
was shown that it was not separable and can onl~ be solved numericall~. In both cases, the trajectories were depicted in configuration 
space as well as b~ the method of Poincare surfaces of sections. 
Sponsor(s) Milun Rakovic 
PAD 211 
A Statistical Stud~ on Union Commitment, Involvement, and Satisfaction 
Presenter(s): Nick Somers 
Sample datum was collected via surve~ from 1003 board and non-board union workers of a local union in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
The surve~ consisted of questions targeting areas such as demographics (i.e. gender, age, number of ~ears at plant, marital status, 
and race), commitment to the union, union involvement, and overall satisfaction with union membership. The data was anal~zed, with 
particular interest given to finding differences in commitment , involvement and satisfaction due to being on the union board or demo-
graphic factors . Findings from this stud~ will be reported along with m~ perspective on managing and anal~zing data. 
Sponsor(s) Ph~lIis Curtiss, Brian Phillips 
PAD 261 
RSA Encr~ption 
Presenter(s): Brian Hanson 
Sponsor(s): Mallhew W~neken 
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PAD 262 
The hisloricdl analysis of philosophy in therapeu tic recreation 
Prese ter(s) : Julie Ju isko, Joshua Dunnington 
Sponsor(s): Kari Kensinger 
Beginning at 10:40 AM 
PAD 107 
What is the Price of Bottled Water? 
Presenter(s): Jacob Ross 
April 12th I 
I will research the impact of the Ice Mountain bottled water plant in Mecosta County, MI. My main objective is to assess the current 
policy and analyze how the water resource utilization of this plant affects the surrounding area. I will compile data from pervious 
studies on this issue, along wi th data about the affects on the environment. I wi ll be doing data analysis to better portray the matter to 
the public in terms that reflect the knowledge of people not skilled in this area. I expect this will clear up the issues regarding the 
implementation of the plant process . 
Sponsor(s) : Shaily Menon 
PAD 108 
Sports Facilities Friend or Foe? 
Presenter(s) Katie Gendernalik 
During the years 1984-2000, voters in many US cities have hod 40 opportunities to vote on professional sports stadium proposals. 
These proposals have been grouped together with economic development plans to make them more marketable to the public. Different 
ci ties and their political leaders have said that these facilities will bring new economic life to oiling downtown areas Do sports facilities 
bring more people and jobs to the ci ty? How do poli tical leaders justify the million dollar proposals to their citizens? Whi le looking at the 
ci ty of Detro it, it is obvious to see the newly built Comerica Park and Ford Field have not improved its economic state. 
Sponsor(s): Joel Stillerman 
PAD 109 
Trading Methods Comparing Transect Counts and Distance Sampling for Population Estimates 
Presenter(s): Karl Rowland 
I will contrast the time, effort , cost , and accuracy associated with two kinds of population estimation methods (transect counts and 
distance sampling). This wi lt allow me to determine which method is more efficient for estimating Karner Blue butterfly populations. This 
comparison will benefit researchers interested in future population estimates . By analyzing the differences between these two methods 
they can better determine which method to apply to their research. 
Sponsor(s) Shai ly Menon 
PAD 168 
Advertising after 9/1 1 : Consuming Patriotically 
Presenter(s) : Sarah Tolton 
Sponsor(s) Joel Sti llerman 
PAD 207 
A Multibillion Dollar Industry Based on the Commodification of Women 
Presenter(s) : Ashley Troy 
Sex trafficking of women and girls in America is a multibill ion dollar business that capi talizes on the social, political, and economic 
oppression women face worldwide. The sex traffickers often present the "American Dream" to these women and to the families of the 
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kJoung girls in on attempt to coerce them over to America. Once the women and girls make it to America their passports are token awakJ 
and thekJ are forced into becoming sex slaves. In the brothels thekJ perform multiple sex acts in a dakJ with mankJ different men. There 
is little hope of escaping because often the women and girls do not speak English, their families makJ be killed , and often the people 
thekJ would seek for help are the people who are purchasing them for sex. But with on increased awareness of the numbers of women 
coerced into sex trafficking , there has also been on increase in lows and other means for fighting sex traffickers and protecting victims. 
Sponsor(s) Kathleen Blumreich 
PAD 209 
Correlation of Stratigraphic Sections Using Logs from Water Wells Allendale Township, Michigan 
Presenter(s) Christie Kroskie 
Allendale, Michigan, is situated on relict glacial moraines and a relict delta deposited during the Pleistocene epoch , which ended 
approximatelkJ 10,000 kJears ago. Genera ll kJ sediments are grovel and sand in the proximal delta, silt and clakJ in the distal delta, sand 
and gravel in the proximal delta, and unconsolidated till composed of clakJ, silt , sand , and grovel in the moraines. The purpose of this 
studkJ is to determine if these depositional environments can be distinguished and the sediments correlated using well logs from water 
wells. Using 171 drilling logs from water wells , I will make and correlate stratigraphic sections, In the deltaic region, I predict I will find 
proximal sand and grovel bars towards the east and distal deposits of silt and clakJ towards the west. In the moraines I predict there 
will be no individuallakJers of silt or clakJ in the sand and gravel because hll is tkJpicallkJ unsorted. 
Sponsor(s) Patricio Videtich 
PAD 210 
Making the Ratio A Case in DakJcare Scheduling 
Presenter(s) Dainen Tolman, Tanner Yager, Adam Hinman, Jason Pawlos 
Sponsor(s). NanckJ Levenburg 
PAD 211 
Statistical Consulting at QST Consultations 
Presenter(s). Chris Smith 
The journekJ of a drug from molecular conception to the doctors shelves has rnankJ phases and can toke 15 to 20 kJears costing millions 
of dollars. In this talk, we discuss the process a drug must go through to get approved bkJ the Food and Drug Administration. The focus 
will be on the role a biostatistics group such as QST has in this authorization. 
Sponsor(s) John Gabrosek 
PAD 261 
Stem Cell Research and SocietkJ 
Presenter(s) Patrick Hansmap 
CollectivelkJ, societkJ has generated a great deal of confusion about stem cells and stem cell research. This presentation is given with 
the purpose of resolving such confusion bkJ defining the terms used in discussion of stem cell research, elaborating on conflicting 
ideas, and relating such topics to our local societkJ. Michiganders can , thus, arrive at their own opinions and conclusions about thi s 
controversial topic and our societkJ based on the facts here given. 
Sponsor(s) Devereaux Kennedy 
PAD 262 
The Effects of Cognition on Rehabilitation of a Client with a Traumatic Brain InjurkJ 
Presenter(s). KimberlkJ Kasaju 
Background and Purpose Traumatic brain injuries affect roughlkJ 1 4 million people in the US each kJeer Clients with TBI have multi-
skJstem impairments, including motor, sensorkJ, perceptual and cognitive deficits. This case report will describe behavior modification 
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techniques used in rehabilitation of a client wilh cognitive deficils from a TBI. Case Description: The patient was a 69 ljear-old male 
who suffered a TBI and was Ireated in a transilional living center. PT inlervention addressed multi-sljstem impairments and integrated 
cognitive strategies and behavioral modification techniques to maximize participation and safe communitlj reintegration. Outcome This 
patient had a favorable outcome, achieving 75"10 of PT goals. He was discharged home with assistance from his wife to receive ongoing 
PT in ar outpatient setting. Discussion: This case report highlights effective use of behavior modificalion techniques in rehabilitation of 
clients with cognitive deficits resulting from a TBI. 
Sponsor(s) : Cathlj Harro 
Beginning at 11 :00 AM 
PAD 107 
Analljsis of Grand Vallelj State Universitlj's Phljsician Assistant Program Alumni SUNelj 
Presenler(s): Brandon Whitscell , Nalhan Barden 
Research Question: Based on alumni survelj, how do Grand Vallelj State Universitlj's Phljsician Assistant alumni view their educational 
preparation in the following areas? Significance To identiflj the weakness and strength of Grand Vallelj State Universitlj's Phljsician As-
sistant Studies Program which be subsequentllj used in the analljsis of programmatic changes. Design A secondarlj analljsis of dala 
previousllj collected blj Grand Vallelj Slate Universitlj's Phljsician Assistant Siudies program. Methods In the fall of 2005, the alumni of 
the PAS program were electronicalllj notified , via email that Ihe GVSU's PA program was in Ihe process of collecting information from 
alumni regarding Iheir educational experience. The alumni were asked to complele a sUNelj online at Zoomerang.com. Zoomerang. 
com then provided an Excel spread sheet of the results withoul anlj identifiers. Subjects: All GVSU PAS alumni graduates who have 
graduated between Ihe ljears of 1998 to 2005. 
Sponsor(s): Theresa Bacon-Bagulelj 
PAD 108 
Electrochemical Manipulation of Silver Telluride 
Presenter(s) : Justin Copenhaver 
We are investigaling the eleclromagnetic properties of silver telluride , Ag2± Te. These properties varlj grealllj with a change in 
charge carrier density, which are affecled by a change in the silver content of the sample. We are attempting to pass silver ions into 
Ag2± Te blJ using a Coulometric titration. This process moves silver ions from a silver reseNoir through a conductive eleClrolljle and 
inlo the silver telluride with a current, rather than adding bulk silver 10 a molten form of Ag2± Te . This process can be reversed and 
repealed in principle. We have observed the movement of silver ions into and out of Ag2± Te in a bulk pressed powder sample, bul 
we have had difficulties repealing this result in a Ihin film of Ag2± Te. 
Sponsor(s) Harold Schnljders 
PAD 109 
Effecls of Concenlrated Animal Feeding Operalions (CAFO) on Local Siream Heallh 
Presenler(s) Joseph Braspenninx 
The effects of CAFOs on local stream health are a large concern for wildlife and human health. As farms become larger and Ihe use 
of concentrated feeding operations increase in size, Ihe risk of pollulion to nearby streams rises. I will sample dissolved oxygen and 
conduci a macroinvertebrate study 10 determine stream health in Crockery Creek. I expect that the stream below a large dairy farm has 
lower DO levels and a deteriorated macroinvertebrate community. The final assessment of Ihe stream will be helpful in the restocking 
plan of Irout populations and also helpful for management recommendations. 
Sponsor(s) Shaily Menon 
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PAD 168 
Oiel Summer Movements of Fish in Sickle Creek, Manistee Countld, Michigan 
Presenter(s): Andria Solos 
April 12th I 
This Studld investigated the location, habitat preferences, and diel movements of burbot (Iota Iota) and sa lmon ids in a small tributarld 
stream in late spring , earlld summer. The research provides bose-line information on fish distribution prior to the replacement of a 
culvert and reconnection of upstream reaches. The tributarld was divided into six 100-meter reaches using blocker nets and data was 
collected using mark-recapture and electrofishing techniques. The communitld was dominated bld coho (Oncorhldnchus kisutch) and 
chinook salmon (Oncorhldnchus tshawldtscha) , rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri) , northern mottled sculpin (Conus bairdii bairdii), brook 
lampreld (Ichthldomldzon fosser), and the burbot. Salmonids favored undercut bonks during the dald (p=0.014) and woodld debris 
at night (p=0.017, ANOVA). Substrate was dominated bld sand thus the bulk of aquatic macroinvertebrate production was likelld occurring 
on large woodld debris-the area preferred bld the fish at dusk and at night. In addilion, water depth was positivelld correlated to fish 
densitld (R2 = 0.73; p=0.031, step-wise MLR). Like the salmonids , burbot preferred undercut bonks and abundance appeared to 
increase at night-a pattern observed in all major fish species with the exception of the chinook salmon , although trends were not 
significant for anld species. The majoritld of captured fish were juvenile and we hldPothesize that 01 these earlld liFe-historld stages , the 
Fish are moving into the tributarld sldstem at dusk to ovoid predation pressure in the main channel. The coho population decreased 
through time (p=0.034) while rainbow trout YOY increased (p=0.039). There was no recapture of Fin-clipped rainbow trout (ldear one 
plus) indicating a high degree of turnover with the main channel, likelld as a result of the culvert. 
Sponsor(s) Eric Snldder and Oolli Lutes 
PAD 207 
The historical analldsis of research in therapeutic recreation 
Presenter(s): Kathrldn Keefer, Maureen Emaus , Mandld Scholten , Monico Sldtek 
Sponsor(s) Kari Kensinger 
PAD 209 
Groin Size Analldsis of on Embankment and on Activelld Eroding , Longitudinal Sand Bar in Bear Creek Muskegon Countld, Michigan 
Presenter(s): Nathaniel Hansen 
Bear Creek, which empties into Bear Lake, is located in Muskegon Countld, Michigan, and has a drainage area of 16.7 square miles. 
The geographic area surrounding the creek is largelld developed with traces of wetlands close to the sample area. I postulate that the 
groin size From on active1ld eroding, submerged, longitudinal sand bar to the embankment on the Far side of the creek will decrease. 
This trend can be readilld seen as sill is in higher concentrations closer to the embankment, but I am interested in seeing iF the sand 
sized groins also decrease in size towards the embankment. Eight samples were token, each 2.5 cm apart, from the embankment 
to the top of the sand bar. The samples were split into equal parts and sieved. The groin shope and mineral composition were also 
determined. The silt Fractions were analldzed using a loser particle counter. 
Sponsor(s) Patricio Videtich 
PAD 210 
Low Bock Pain in Police OFFicers 
Presenter(s): JenniFer Arts 
Low Bock Pain in Police OFficers The purpose of this studld was to compare the prevalence of low bock pain among police ofFicers in 
Kent Countld to the nationwide prevalence in the general population. In addition, the officers' opinions of Factors that contribute to their 
low bock pain were also explored. Data were collected through on anonldmous, voluntarld surveld which was mode available to all 
sworn oFFicers in Kent COUntld. 
Sponsor(s) Don Vaughn 
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PAD 261 
A Compara~ive Ana lys is of Body Mass Index, Exercise Habits, Smoking and Alcohol use between Graduate Level Health and Non-
health Studen~s a~ Grand Vo lley State University 
Presenter(s): Emil y Twichell, Carey O'Donnell , Jon Churchill, Sarah Walraven 
A Comparative Analysis of Body Moss Index, Exercise Habits, Smoking and Alcohol use belween Graduate Level Health and Non-health 
Students at Grand ValleiJ State University. By: Churchill, J , ODonnell, C, Twichell , E , Walraven, S. Grand Volley State University, Masters 
of Physician Assistant Studies Objectives Many of the common diseases treated today stem From contro llable personal habits , such as a 
sedentary liFestyle, smoking, and obesity. Smoking and obesity are the number one and IwO causes of preventable mortality and 
combined they result in a huge economic burden. The increasing cost of health care has led health care proFessions to look at preventative 
medicine and alternative ways to restore health , such as prescribing exercise programs, weight loss and smoking cessation. The ability of 
the health care provider to educate and adequately treat patients in healthier lifestyles may be hindered by their own liFestyle habits. 
Sponsor(s): Lindo Goossen 
PAD 262 
The Enron Collapse What Went Wrong? 
Presenter(s): Mary Alice Homkes 
What were the Factors that led to the biggest corporate downFall in U.S. history? The Enron collapse has provided material For several 
books, not to mention the numerous case studies available in college textbooks used by many professors in ethics classes to auditing 
classes. Was it greed , bravado or just plain stupidity on the ports of those involved? What could or should Arthur Andersen, the auditors 
in charge, have done to prevent Enron's - as well as their own, demise? Along with a discussion on these issues, a brief update on 
the trial of Ken Loy and JeFFrey Skilling , now going on in a Houston courtroom , will be included in the presentation. 
Sponsor(s): Stan Lindquist 
Beginning at 1 :20 PM 
PAD 107 
Constructing and Assessment of Materials to help Student Learn and Apply concepts of Energy Conservation and Entropy 
Presenter(s): Timothy Steenwyk 
Energy is one of the most important concepts in physics, and it is Frequently misunderstood. We will develop materials to build student 
understanding of energy conservation , and entropy. The need to develop these materials is great; society at large should be equipped 
with these concepts to shope Future policy. To this date there has been little research and Few materials developed by physics education 
researchers on this subject. We are developing interactive lobs and inquiry based tutorials to enhance understanding of these important 
concepts. After creating our materials we will evaluate their efFectiveness using methods of phYSics education research. This will lead 
to more improvements in the materials. 
Sponsor(s) Keith Oliver 
PAD 108 
Signs and Interpretive Materials For the Nature Trails at the Franciscan Life Process Center 
Presenter(s) Stephanie Boker 
At the Franciscan Life Process Center in Lowell, MI there is a nature trail running throughout the property. This trail is mowed and runs 
through Fields and a red pine Forest. At this point there are no signs or interpretive materials For the trial. This project will research the 
planning and implications or other nature trails in the Grand Rapids area. Interpretive materials will be developed For this trail by 
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assessing the plant and animal species, and exploring habitats along the trail. A booklet and map will be produced for the public to 
use when walking the trail. Creating signs and interpretive materials will make it mere accessible and educational for the public. 
Sponsor(s): Sister Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Improving the Statistical Curriculum Sequence 
Presenter(s): Matt Race 
Most introductory statistics classes have been taught using a standard curriculum sequence. We developed a new statistical curriculum 
sequence with the goal of improving student acquisition and retention of statistical concepts. In this talk, we detail the changes in the 
standard statistics curriculum sequence. Our proposed curriculum sequence came about by essentially inverting the traditional 
sequence model. We will test our proposed curriculum sequence throughout the 2005-2006 school year in STA 215 (Introductory Ap-
plied Statistics) classes to determine if this improves acquisition of knowledge. We will be performing a follow-up study to determine if 
this improves retention of knowledge as well. 
Sponsor(s) : John Gabrosek 
PAD 168 
Physical therapy intervention targeting balance and gait in an individual following cerebellar hemorrhage 
Presenter(s) Cynthia Fiori 
This case report describes physical therapy intervention for a patient following cerebellar hemorrhage. The patient was a 78-year-old 
man who was admitted to an inpatient rehabilitation unit one week following a right cerbellar hemorrhage. The patient was treated with 
a 4-week course of physical therapy that emphasized balance and gait retraining. Outcome measures included the Berg Balance 
Scale and the Functional Independence Measure. The patient demonstrated improved postural stability in functional tasks including 
gait. This case repart describes a comprehensive physical therapy intervention and documents functional improvements in a patient 
with balance and gait impairments. The outcomes suggest that physical therapy targeting balance and gait may be useful to improve 
functional mobility of an individual with impairments associated with cerebellar hemorrhage. 
Sponsor(s) : Mary Green 
PAD 207 
Fast Times at Ridgemont High and Porky's: Gender perspective in the teen comedy. 
Presenter(s): Kerri VanderHoff 
This study examines gender representation in teen comedy with an emphasis on two films from the genre. Fast Times at Ridgemont 
High (1982) was directed by a woman, Amy Heckerling. Porky's (1981) was directed by a man , Bob Clark. This research reveals the 
different ways male and female directors portray teenage girls and encourages a re-evaluation of the values conveyed to young 
viewers when the perspective represented in Hollywood entertainment films is predominantly male. 
Sponsor(s) Dolli Lutes 
PAD 209 
Kinematics of the Thoracic Spine in Persons with Idiopathic Scoliosis 
Presenter(s) Meghann Phillips, Tara Tasma , Lori Swenson 
Scoliosis is present in 2-3% of adolescents in the general population. Little is known about the three-dimensional spinal movement 
patterns in persons with scoliosis. This study will specifically focus on coupled motion behavior, i.e., sidebending and axial rotation, in 
the thoracic spine. A video-based motion analysis system will be used to test the movement patterns of individuals who have scoliosis but 
who are asymptomatic. Angle-angle plots wi ll be used to determine coupling behavior. Cross-correlation analysis will also be used to 
determine the relationship between primary and secondary motions. These descriptive data can be used to better understand the three-
dimensional motion patterns in people with scoliosis , which may serve to assist in intervention and as a foundation for future research. 
Sponsor(s) Gordon Alderink 
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PAD 210 
Improving business processes for a small business 
Presenter(s): David De Boer , Jerembl Fisher, Nick Armes, Randbl Veldman 
Operations management procedures in the small business world provide the needed compelitive advantage for sUNivai. Our project is 
aimed at leveraging operations management procedures to improve the overall qualitbl of our small business. Over the course of our 
project we have met with the small business client on several occasions, assessed their needs for improvement in their current operations, 
collected relevant data on their operations, and then came up with a viable solution based upon our research. The results of our 
research project should improve the operations strategbl of the small business client. 
Sponsor(s): Nancbl Levenburg 
PAD 261 
Women , Realism and Hip-Hop 
Presenter(s) Chenal Ogletree 
"It's the worlds famous, Lil' Kim , Queen Bee/I am who I am, bloU just can't change me/No matter what bloU do, bloU can't toke the 
hood out me/People been around me for blears, don't know shit about me"(La Bello Mafia track 7) I searched for definitions of what 
a woman is and in mbl search I found interesting descriptions. One search stated that a woman is on adult female human. Another 
declared that a woman is a wife and mbl "favorite" is woman as a female seNant or subordinate. For manbl blears women have been 
looked down upon, mistreated and thought of as nothing more than wives and homemakers and it has nothing to do with race, closs , 
or creed. After reading The Awakening bbl Kate Chopin and The Yellow Wallpaper bbl Charlotte Gilman I felt bod for the women in these 
stories. These women are inferior and thebl are bond to the "cult of true womanhood." The representations of these women's roles in 
societbl are verbl similar to women in the Hip Hop industrbl. This paper will explore the use of women's language and the stereotblpical 
roles of women. Also how women are represented in societbl and the evident theme of being trapped that runs throughout the two text 
and the Iblrics of hip hop figures such as Lil' Kim, Marbl J Blige, and Karinne Steffans. 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
PAD 262 
An Investigation into Perceptions of Ideal for Self and Other 
Presenter(s) : Regan K. Luepke 
This Studbl will investigate the perceptions of ideals for self and others regarding bodbl image, and also look at how, if at all, these per-
ceptions varbl based on geographic location. Beautbl is said to be in the eble of the beholder, and it is mbl assumption that in different 
regions, perfection is viewed in different wabls. This studbl consists of a sUNebi of 24 questions; both multiple choice and short answer, 
inquiring about how these women categorize their bodies and the bodies of their friends. The sUNebl also delves into what these 
women see as ideal for themselves. Data will be obtained from women belonging to the some notional sororitbl at roughlbl 10 different 
chapters across the continental US. The reason for this is that bbl sUNebiing women who all belong to the some organization, which 
upholds the some morals and values across the board for its members; one can hbiPothesize that the differences will be based more 
on geographbl and environment than random variables unaccounted for. 
Sponsor(s) Megan Mullins, Don Williams 
Beginning at 1 :40 PM 
PAD 107 
Effects of the East Grand Rapids School Sblstem on Housing Prices 
Presenter(s): Kristen Noffke 
Housing prices are determined bbl multiple factors, including the value of public goods in the surrounding neighborhood. The East 
Grand Rapids public school sblstem has long hod a strong reputation in the western Michigan area and has been a known factor in the 
dramatic increase of housing prices in East Grand Rapids. This project places a dollar value on this education sblstem bbl comparing 
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neighboring cities. The "Golden Triangle" area of Grand Rapids Township gives its residents the opportunitl,J to send their children to 
East Grand Rapids, while pal,Jing taxes to Grand Rapids Township. Because of this unique factor, this project was able to assess the 
individual value of a school sl,Jstem on housing prices , rather than public goods as a whole. 
Sponsor(s): Aaron Lowen 
PAD 108 
Estimation of daill,J milk production and dietarl,J nutrient requirements in the Arabian mare. 
Presenter(s) Tina Stamper 
Six Arabian mares with a bodl,J condition score ranging from 4-6 post-foaling were used for milk collection. Milk intake bl,J foals was 
estimated on dal,Js 10, 20, and 30 of lactation bl,J the weigh-suckle-weigh method as described bl,J Gibbs et al. (1982) Milk was col-
lected manualll,J on dal,Js 11, 21 , and 31 of lactation. Samples were collected over several nursing bouts until approximatell,J 200 mL 
was obtained. Samples were anall,Jzed for percentage of fat , protein , lactose, and solids using mid-infrared spectroscopl,J (Bentlel,J 
2000 , Bentlel,J Instruments , Inc , Chaska , MN) . These anall,Jses were performed bl,J the National Dairl,J Herd Improvement Association 
(DHIA, East Lansing, MI). Data were anall,Jzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS (Version 8.1, SAS Institute Inc, Carl,J, NC). Significant 
effects were considered at P < O.05 . Percenlages and l,Jields of milk, true protein, digestible protein, fat, and digestible energl,J did not 
change with dal,J of lactation. 
Sponsor(s): Terrl,J Trier 
PAD 109 
Statistical Consulting Experience The Anall,Jsis of General Education Courses 
Presenter(s) Katelin Krummrel,J , Brillanl,J Dallas 
Professor Carol Griffin was interested in whether general education courses have changed over time in regards to class size and 
instructor level. As ProFessor Griffin's statistical consultants , we organized and condensed a sizable data set presented to us. We then 
looked into variables such as class location, class size , instructor level , and semester to anall,Jze the data set and present to her an 
anall,Jsis that depicted the trend of instructors and class size for general education courses over the past 4 l,Jears. 
Sponsor(s) Neal Rogness, Carol GriFFin 
PAD 168 
Grain Size Anall,Jsis of Beach Sand from Eight Different Coastal Areas 
Presenter(s). Sl,Jdnel,J Boos 
Grain size anall,Jses were performed on eight samples collected from Peru, Florida, Australia, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic , 
Hawaii, Japan, and Michigan. The samples were limited to coarse, clastic sands to better compare the different coastal areas. The 
samples were sieved using a ro-tap. Studies were also done using a binocular microscope to determine mineral composition , grain 
shape (sphericitl,J and roundness) and surface texture. The mean, mode, median, sorting , skewness , and kurtosis were calculated. 
These data were compared to that in the literature for beaches, rivers , and dunes. The goal of this project is to determine if there are 
defining characteristics for beach sediments that differentiate them from other depositional environments such as rivers and dunes. 
Sponsor(s) Patricia Videtich 
PAD 207 
Introduction to Mobius Transformations 
Presenter(s) Eric Simon 
A Mobius transformation is a class of functions of the complex numbers with applications in both non-Euclidean geometrl,J and phl,lsics. 
This talk will look briefll,J at some of these applications as well as some basic properties of Mobius Transformations. IF there is time Ihe 
limit points of Mobius transformations will be introduced as well as the amazing pictures created bl,J graphing them. 
Sponsor(s): David Austin 
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PAD 209 
Rote Exercise vs . Occupation-Based Activit!oj: Patient's Perceived Meaning 
Presenter(s): Andrea Merrill, Joe Roczniak , Corrie Sage 
Sponsor(s): C!ojnthia Grapcz!ojnski 
PAD 210 
Becoming Invisible: The New Homeless Illusion 
Presenter(s) Kevin R!ojpma 
April 12th I 
In "Becoming Invisible: The New Homeless Illusion" I argue that the current state of spatial concentration/discrimination of homeless 
people in general comes as a result of policies orchestrated b!oj local officials in connection with the interests of local businesses. Hoving 
been intrigued m!ojself b!oj the odd concentrations of the homeless, I wondered wh!oj the!oj seemed to be visible onl!oj in certain areas of 
cities instead of being dispersed throughoul communities. Upon researching the issue it become obvious that Ihe objective of local 
and cil!oj governments was to impinge on the rights of homeless people to exist in public arenas in order to cater to the wonts of business 
leaders who shaped public polic!oj. The state of "becoming invisible" then is on effort of cit!oj polic!ojmakers to eliminate s!ojmbols of 
povert!oj in their cities b!oj simpl!oj making it illegal for them 10 exist in areas of value 10 them rather than tackling the underl!ojing problem of 
wh!oj it is happening. 
Sponsor(s) Joel Stillerman 
PAD 211 
Patterns of Charitable Giving Among Emplo!ojees of Public Schools 
Presenter(s) Stephanie Tuttle 
A recentl!oj reported trend in charitable giving has been the reduction in private donations to Nonprofit Organizations concerned with issues 
of povert!oj, hunger, and/or homelessness. Emplo!ojees of a Public School s!ojstem are surve!ojed to determine what motivales them to give 
to specific charitable organizations. Factors examined include variables of age, annual income, level of education, political activism, 
and tax incentives. Current events such as Hurricane Katrina and the Tsunami are also explored as factors in Ihe changing giving patterns. 
A literature review concerning general motivalions for giving is included and implications for the Nonprofit sector are discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Don Williams 
PAD 261 
Nineteenlh Centur!oj Sociel!oj of Spain 
Presenter(s) Tina Stru!ojk 
As a result of being a Spanish major I have hod to read m!oj fair arra!oj of literature. The two literar!oj movements that interest me the most 
are realism and naturalism. Benito Galdos and Emilio Bazon represent these movemenls in Spain B!oj reading their works the nineteenth 
cenlur!oj of Spain comes to life. The nineteenlh cenlur!oj of Spain is known for political instabilit!oj, and major social transformation. The 
bourgeois closs was born and as a result of this birth man!oj profound changes occurred in the social structure. Through the elements 
of realism in the short novel Torquemada en 10 Hoguera (1889) b!oj Benito Galdos and the elements of naluralism in the slor!oj "En Tranvfa " 
(1890) b!oj Emilio Bazon we can read about the st!ojles, customs, activities, and sicknesses of the vorious social classes of the nineteenth 
centur!oj. I would like to present the nineteenth centur!oj Spanish societ!oj b!oj reading on essa!oj I have written in Spanish. 
Sponsor(s) Zulema Moret 
PAD 262 
Kirov's Murder a Historical Debate 
Presenter(s): Breit Homkes 
Public opinion of homelessness and povert!oj, from the stereot!ojpicalto the realistic, have profound effects on ameliorating social 
welfare programs. College students, in particular, are a section of the population instrumental in public polic!oj in the present time, but 
more importantl!oj, are useful in predicting polic!oj of Ihe future. Through a s!ojstematic surve!oj, Ihis stud!oj examines Ihe beliefs of Grand 
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Valley State University students on poverty in nearby Grond Rapids, Michigon with emphosis on its causes and possible solutions, 
prevalence, variation and other nuances. The study also takes into account the participants' demographics and amount of experiential 
knowledge of local -area poverty in order to identiFy patterns in opinion. Finally, the Findings will be juxtaposed with U.S. Census Bureau 
statistics in addition to literature on West Michigan's poverty, suggesting the depth of disparity between public opinion and rea lity. 
Sponsor(s) ProFessor Kellarah and Dolli Lutes 
Beginning at 2:00 PM 
PAD 107 
Understanding the InFormal Sector in Santiago, Chile 
Presenter(s) Catherine Sundt 
Recent sociological research has painted an alarmist picture of consumer trends in developing countries. With the development and 
increasing popularity of malls, supermarkets, and big-box retailers in Latin American countries, some sociologists fear that the informal , 
traditional venues of retail such as farmers markets and flea markets will be threatened , and possibly even obliterated. Professor Joel 
Stillerman's on-site research in Santiago produced field notes, taped inteNiews, and a body of knowledge surrounding these markets, 
which I helped him to analyze and code, after which we developed an argument. Our argument is that , although the new consumption 
spaces are aFfecting consumer patterns and forcing vendors to adapt, the traditional retail venues are an integral part of the daily liFe of 
the residents of Santiago, Chile. Much of the support and conflict is within the markets themselves, and the vendors use strategies and 
interpersonal relationships to maintain the 
Sponsor(s) Joel Stillerman 
PAD 108 
Invasive Species Management at Ridge Point Church 
Presenter(s): Cody Weener 
Invasive species are an increasing problem and controlling them requires a management plan. Ridge Point Church of Holland has 
invasive species growing on their land and this project will aim to idenlify the exotic plants and propose ways to stop the spread and 
decrease their overall abundance. The proposed management will be consistent with other environmental concerns of the parcel, such 
as protection of the riparian habitat and water quality of the Black River that runs through the property. The final plan will be given to 
Ridge Point Church for implementation at will. 
Sponsor(s) Sister Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Howard Christensen Nature Center: A new Forest management plan. 
Presenter(s): Joe Westerhof 
The land managers of the Howard Christensen Nature Center want to generate a new forest management pion For the educationol 
compound. In order to produce such a plan a complete forest inventory is needed. I will conduct a detailed forest inventory by 
dividing the 130 acres into stands of similar composition and providing basal area averages For each stand. By comparing my 
findings to stocking charts and the management plans of other land areas I will write a suggested management plan for the current 
land managers. 
Sponsor(s) Shaily Menon 
PAD 168 
Education for Democracy Discovering Civic Engagement 
Presenter(s) Sally Sayles 
Exploring the concepts of on experiential education promotes transformative connections between the academic classroom and other 
domains of student life. Therefore, this research aims to discover the capacity that education has to change the world. It explores Jane 
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Addams' work, her efforts to encourage democracy, and her educational philosophy that emphasizes learning from life experiences. 
Additionally, her philosophy of social ethics is intertwined with the writings of John Dewey, Charlene Haddock Siegfried , Ira Shor, and 
various other theorists. My analysis uses feminist and critical theory to formulate a learning foundation that fosters civic engagement for 
students and educators. 
Sponsor(s): Dolli Lutes 
PAD 207 
Exploring the GVSU Trail System 
Presenter(s): Ben Terpsma , Tim Kolmodin , Ryan Locke , Bob Morrison, Derek Whittington 
Mapping and Classifying the Ravines Trail System at the Grand Valley State University, Allendale Campus using GIS/ GPS technology 
By Tim Kolmodin, Ryan Locke , Bob Morrison, Ben Terpsma and Derek Whittington Natural recreation areas are valuable assets in any 
community. The purpose of this project is to map, evaluate and classify the current trail system at Grand Valley State University. GIS 
and GPS technology will help to reestablish the trail system and identify slope and orea choracteristics. We will identify at risk points 
or segments, and provide alternative route segments that promote sustainability. We will also compute a trail difficulty index based 
on slope characteristics. The resulting map will provide new information about the trails, and help students and other members of the 
campus community take advantage of the facilities. 
Sponsor(s): Edwin Joseph 
PAD 209 
A Study of Glacial Sand Deposits on and near the Grand Valley State University Campus Ottawa County, Michigan 
Presenter(s) Kirk Perschbacher 
In Michigan during the Pleistocene Epoch (1.6 million years to 10,000 years ago) glaciers advanced and retreated many times. 
Glacial sediments, which were deposited as the glaciers receded, now cover lower Michigan. The goal of this project is to compare 
sediment from two different sections that might be from the same deposit. Sediment samples were taken from the ravines on the Grand 
Valley State University campus and a site about three miles to the southwest. Sand samples from the ravines were collected from a 
0.5m thick outcrop of sand exposed in the ravine wall. Samples from the second location were taken from sand collected during drilling 
of a water well. These samples will be tested for grain size, grain shape, and mineral composition. If the samples are similar in grain 
size, shape, and mineral composition, then they may have been deposited in the same depositional environment . This data will also 
help determine a likely depositional environment. 
Sponsor(s) Patricia Videtich , Patrick Colgan 
PAD 210 
George W Bush and No Child Left Behind 
Presenter(s) : Mandi Bird 
This will be an objective presentation about the leadership qualities (using David Gergen's Eyewitness to Power as model) George W. 
Bush utilized in getting No Child Left Behind passed. 
Sponsor(s) Gleaves Whitney 
PAD 211 
Correlations in Breastfeeding and Physical/Mental Development of Pre-term or Low Birth Weight Infants 
Presenter(s): Holly Lee, Marci Meister, Cory Cameron 
Title: Correlations in Breastfeeding and Physical/Mental Development of Pre-term or Low Birth Weight Infants Research Question Is 
there a significant correlation between the physical and mental development in infants who are breast fed for at least the first four 
months of life versus bottle fed in infants who are defined as Pre-term or Low birth weight. Significance: The purpose of this study is to 
assist health care professionals in the United States to further advance their knowledge of the best possible way to provide nourishment to 
infants in their first year of life. The greater amount of wisdom that health care providers have, better education can be given to parents 
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of these children, which in turn ma\,j aid in the effectiveness of nutrition for superior growth and development. Design In this stud\,j, the 
researchers will be performing a retrospective quantitative chart review stud\,j of children born at a low birth weight, or infants born pre-term. 
Sponsor(s) Theresa Bacon-Bagule\,j 
PAD 261 
Identif\,jing and Assessing Water Pollution in the Ravine S\,jstem at the GVSU Allendale Campus 
Presenter(s): Lindse\,j Dewenter 
This project involves testing the qualit\,j of water that runs through the F1avines s\,jstem on the GVSU Allendale campus. I will use GPS 
technolog\,j to locate pollutants in the water and test the levels. The distribution of pollutants will be displa\,jed spatiall\,j and anal\,jzed 
for trends and patterns in relation to surface features. I will also sample pH, conductivit\,j, and temperature to determine general water 
qualit\,j at specific locations such as areas close to walkwa\,js , discharge areas from parking lots, and points awa\,j from the campus. 
I will compare the samples taken further awa\,j from campus with those nearer to campus discharges to examine mercur\,j concentrations. 
Sponsor(s): Edwin Joseph 
PAD 262 
Training for Trust in the Performance of Golf Skills: Wedge Feel Shots 
Presenter(s) Douglas Elliott, Michael Brossman, Mark Lile\,j 
Trust is the pS\,jchological skill whereb\,j the performer releases conscious control over the execution of a motor performance, thus 
optimizing skill execution and maximizing skill outcome. The sport of golf offers man\,j opportunities for the golfer to trust what has been 
trained in the execution of an\,j particular shot under var\,jing circumstances. This stud\,j examined the effects of a training program specificall\,j 
designed to enhance trust for skilled performers during the execution of a 30-\,jd feel shot to the pin. Subjects were 33 skilled college-
age golfers (USGA handicap < 8.0) who performed 6 basel ine shots prior to receiving a trust training program designed to improve 
their short game skills. Each subject then hit 10 shots to a target hole on a green at 1- and 2-weeks post training. Dependent measures 
included x- and \,j-displacement of the ball from the hole, self-report of process, and temporal measurement of pre-shot routine execution 
for each trial. Results to be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) John Stevenson , Paul Stephenson 
Beginning at 2:20 PM 
PAD 107 
Quantitative Topograph\,j Measurements of Periorbital Skin In Vivo: Method Development Using Digital Stripe Projection Techniques 
Presenter(s): Brittan\,j Malover 
The objective of this stud\,j was to design and optimize a method for evaluating periarbi tal wrinkle treatments using the three dimen-
sional imaging s\,jstem PRIMOS. Through the implementation of digital stripe projection techniques, PRIMOS 30 gives one the capabil-
it\,j to quickl\,j and non-invasivel\,j measure the topographid and microstructure of skin. Appropriate protocol details for future ingredient 
screening and production technolog\,j studies were addressed b\,j anal\,jzing the capabilities and sensitivit\,j levels of the instrumenta-
tion , as well as a variet\,j of the software tools from both an image capture and a data anal\,jsis standpoint. An in -house clinical stud\,j 
was conducted to test various aspects of the developed method. 
Sponsor(s) Ronald Paguio 
PAD 108 
Delegation to Ph\,jsical Therap\,j Aides in Michigan 
Presenter(s): Jamie Morton , Nichole Eickholt, Theresa Rheaume 
The health care profession has been utilizing support personnel for decades due to increased productivit\,j and demand for reduced 
costs of healthcare. Ph\,jsical therap\,j aides are commonl\,j used in conjunction with ph\,jsical therapists care. However, controvers\,j 
exists regarding what tasks an aide should perform as well as the amount of supervision required. Past literature onl\,j investigated 
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~hese i ~ems blJ reques~ing information from phlJsical ~herapisls and phlJsical ~heraPlJ assis~an~s. The curren~ research projec~ uses a 
ques ~i onnaire dis~ ributed ~o phlJsical ~ heraPlJ aides in Michigan ~o examine ~he rela~ionship of delega~ion ~o aides, supervision of aides 
and ~he ir demographics. The researchers will compare frequencies of responses ~o various ques~ions using a Chi-squared s~a~is~ical 
anal lJsis. Results wi ll be in~erpre~ed and compared ~o pas~ research ou~comes. 
Sponsor(s): Paul S~ephenson , John Peck 
PAD 109 
Legisla~ing Biodiversi ~ lJ Proposed Changes ~o ~he Endangered Species Ac~ of 1973 
Presen~er(s): Mamie Suhr 
The Endangered Species Ac~ (ESA) of 1973 was pu~ in~o place ~o slow ~he loss of species due ~o human in~ereference in ecoslJs~ems. 
The effec~iveness of ~his law has been deba~ed blJ bo~h policlJmakers and resource managers , as wel l as blJ priva~e p roper~ lJ owners. 
A new proposal ~ i ~les ~he Threa~ened and Endangered Species Recovery Ac~ (TESRA) aims ~o modernize ~he ESA in order ~o make i ~ 
more effec~ive. I will revies bo~h governmen~ documen~s and public commen~s ~o compare and con~ras~ ~he ~wo laws, and de~erm i ne if 
il is advisable ~o replace ~he ESA wi ~h Ihe TESRA 
Sponsor(s) Shaily Menon 
PAD 168 
XANTPHOS A Powerful Ligand for C-N Coupling 
Presen~er(s) Kyle DeKorver 
A palladium-ca~alyzed coupling of pro~ec~ed 2-deoxyadenosine has been developed using simple and ex~ended bromo-aroma~ic 
subs lra~es , which include bromobenzene, o-bromoanisole, 1-bromo-2-ni ~robenzene , 1-bromonaph~halene , 2-bromonaph~halene, 
1-bromo-2-melhoxynaph~halene , and 2,4 , 6- ~ri -~-bulyl -bromobenzene. Op~imum condi~ions were ob~ained using Pd2(dba)3, Xan~phos , 
and Cs2C03 as ~he palladium species , ligand, and base, respec~ively. 
Sponsor(s) Felix Ngassa 
PAD 207 
A~~i~udes Towards Disabilily in Siuden~s Pursuing a Profession in Rehabilila~ion 
Presen~er(s): Adrienne Slephen , Anne Cooke , Jeff RiglelJ 
The purpose of ~his s~udlJ is 10 de~ermine ~he a~li ludes ~owards d i sabili~y among s~uden~s in ~hree rehabili~a~ion disciplines at. This 
sludy will include percep~ions from Physical Therapy (PT) , Occupalional Therapy (OT), and Therapeulic Recrea~ion (TR) a~ Grand Valley 
Siale Universi~y (GVSU). These s ~uden~s will be surveyed using ~he Attiludes Towards Disabled Persons (ATDP) Scale. A comparison 
group will also be used for ~his s~udy comprised of 40 gradua~e and undergradua~e s ~uden~s a~~ending GVSU in ~ he 2005-2006 school 
lJear The dala will be analyzed using S~atistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). The da~a will be analyzed using a 3x3 (disci-
pline x educational year) 2-way ANOVA ~o assess ~he effects of rehab discipline and year of study on ~he ATDP scores. A comparison 
group will be assessed separatellJ with the ANOVA The resul~s and curricular implica~ions wil l be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Barbara Baker, John Gabrosek 
PAD 209 
Grain Size and Pe~rographic Analysis of Ooids from Greal Salt Lake and ~he Bahamas 
Presenler(s) Abbey Post 
Antelope Island is located in Greal Salt Lake, Ulah. Schooner and Norman Cays are islands on the Greal Bahama Bank. The 
sedimen ~s a~ all Ihree loca~ions are composed of ooids, grains composed of lalJers of CaC03 Ihal precip i la~ed around 0 nucleus. 
Samples of ooids were collec~ed atlwo loca~ ions on Antelope Island and one sample each from Schooner and Norman CalJs. These 
samples were analyzed for grain size in the lab using sieves. These samples were also made in~o ~ hin sections and analyzed using a 
pelrographic microscope. In addilion 10 ~he grain size , the shape , sphericity, roundness, surface tex~u re , and composi~ion of the nuclei 
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were determined. Mean, median, mode, sorting , skewness and kurtosis were calculated. All these data for the different environments of 
formation were then compared. The purpose of this studlJ is to determine if the ooids that formed in these verlJ different environments (0 
highllJ soline lake versus normal marine) are significantllJ different. 
Sponsor(s) Patricia Videtich 
PAD 210 
Training for Trust in the Performance of Golf Skills: Driver Tee Shots 
Presenter(s) Mark LilelJ ' Michael Brossman , Douglas Elliott 
Trust is Ihe pSlJchological skill whereblJ the performer releases conscious control over the execution of a motor performance, thus 
optimizing skill execution and maximizing skill outcome. The sport of golf offers manlJ opportunities for trusting what has been trained 
in the execution of shots under varlJing circumstances. This studlJ examined the effects of a training program specificalllJ designed to 
enhance trust for skilled performers during the execution of a tee shot. Subjects were 37 skilled college-age golfers (USGA handicap 
< 8.0) who received a trust training program designed to improve their full swing shot-making skills. Each subject then hit 10 drives 
to a target flag on the range at 1- and 2-weeks post training. Dependent measures included driving distance, linear displacement to 
the target line, self-report of process, and kinematic data of shoulder, hip , and spine posture. Statistical anallJses included t-tests and 
regression anallJses to assess changes in performance 
Sponsor(s) John Stevenson, Paul Stephenson 
PAD 211 
The Awakening 
Presenter(s): Amanda Kok 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
PAD 261 
Fantasies of the Ideal BodlJ 
Presenter(s): Jesse Veenstra 
This presentation stems off previous research done concerning surgical cosmetic procedures in consumer culture. I think most of us 
can agree that societlJ plalJs an integral role in shaping standards that are portralJed as the universal norm. The questions of importance 
concern how the individual takes these idealized standards and applies them to herself/himself. In this sense, an individual will create 
a fantaslJ version of themselves (it malJ or malJ not resemble the societal creation , but it will most definitellJ have been influenced blJ it). 
In order for the individual to begin achieving their fantaslJ thelJ must gain some tangible progress. This presentation will primarillJ discuss 
how surgical cosmetic procedures offer this tangible progress along with a further explanation of the theorlJ behind the process. In addition, 
this presentation will also explain whlJ the pressures on a woman 's appearance are far greater than that of a man. 
Sponsor(s): Joel Stillerman 
PAD 262 
The Effects of Infant Age on Parental Vocalizations About Object Categories in a PlalJ-tlJpe Setting 
Presenter(s): Katherine Schwartzkopf 
Previous studies have examined the role of various perceptual features of objects on an infant's abilitlJ to effectivellJ categorize the 
object. Few, if anlJ studies have examined the role of parents in the formation of categories earllJ in infanclJ and the effect of the infant's 
age on the tlJpe of categorical information provided blJ the parents. In two studies, parental vocalizations directed to their infants (3- to 
12-months of age) about objects were videotaped and anallJzed. In StudlJ 1 the proportion of superordinate labels used blJ parents 
increase as a function of the infant's age while the proportion of basic level labels decreased with age. In StudlJ 2, parental attempts 
at label elicitation increased as a function of the infant 's age. The results show definite age related patterns in parental vocalizations 
about objects and their categories, The results indicate that parents are a source of categorical information earllJ in infanclJ· 
Sponsor(s) Gwenden Dueker, Dol li Lutes 
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PAD lel7 
A Wi e and Fruitfu l Land: Jefferson and the Seeds of American Empire 
Presenter(s): Brian Flanagan 
April 12th I 
"A Wide and Fruitfu l Land " will explore one of the most consequential moments in American history: the Louisiana Purchase. In 1803, 
President Thomas Jefferson's administration acquired what today amounts to the middle-third of our nation. The Purchase unlocked 
the American Western Frontier, bringing the nation a fountain of youth that lasted through the 19th Century, and making possible the 
prosperity and relative peace our nation has enjoyed at home. It also brought about the extension of our peculiar institution -- American 
slavery -- and virtually ensured the Civil War we endured 60 years later. The grief of the American Indian, too, would be compounded 
as white America immigrated across the Mississippi River. What were the unlikely circumstances through which this transaction 
occurred, and what -- ultimately -- is its legacy? 
Sponsor(s) Whitney Gleaves 
PAD 108 
Vocational Satisfaction and Other Demographics of GVSU Physician Assistant Graduates 
Presenter(s) Chris LaFlure , Rebekah Lange, Paul Ortquist , Christine Babcock 
Grand Valley State University 's Physician Assistant program is still a relatively new program, graduating its first class in 1998. In order 
to evaluate the program, it is important to have some sort of standard by which to measure. Measurement of vocational satisfaction 
by graduates of the program is one way that can be used as a marker of progress. There is currently limited data on the vocational 
satisfaction of graduates of the Grand Valley State University physician assistant program. The research we have undertaken has meant 
to address the lack of data on this subject. The research we have done analyzes demographics, work settings , and vocational/profes-
sional satisfaction. Using a published research tool, we have compi led data that is meant to assess vocational satisfaction of GVSU PA 
graduates and provide other useful demographics that may provide insight into the status of the program. 
Sponsor(s) Theresa Bacon-Baguley 
PAD 109 
When Psychopaths Go To College Psychopathic Traits and College Maladjustment 
Presenter(s) Lyndsey Adams 
Estimated less than 1 % of the general population , psychopaths create significant amounts of crime and violence. Few studies have 
explored psychopathic personality characteristics in non-incarcerated populations or "hidden" psychopaths. Using the Psychopathic 
Personality Inventory (PPI), a self-report measure of psychopathy, this study evaluated the correlations be~een psychopathic traits and 
indicators of college maladjustment. We hypothesize that "hidden" college psychopaths will be more interpersonally maladjusted than 
peers, equally successful intellectually, and less impulsive than their incarcerated counterparts. Understanding the differences and 
similarities be~een incarcerated and hidden psychopaths may lead to improved recognition and possibly early intervention with these 
social predators. 
Sponsor(s) Dolli Lutes 
PAD 168 
New Orleans in the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina 
Presenter(s) Anne Milliken 
My research explored the economic and social divisions revealed in the metropolitan area of New Orleans following the catastrophic 
natural disaster of Hurricane Katrina, as well as the role government policies played in the development of those divisions. 
Sponsor(s) Joel Stillerman 
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PAD 207 
Measuring Trust in the Performance of Golf Skills: Comparison of the Use of Self-Report and Process Data 
Presenter(s}: Michael Brossman, Douglas Elliott, Mark Liley 
Trust is the psychological skill whereby the performer releases conscious control over the execution of a motor performance, thus 
optimizing skill execution and maximizing skill outcome. This study examined the use of self-report measures of performance outcome 
in putting , a 30-yard feel shot, and a tee shot with process measures using biomechanical instrumentation following a training program 
designed to enhance trust for performers during the execution of varied shots. Subjects were 37 col lege-age golfers wno underwent a 
trust training program designed to improve pulling, short game, and full swing skills. Dependent variables included self-report ratings, 
shot outcome, kinematic data regarding boll parameters, pre-shot routine execution and body position pending skill. ANOVA and 
regression analyses were used to assess whether self-report data vs. process data accounted for more variance in predicting trust 
and whether the presence or absence of trust predicted shot outcome. 
Sponsor(s}: John Stevenson, Paul Stephenson 
PAD 209 
Groin Size and Shope Analysis of Sand Collected Along a Lake Michigan Beach Profile Kirk Park, Michigan 
Presenter(s}: Jillion Kurek 
In Kirk Pork, on Ottowa County park located along Lake Michigan, sand samples were collected at six locations along a beach profile, 
from the swash zone to the active fore dune. The goal of this project is twofold (1) to determine if the sand is coarser in the swash zone 
ond gradually fines toward the dune area; and (2) to determine if the sand in the dunes has a greater roundness than that closer to the 
water. The six samples were analyzed for groin size using sieves. One sample was duplicated, token approximately one meter from 
another sample in the traverse, and analyzed for comparison. Groin shope was estimated using a binocular microscope along with a 
sphericitld and roundness sca le . Also using a binocular microscope, an estimate of the mineralogld of the sand was made to note anld 
significant differences in composition along the profile. After extensive graphing and anall,Jsis of the size and shope of the sand groins, 
differences between the beach and dune sand should be evident. 
Sponsor(s}: Patricio Videtich 
PAD 210 
Catalog of SGR Events from Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer 
Presenter(s} Abram Bos 
Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGR 's) and Anomalous X-rald Pulsars (AXP's) are objects Ihat give off shorl , infrequent bursts of soft gam-
ma/hard x-rald photons. SRG 's and AXP 's are believed to be the same objects in Ihe night skl,J named magnetars, neutron stars with 
extremelld strong magnetic fields. Data from these sources has been collected bld the Rossi X-rald Timing Explorer (RXTE) satellile over 
Ihe past 5 l,Jears, however onlld a small fraclion of the data has been anall,Jzed. Existing code written in IDL will be used to analldze a 
large subset of the data. The anall,Jsis will focus primarill,J on the spectral and temporal properties of these objects in order for ongoing 
research to gain insights into their phldsical parameters and behaviors. In order to facilitale this research a searchable database of the 
properties will be disseminated as a tool for the communitl,J. 
Sponsor(s} Geoff Lenters 
PAD 211 
Subpoena the Sl,Jmposium Classical Scholarship in the Courtroom 
Presenler(s} Kristen Heise 
Who would have thought thai Plalo's theories of love could affect how Americans express themselves? In 1993, Colorado's anti-sodoml,J 
low, Amendmenl 2, was brought to queslion in what laler become Ihe Supreme Court case Romer v. Evans. The plaintiff argued that 
Amendment 2 was rooted in Judeo-Christian beliefs, and Iherefore violoted the Firsl Amendment. On behalf of the stale , John Finnis, 
a moral philosopher from Oxford, provided on affidavit stating that the Greco-Roman world also abhorred sodoml,J. In response , the 
plaintiff introduced Martha Nussbaum, a professor of philo.sophl,J and classics at Brown Universitl,J. Instead of a scholarlld debate, the 
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experts engaged in a cot-fight. What could have been on opportunitbj for higher learning in low and public policbj turned into ad hominem 
attacks and dictionarhJ scandals. I would like to examine both aFfidavits, the accuracbj of their statements and effectiveness of their 
arguments in order to figure out what went wrong in Colorado. 
Sponsor(s): James Wells 
PAD 262 
Impacts of Restoration in the Manistee River Watershed, MI: Response of the Phbjsical Habitat 
Presenter(s): April Wright 
Structure and function of stream ecoshJstems is largelbj determined bbj the phhJsical habitat of the stream. Anthropogenic addition of 
fine sediment from eroding stream bonks and improper rood stream crossings can have manbj negative consequences, including 
reduction in substrate heterogeneitbj, masking of fish spawning grovels and reduction of habitat. Our objective was to examine conse-
quences of stream restoration efforts on the sedimenl composition of three slreams. Specificallbj this included an assessment of sub-
strate before and after, and above and below restoration sites as well as changes in substrate composition from headwaters to mouth. 
Results from a subset of 10 restoration sites suggest that fine sediments are more ubiquitous downstream of erosion sources (p < 0.05 
for 16 mm, 500 , 250 and 125 f.Jm for weight and/or volume; ANOVA). In addition , there was a trend for restoration eFforts in the form of 
rood stream crossing improvement, to increase sand substrate. 
Sponsor(s): Eric Snbjder 
Beginning at 3:00 PM 
PAD 107 
MLL Spanish Panel - Memorias de la Isla 
Presenter(s) Tina Strubjk, Sarah Stohl , Katie Eklund, Megan Koops, Elizabeth Barko, Catherine Sundt 
Sponsor(s) Zulema Moret 
"Un rechazo hJ un abrazo La Imagen de 10 Virgen de Guadalupe en el arte chicano" bbj Katie Eklund 
The Virgen of Guadalupe is a common religious icon found in the Mexican culture. It represents the sbjncretism that has token place 
between the religions of the Catholic conquistadors and the indigenous populations. This essabjlooks at the reconstruction of this 
powerful cultural sbjmbol as it appears in the Chicano art of Yolanda M. L6pez and Alma L6pez. The importance of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe can be seen as all aspects of popular Mexican and Chicano culture. She is mentioned in the essential poem "I am 
Joaquin" bbj Rodolfo Gonzales a long with other literature and popular culture like movies and music. She is often portrabjed as the 
ideal women, a role model for Chicanos. This unrealistic role model creates on unattainable goal for women. That is whbj the new 
images of the Virgin of Guadalupe created bhJ these Chicano artists are such on important social commentarbj. Thebj pair this cultural 
sbjmbol with the issues of women's struggle for power and lesbianism. (968 characters) 
"Viva la cultura The 21 st Mexican and Chicano Revolution" bbj Megan Koops 
The Mexican and Chicano Culture is especiallbj rich and diverse, however plagued bbj their struggle to overcome the prejudice and 
stereotbjpes in the United States. If we are going to better understand this we need to improve our comprehension of their struggle. An 
excellent wabj to examine the struggle manbj Mexicans and Chicanos face is through the literature and how thebj express themselves in 
their work. I will be examining the different struggles that manbj Mexicans face and how it affects them personallbj as well as their culture. 
Their struggles and accomplishments are reflected in their work including Rodolfo "Gorkbj" Gonzalez's poem "I am Joaquin" and 
Sandra Cisneros 's The House of Mango Street which ore examples I will be using in mbj essabj. (751 characters) 
"Reflects of a Societbj Perez Gald6s and Emilia Pardo Bazan's visions of Spanish Societbj" bhJ Tina StruhJk 
As a result of being a Spanish major I have hod to read mbj fair arrabj of literature. The two literarbj movements that interest me the 
most ore realism and naturalism. Benito Galdos and Emilia Bazan represent these movements in Spain. Bbj reading their works the 
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nineleenlh cen~ur~ of Spain comes 10 life. The nineleenlh cenlur~ of Spain is known for polilical inslabi l il~, and major social transformation . 
The bourgeois closs was born and as a result of this birlh man~ profound changes occurred in Ihe socia l slruclure. Through the 
elemenls of realism in Ihe shorl novel Torquemada en 10 Hoguera (1889) b~ Benilo Galdos and Ihe elemenls of naturali sm in the stor~ 
"En Tranvfa " (1890) b~ Emilio Baz6n we can read aboulthe st~les , customs , activities , and sicknesses of Ihe various social c lasses 
of Ihe nineleenlh cenlur~ I would like 10 presenllhe nineleenlh cenlur~ Spanish soc i el~ b~ presenting Ihese lilerar~ works and through 
Ihe use of some media such as piclures. I would like 10 discuss whal changes occurred in Ihe social slruclure and whal affects these 
changes hod on Ihe sociel~ . (Characters: 910) 
"Gender and Archel~pes in Jose Zorrilla's Don Juan Tenorio" b~ Sarah Siahi. 
There are Ihree gender archel~pes presenled in Jose Zorrilla 's Don Juan Tenorio Ihe Don Juan, Ihe obedienl , angelic virgin and Ihe 
Celestino or malchmaking hog. The archel~pe of Ihe Don Juan is Ihal of a man who rejecllhe values of his palriarchal sociel~ b~ 
seducing and conquering as man~ females as possible. The archel~pes of Ihe two female characlers in Don Juan Tenorio, Dono Ines 
and Brfgida represenllhe dual nalure of feminil~ as presenled b~ weslern lileralure and societ~ Dona Ines is a personificalion of Ihe 
ideal woman and Ihe presence of her characler perpeluales the beaul~ m~lh , which is the idea Ihal women should on l ~ be valued 
for Iheir beaul~ and Iheir puril~ . The figure of Brigida , the ugl~ and conniving hag is the anlilhesis of Ihal of Dona Ines, which send Ihe 
message Ihal woman who are smarl and wil~ are 10 be fear and miSlrusled . These Ihree archet~pes presented in Ihis work reflecllhe 
ideas of masculinil~ and femininil~ of 191h Cenlur~ Spanish Sociel~ (Characlers 988). 
"Memorias de la isla"j "Memories of an Island" b~ Bels~ Barko 
'Noslalgia' is one of the mosl important feelings Ihal shines Ihrough in Ihe cullural works of Ihe Cubans who moved to United Siaies 
in Ihe lasl few decades. I anal~ze Ihe diverse perspeclives of Ihis 'iopic ' in some poems, "Ieslimonios" and movies relaled wilh Ihe 
Cuban-Americans. Carolina Hospilal expresses this feeling in her poem "Dear Tfa" (1990) , Manuel Fern6ndez expresses th is lens ion 
between Ihe pasl and the present in her leslimonio "EI Tapiz" and we can also recognize it in different scenes of the movie "La Familia 
Perez" (1995). Nostalgia is a universal feeling, bullhe wa~ in which Cubans Americans express il portra~s their divers i l~ as a group 
and culture. (Characlers 676) 
Travel Poetr~j La poesfa de viaje 
Presenler(s): Catherine Sundt: 
Reading of poems: "Gernika", "Neska" , "Paseo" , "Abanderada" 
Sponsor(s) Zulema Moret 
PAD 108 
Using GIS Technolog~ 10 Reestablish a Coherenl S~slem of Hiking , Fitness , and Nalure Trails around Grand Valleid State Universil~ 
Presenler(s) R~an Locke 
Grand Valleid Slate Universilid (GVSU) sils alop a unique landscape. Directl~ behind Ihe Irees Ihat boarder the enlire easl side of 
campus is an expansive and intricale nalural area made up of ravines, wellands, woods , lowlands, and streams. Wilhin Ihis area 
Ihere is also an incoherenltrail s~stem that is unknown to man~ students pursuing outdoor recreation . Sections of these trails are used 
frequentl~ b~ GVSU athletes , students pursuing research, recrealional runners , walkers, and hikers. Currentlid the Irails are not marked 
or mapped, and Ihere are no clear poinls of entr~ or exits . The goal of Ihis projecl is to mop and assess the potential for creating a 
sustainable and effective multiuse trail s~slem for the GVSU communit~. 
Sponsor(s). Edwin Joseph 
PAD 109 
L~ndon Johnson and Ihe Greal Societ~ 
Presenler(s) Melissa Ware 
Sponsor(s) Gleaves Whitne~ 
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PAD 168 
EMG anallJsis of the middle and lower Trapezius during four prone exercises 
Presenter(s) : Jodi Wusthoff , Aml,J Zl,Jck , El issa Kinnel,J 
April 12th I 
EMG Anall,Jsis of Middle and Lower trapezius Muscles During Four Different Therapeutic Exercises Abstract The trapezius muscle plal,Js 
a c rucial role in proper shoulder mechanics and is often a source of weakness and dl,Jsfunction in patients. The purpose of this studl,J 
was to investigate the motor unit recru itment patterns of the middle and lower trapezius during four prone exercises , two positions as 
described bl,J Florence Kendall, and two variations on those posi tions. The motar unit recruitment patterns of 32 volunteers (19 female , 
13 mole) were meosured using surface EMG. Each subject performed 10 repetitions and on average was found using the lost five 
concentric contractions of each exercise position. 
Sponsor(s) Don Vaughn 
PAD 207 
The Human Element of Lean Enterprise 
Presenter(s): Jeff Thomssen 
Competition amongst manufacturers leads to exploi tation of everlJ strategic advantage in order to remain competitive. Lean production 
techniques, originated blJ the Japanese, focusing on value and eliminating waste, are prominent in strategies. Human behavior is a 
critical component in making lean efficient. This literature review examines the human lement in lean production. 
Sponsor(s) William Mothersell 
PAD 209 
Heavl,J Mineral Anall,Jsis of Lake Michigan Beach Sediment from Kirk Park: Ottowa CountlJ, Michigan 
Presenter(s): Joson Stewart 
HeavlJ minerals were examined in samples of sand from the beach face at Kirk Park in Ottawa Countl,J, Michigan. These samples were 
split and sieved into medium and fine sands. Due to time constraints , heavl,J minerals were extracted from onll,J two of the samples. Two 
selected samples were separated using a heavl,J liquid ca lled tetrabromoethane that has a densitl,J of 2.87g/mL. When sand is added 
to the liquid in a funnel, the less dense quartz and feldspars float to the surface leaving the concentrated heavl,J minerals at the bottom 
of the funnel for extraction. The first separation l,Jielded 0.6g of concentrated heavies and 23.6g of quartz and feldspars The heavlJ 
minerals were p repared as loose gra in mounts for anallJsis Using a petrographic microscope, a preliminarl,J anallJsis of the 
concentrated heavies indicates the dominant minerals in the coarser sand fraction are garnet, and magnetite. The data collected mal,J 
help determine the parent bedrock for the Lake Michigan sand. 
Sponsor(s) Patricio Videtich, William Neal 
PAD 261 
Surface and Fine Wire Electroml,Jographl,J of The Rectus Femoris in the Weight Acceptance Phose of Gait: Effect of Knee Flexion 
Presenter(s) Kristen Klompstra , Katie Holland , Liz Jenkins 
Our purpose is to use EMG to determine the rectus femoris activation pattern during weight acceptance in normal and crouch gait , and 
to determine if it is necessarl,J for gait lobs to use fine wire procedures to obtain the accurate activation pattern of the rectus femoris. 
Surface and fine wire electrodes will be used to determine rectus femoris activi tl,J during four different conditions of knee flexion normal , 
20 degrees, 30 degrees , and 40 degrees. We hl,Jpothesize that the RF for normal gait is not recruited in weight acceptance but wi ll be 
rec ruited wi th increasing degree of knee flexion. 
Sponsor(s) Krisanne Chopin, Gordon Alderink, Mitch Barr 
PAD 262 
Patterns in Beliefs , Attitudes, and Knowledge of Grand Rapids PovertlJ A SUNel,J of GVSU Students 
Presenter(s): Kevin B. Hoxie 
Public opinion of homelessness and povertl,J, from the stereotl,Jpical to the realistic, have profound effects on ameliorating social welfare 
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Beginning at 3:20 PM 
programs. College siudenls, in parlicular, are a seclion of Ihe populo lion inslrumenlal in public polichl in Ihe presenliime, bul more 
imporlanllhl, are useful in predicling polichl of Ihe fulure. Through a shlslemalic survehl, Ihis sludhl examines Ihe beliefs of Grand Vallehl 
Siale Universilhl sludenls on p Slruhlk overlhl in nearbhl Grand Rapids , Michigan wilh emphasis on its causes and possible solutions , 
prevalence , variation and olher nuances. The slUdhi also lakes into accounllhe parlicipanls' demographics and amount of experienlial 
knowledge of local-area poverlhl in order to identifhl palterns in opinion. Finallhl, the findings will be juxlaposed with U.S. Census Bureau 
slatislics in addition to literature on Wesl Michigan's poverlhl, suggesting Ihe deplh of disparithl between public opinion and realithl 
Sponsor(s) Don Williams 
PAD 107 (continued from 3 p.m.) 
MLL Spanish Panel - Memorias de 10 Isla 
Presenler(s): Tina Struhlk, Sarah Stohl, Katie Eklund, Megan Koops, Elizabelh Barko, Catherine Sundt 
Sponsor(s): Zulema Moret 
PAD 108 
Wind energhl Feasibilithl in West Michigan 
Presenler(s) Jordon Devries, David Ohler 
Sponsor(s) Judi Corr 
PAD 109 
Dispersal Capabilities of the Karner Blue Bullerflhl 
Presenier(s) Yumiko Challulani 
The Karner blue bullerflhl was listed as on endangered species in 1992. II lives in oak savannahs, which are some of the raresl 
ecoshlslems in Michigan. This siUdhi examines iheir dispersal capabil ilies wilh regards 10 distance , sex, and the Ihlpe of malrix thehl 
migrale through. Dispersal data were collecled in the Muskegon Recoverhl Unil using mark-release-recaplure methods in 2005 bhl 
Professor Jim Dunn and assisling studenls. I will analhlze Ihe dala using dislance calculations and slatislical analhlsis Resulls will help 
us 10 better understand bullerflhl migration between palches and improve managemenl plans for the bullerflies and their habilal. 
Sponsor(s) Shailhl Menon 
PAD 168 
Energelics of a Super Abundanl Brown Trout (salmo trutta) Populalion in Pine Creek, Michigan 
Presenter(s): Kevin Donner 
During ihe summer of 2004 on electro-fishing survehl discovered a super-abundanl population of brown trout in Pine Creek, Manistee 
Counthl Densilies averaged one fish per 2 square meters. In addilion, previous work on the stream indicated low produclivilhlthroughout 
Ihe reach. Low produclivilhl in a slream would generallhl hlield assumplions of low fish populalions; however, Pine Creek seemed 10 be 
thriving. In order 10 discover what was supporling the population, benthic invertebrate densilies, slomach conlents, and inverlebrale 
drift densities were quanlified. Results indicated thatlhe troul were increasinglhl supplementing Iheir diets with fish as the hi grew larger in 
order 10 make up for caloric deficits resulting from low stream productivilhl. Also , low summer water lemperatures due 10 ground water 
inflow and low flow microhabitals mahl be reducing melabolic requiremenls and allowing greater abundances of brown Irout 
Sponsor(s): Eric Snhlder 
PAD 207 
EGR Co-op 
Presenter(s) Jeffrhl Roberls 
Sponsor(s) Hugh Jack 
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PAD 209 
Groin Analldsis of Sand from Nearshore Bar to Backshore Beach: Eastern Shore of Lake Michigan, Ottowa Countld Michigan 
Presenter(s): Carson Klemp 
April 12th I 
In Januarld of 2006 samples were collected from Kirk Park in Ottowa Countld, Michigan , located about seven miles south of Grand Hoven. 
Samples are from the bockshore (drld and wet beach) , beach cusp , swash zone, and inner sand bar. The goal of this project is to 
detect an!,J differences in groin size and mineral composition at these locations. Mineralogld will be determined using a binocular 
microscope and groin size b!,J sieving. Mld hldPothesis is that coarse sand will be located on the beach cusp just landward of the 
swash zone because water washing over the cusp likelld drops the heaviest and largest particles at that point , which would also help 
explain wh!,J the cusp forms. Using similar logic, heav!,J minerals wililikelld be in abundance there also. The sand bar is h!,Jpothesized 
to also contain coarse sand deposits because high wave energ!,J likelld transports finer sand awald from the crest of the sand bar. 
Sponsor(s) Patricio Videtich 
PAD 210 
Gender and Archetldpes in Jose Zorrilla's Don Juan Tenorio 
Presenter(s) Sarah Stahl 
There are three male/female stereotldpes presented in Jose Zorrillas Don Juan Tenorio: the Don Juan, the obedient, angelic virgin and 
the Celestina or matchmaking hag. The archet!,Jpe of the Don Juan is that of a man who reject the values of his patriarchal societld b!,J 
seducing and conquering as manld females as possible . The archetldpes of the two female characters in Don Juan TenoriO, Dona Ines 
and Brigidia represent the dual nature of femininit!,J as presented bld western literature and societ!,J Dona Ines is a personification of 
the ideal woman and the presence of her character perpetuates the beaut!,J m!,Jth , which is the idea that women should onlld be valued 
for their beautld and their purit!,J. The figure of Brigida , the u9lld and conniving hag is the antithesis of that of Dona Ines, which send the 
message that woman who are smart and willd are to be fear and mistrusted. In conclusion , the three gender archetldpes presented in 
Don Juan Tenorio reflect the ideas of masculinit!,J and femininit 
Sponsor(s) Zulema Moret 
PAD 211 
Identification of plant homo logs to the p60 subunit of katanin 
Presenter(s): Rebecca L Kelbel 
Unlike animal cells , plant cells displald a variet!,J of microtubule arralds throughout the cell c!,Jcle, !,Jet characterization of the plant 
microtubule organizing center remains elusive. Katanin is a microtubule severing ATPase , which is known to localize at the centrosome 
in animal cells. Katanin has two subunits, one of which, p60, has catalldtic activitld. An Arabidopisis thaliana homolog of katanin p60 
has been identified and sequenced , and named AtKSS (McClinton et ai, 2001). Current research aims to analldze the conservation of 
the katanin p60 throughout the plant kingdom bld means of degenerate PCR probing of seedling tissue cDNA From the AtKSS amino 
acid sequence, preliminarld blasts of 19 angiosperm databases and 2 gldmnosperm databases all show identities of iY73% Alignment of 
these full and partial sequences has allowed us to design degenerate primers which we are using to obtain full- length cDNA sequences 
of katanin p60 homologs. Current anal!,Jsis of sequences shows a high degree of conservation in important regions , mainlld the CAD 
region , which identifies p60 as an AAA protein , and the microtubule binding region. That katanin p60 homologues are present in two 
plant ph!,Jla , in addition to several animal phldla is a strong indication that this protein is conserved throughout the plant kingdom , 
and perhaps among eukar!,Jotes. 
Sponsor(s) Regina McClinton 
PAD 261 
Stream Bank Stabilization and Restoration Management Plan for Little Muskegon River 
Presenter(s): Christopher Tilton 
I am proposing a management plan for stream bank stabilization and restoration on the little Muskegon River. The river is stable at 
base flow but flooding events result in massive soil loss. I will investigate different methods of stabilizing the banks in order to withstand 
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these flooding events and select the appropriate method. The methods will have more of on emphasis on the aesthetic value, due to 
the high levels of eco-tourism and local land owners that value natural settings. This management plan will be beneficial to not onlloj the 
land owners but to the local economlj as well. 
Beginning at 3:40 PM 
PAD 107 (continued from 3 p.m.) 
MLL Spanish Panel - Memorias de 10 Isla 
Presenter(s) : Tina Struljk, Sarah Stohl, Katie Eklund, Megan Koops, Elizabeth Barko, Catherine Sundt 
Sponsor(s) Zulema Moret 
PAD 108 
Service Access and Availabilitlj Mapping for Chester Township 
Presenter(s) Matt VanPorifliet 
The Conklin Fire Department services residents throughout Chester Township, which is located in the northeast corner of Ottawa Countlj. 
The Fire Department has expressed an interest in a mop book consisting of aerial photographs overlain with a varietlj of information 
to assist them during emergenclj situations. In particular, thelj are interested in: locations of drlj hljdronts, road names, and drivewalj 
lengths. This project will incorporate aerial photogrophlj interpretation, field surveljing , and geographic information sljstem (GIS) devel-
opment. A hard cOplj of the map book will be presented to the Conklin Fire Department upon completion of the project. 
Sponsor(s): Sister Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Small , Divided, and Ambivalent: World War I French Labor 
Presenter(s): Andrew Dascola 
Compared with prior French Labor Historians, the exposition on this topic seeks to bridge the long term failures of pre-war labor during 
and after the First World War. Scholarship on World War I French labor ignores anlj correlation between late 19th centurlj labor and its 
war counterparts. Thelj view both as separate entities of which neither has an effect on the other. Historians such as Hartmut Kaelble 
and Lenard R. Berlanstein go into great detail of the problems faced blj French labor during the First World War. Others such as Jean 
Jacques Becker and John Horne expand on World War I French labor without little or no reference to the inherent problems that existed 
earlier at the end of the 19th centurlj. Blj giving evidence from these and additional historians , the presentation will provide and argument 
that the partitions , dimensions, and hesitations of French labor at the end of the 19th centurlj had long term effects on its future counter-
parts during and after World War I. 
Sponsor(s) Jason Crouthamel 
PAD 168 
Agricultural Land Use Studlj 
Presenter(s): Elizabeth Gorski 
This is a case studlj linking agricultural landscape changes to historicol periods in Michigan. The speCific area is a squore mile 
between Fruit Ridge Avenue and Peach Ridge Avenue between 12 and 13 mile roads West of Spa ria, Michigan. An agricultural land-
scape such as this location has had manlj changes throughout the post centurlj due to the events in Michigan 's historlj Landownership 
over the past centurlj has greatllj influenced agricultural landscape through policlj, technologlj, and personal techniques of land use 
both phljsicalllj and environmentaillj. This research connects the similarities between landscape change and Michigan historlj over 
the past centurlj. 
Sponsor(s): Elena Lioubimtsevo 
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PAD 207 
Puer~o Rican Spanish Pronunciation A Statistical Consulting Story 
P resen~er(s): Jeffrey Breault, Stephanie St. Jacques 
April 12~h I 
Research was performed by WilFredo Valentin-M6rquez of the Modern Languages & Literature Depar~ment at Grand Valley State 
University to investigate diFFerences in the pronunciation of three ideal Spanish sounds by the social factors of age, sex, and a social 
networking index. Th is research was perFormed ~o identify differences in the pronunciation of certain syllables in the communities 
of Cabo Rojo, Puerto Rico and Grand Rapids, Michigan. Our role as statistical consultants was to select the appropriate statistical 
analyses to determine diFFerences among the pronunciation of Spanish sounds and the social Factors in the Grand Rapids community 
and between ~he two communities. 
Sponsor(s) Neal Rogness 
PAD 261 
Controlling Erosion in the Ravine Streams at GVSU A Management Plan 
Presenter(s): Luke Gilner 
Development of buildings and parking lots on Grand Valley State University 's Allendale campus essentially waterproofed the land-
scape and conFined water drainage of large areas to single locations. This unnatural water discharge substantially increased erosion 
rates, causing gully formation, slope failures, sedimentation, and poor water quality. I will inves~igate the extent of erosion, locate 
susceptible areas, review previous erosion control actions, and study the water discharge and drainage of campus. I will then propose 
a management plan , including ~he design and locations of water control struOures, with ~he goal to slow or control erosion rates and 
potentially increase water quality. 
Sponsor(s) Shaily Menon 
PAD 262 
Adaptation, Imitation, and the Comically Cliche in Matt & Ben 
Presenter(s) Adam Bowers 
My presentation will explore the ideas and themes brought up in my paper, which is the title of this presentation. Here is the first para-
graph of the paper, a good introduction to what my presentation will cover. 
"Nowhere are we more aware of the art of imitation and adaptation than in the world of dramatic production. On the stage, anyone 
may portray a character, which in turn may portray a character of someone else. The implications For utilizing any type or form of a 
persona for creative ends are always speculative, but may lend the creative endeavor as a whole a comedic presentation. Plays that 
highlight their fictional or dramatic elements invite the viewer and reader to enter a world that is highly and visibly constructed. This 
dramatic realm is of en used to make suggestions about larger thematic issues the play represents. Matt & Ben by Mindy Kaling and 
Brenda Withers explores the issues of the ethics surrounding imitation in art through dialogue and meta-dramatic moments in the play. 
Kaling and Withers suggest that art is a medium that has become comically cliche and is inevitably wrought with imitation ." 
Sponsor(s): Kathleen Blumreich 
Beginning at 4:00 PM 
PAD 107 (continued from 3 p.m.) 
MLL Spanish Panel - Memorias de la Isla 
Presenter(s): Tina Struyk, Sarah Stohl, Katie Eklund, Megan Koops, Elizabeth Barko, Catherine Sundt 
Sponsor(s): Zulema Moret 
PAD 108 
Comparing Spring Runoff Water Quality to Baseflow Water Quality in Crockery Creek 
Presenter(s) Michelle Lelli 
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Crockery Creek is a stream that runs through Newaygo, Muskegon, and Ottawa counties and empties into the Grand River. The land 
use surrounding the lower reaches of Crockery Creek is heavily agricultural. Water quality of winter baseflow will be compared to water 
quality in spring after snowmelt and spring rain have entered the stream. An overall decrease in water quality in the spring due to runoff 
from agricultural fields is predicted. By assessing data and using information about what factors may be contribut ing to water quality, 
suggestions will be made on how water quality in Crockery Creek may be improved. 
Sponsor(s) Sister Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Exploring Young Adult Literature of the Middle East 
Presenter(s): Anne McKay 
The literature for young adults and children published in this country rarely explores one \of the most fascinating regions of the world: 
This presentation will focus on the literature of the conflict between the Jews and Arabs in the West Bank and Gaza strip Participants 
will try to understand the complexities of the ongoing struggle in the region as portrayed by several authors (of American, Palestinian , 
and Israeli descent). 
Sponsor(s) Patricia Bloem 
PAD 168 
Experimental Analysis of an Acoustic Guitar 
Presenter(s) Cristiana Carabulea 
The sound produced by a guitar is based upon the way in which its body parts vibrate. Thus, the purpose of this experiment will be to 
analyze an acoustic guitar by determining the modes of vibrations for the top and bottom plate of the guitar though a wide range of 
frequencies. An experimental visualization technique (such as a time-averaged holographic interferometry process) will be used to 
view the patterns of various modes. The results will then be compared to previous research done on the subject and an equivalent 
electrical system of a three oscillator model will be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Karen Gipson 
PAD 207 
Comparison of Student Learning During Traditional and Interactive Engagement Lectures on Geometrical Optics. 
Presenter(s): Brandon Branch 
Physics education research has become a frequent topic of study. In most every physics education research project, student learning 
in traditional lecture taught classes is compared to student learning in an interactive engagement (IE) class. Comparisons such as 
this have been done in the field mechanics, and have shown that students in the IE classes have increased problem solving ability 
when compared to those students in the traditional taught classes. The goal of this study is to see if these results can be generalized 
to other regions of physics mainly the field of geometric optics. Thus we will compare the student learning that occurs during a lesson 
taught on geometrical optics wilh IE methods, versus a lesson taught with traditional methods. 
Sponsor(s) Keith Oliver 
PAD 209 
Overview of the Bedrock Geology of Isle Royale 
Presenter(s): Samantha J Hawkins 
Lake Superior overlies a structural basin which is filled with Precambrian sediments and mafic igneous rocks known as the Keweenawan 
sequence. Part of this sequence is exposed at Isle Royale, in Lake Superior, just north of the Keweenawan Peninsula. 1 will compare 
Isle Royale to Keweenawan Peninsula to determine if Ihere is a relationship between the geology of Ihese two areas. I will describe the 
two bedrock sequences on Isle Royale , the Portage Lake Volcanincs and the Copper Harbor Conglomerate using geochemistry, 
stratigraphy and mapping, structure , and U-Pb dating. I will use data to describe the geologic history of the bedrock of Isle Royale 
and to obtain an understanding of the Portage Lake Volcanics and the Keweenawan basalts. I will also relale this information to mantle 
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plumes. Overall, the data that is provided shows that the land forms on Isle RObjale are the result of geologic process and are dependent 
upon the tbjpe of underllJing rocks, the structures of the rocks, and their erosional historbj. 
Sponsor(s): Stephen Mattox 
PAD 210 
The Puppet Show 
Presenter(s): Madalbjn Koster 
In Kate Chopin's The Awakening, Edna Pontellier's life is restricted bbj her roles as wife and mother, and bbj traditional conventions of 
societbj. She is simplbj "driven along bbj habit (Chopin 375)." Chopin depicts social roles and the effects thebj have on Edna to demon-
strate that in The Awakening, Edna is a puppet, subject to forces bebjond her control. 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
PAD 211 
Do Blogs Make Better Writers? 
Presenter(s): Megan Ward 
Weblogging is a recent form of writing that, according to Carolbjn Miller, stands on its own as a new genre. This presentation will 
investigate the effect of weblogging on academic writing. We will, as a group, trbj to better understand how this new technologlJ 
shapes the students we help 
Sponsor(s): Ellen Schendel 
Beginning at 4:20 PM 
PAD 107 (continued from 3 p.m.) 
MLL Spanish Panel - Memorias de la Isla 
Presenter(s) Tina Strubjk, Sarah Stahl, Katie Eklund, Megan Koops, Elizabeth Barko, Catherine Sundt 
Sponsor(s) Zulema Moret 
PAD 108 
The Effect of Makoto Training on Functional Balance in Persons with Traumatic Brain Injurbj 
Presenter(s) : Jennifer Wrobel, Laura Yost 
The purpose of this studbj is to examine the efficacbj of training with the Makoto Sbjstem on the functional balance of individuals with 
traumatic brain injurbj. The Makoto Sbjstem is a challenging multisensorlJ environment to retrain balance and increase speed of motor 
responses requiring dbjnamic movement and postural control. The studbj design is a repeated measures design, with subjects serving 
as their own control. Initial assessment will be followed bbj a control period of no training. Subjects will be re-assessed before starting 
training on the Makoto Sbjstem 3 times per week for 4 weeks, followed bbj a final assessment after training has ended. Assessment 
consists of a series of six functional performance measures. The researchers will be looking for an improvement in functional balance 
abilities after training, which mabj help the subject perform dailbj activities safelbj and with more efficiencbj. 
Sponsor(s): CathlJ Harro 
PAD 109 
Distinguishing Between Point Source and Non-point Source Pollution Based on Dissolved OXbjgen Data for Sawbjer Creek, Onawa Countbj, MI. 
Presenter(s) Adam Doan 
Pollution in streams can be from both point and non-point sources. Both tbjpes are responsible for decreased water qualitbj and require 
different solutions. Thus, it is important to determine the primarlJ source of pollution in particular sbjstems. I will use a dissolved oXbjgen 
meter and titration to sample dissolved oXbjgen at strategiC locations in Sawbjer Creek to determine the tbjpe of pollution. I will then use 
this information to propose steps for improving water qualitbj that will result in improvement to overall ecosbjstem health and function. 
Sponsor(s) Shailbj Menon 
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Beginning at 4:40 PM 
PAD 107 
Outer Billiards at InfinitlJ 
Presenter(s) : Samuel Otten 
April 12th I 
As a result of the Student Summer Scholar research program, two new theorems have been discovered in outer billiard theorlJ. This 
presentation will give a brief overview of the results, along with a general introduction to the beautiful outer billiard maps. 
Sponsar(s) Filiz Dogru 
PAD 108 
"The 21st Mexican and Chicano Revolution: iViva la cultural" 
Presenter(s) Megan A. Koops 
The Mexican and Chicano cultural is especialllJ rich and diverse however plagued blJ their struggle to overcome the prejudice and stereo-
tlJpes in the United States. If we are going to better understand this we need to improve our comprehension of their struggle. An excellent 
walJ to examine the struggle manlJ Mexicans and Chicanos face is through the literature and how thelJ express themselves in their work. I 
will be examining the different struggles that manlJ Mexicans face and how it affects them personalllJ as well as their cultural. Their struggles 
and accomplishments are reflected in their work including Rodolfo "CorklJ" Gonzales's poem "I am Joaquin," Sandra Cisneros's The 
House on Mango Street , and Lorraine L6pez's SOlJ la Avon LadlJ and Other Stories which are examples I will be using in mlJ studlJ. 
Sponsor(s): Zulema Moret 
PAD 109 
A Statistical Consulting Experience The Effects of Religion on Political EfficaclJ. 
Presenter(s) April Schneider, Julie Kukulski 
Political scientists have been studlJing political efficaclJ for over finlJ lJears. More recentllJ, the concept of both internal and external 
efficaclJ has emerged. Internal efficaclJ is the perception that individual citizens have of their abilitlJ to influence the government. External 
efficaclJ is how citizens believe the government will react to their participation in the democratic process. Dr. Kevin den Dulk wished to 
determine whether religious tradition fosters external and internal efficaclJ. This presentation focuses on our roles and experiences as 
statistical consultants helping to answer this research question . 
Sponsor(s): Kevin denDulk, Neal Rogness 
PAD 168 
Green Golf: Stepping up to the Tee for Environmental QualitlJ 
Presenter(s): Zach H Vanderbush 
Green Golf is a relativellJ new concept that has begun to gain a plethora of supporters that range from natural resource managers, 
wildlife managers, course owners and designers , to even golfers themselves. This new practice is meant to help golf courses become 
compatible with their surrounding environments. MlJ research project will center on governmental legislation that has been enacted to 
protect natural habitats, as well as visiting individual courses. I will demonstrate how newllJ constructed courses are working to create 
habitat for new species while allowing the original habitat to flourish. 
Sponsor(s) : ShaillJ Menon 
Beginning at 5:00 PM 
PAD 107 
The New Guinea Campaign: A New Perspective Through the Use of Oral Histories 
Presenter(s) : Kelli Brockschmidt 
Over the pastlwo decades , historians have begun using oral histories to reinterpret the historlJ of World War II. Earlier historians have 
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relied heavily on official documents, journalists' accounts and the leners, diaries , and memoirs of commanders and stoff officers, 
leav ng out the experiences of the common soldier. Oral histories have provided more detailed, persona l, and emotional accounts of 
WWII than the written records My research combines the ora l histories of the 32nd Infantry Division, the Red Arrow Division , with written 
sources in order to gain new perspectives and insight into the soldiers' experiences in WWII during the New Guinea campaign. 
Sponsor(s): James Smither 
PAD 108 
Location, Location, Location: Environment and the Writing Center 
Presenter(s) Michael Cheyne 
This session examines the architectural principle that the location and physical environment of a building affect the work done inside it. 
How should a writing center be best designed to appeal to students , directors, and tutors alike? Through my presentation , I will attempt 
to explore the ideo of creating on "ideal" working environment for all groups. 
Sponsor(s) Ellen Schendel 
PAD 109 
Everyday Excel 
Presenter(s) Michael Corwin 
Microsoft's Excel software is a very powerful, very user-friendly tool that has many business applications. Businesses of all sorts rely 
on the collection and storage of data for a wide variety of uses. This data can be critical to operating a business in a productive, 
effective manner. Excel has many tools available to help managers analyze the data that has been collected and use it to make the 
best decisions for the business. As a Production Supervisor at Howard Miller Clock Company, I use Excel in my everyday work. I use 
Excel in the areas of quality, scheduling , personnel issues and safety, to nome a few. In my presentation, I hope to show a few of the 
tools that are avai lable to Excel users and how I use them. I will also explore some of the other uses that business may utilize Excel. 
Sponsor(s): Richard Hall 
Beginning at 5:20 PM 
PAD 107 
Meta-Research Perspectives on Moss Customization Based on Life Cycle Literature Survey (1987-2005) 
Presenter(s) Melinda Mitche ll 
Sponsor(s) Ashok Kumar 
PAD 108 
Oherness 
Presenter(s) Dorothy Dovey 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
PAD 109 
Cots & Dogs: An examination of fe line/conine symbolism in James Joyce's Ulysses 
Presenter( s): Brooke Heintz 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
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Beginning at 5:40 PM 
PAD 107 
Individual vs.Communilbj in Plalo's "Crilo". 
Presenler(s). Aaron Rozeboom 
April 12th I 
Connicl belween Ihe individual and Ihe communilbj is a cenlrallheme in Plalo's "Crilo". On Ihe surface, lies Ihe conflict between Crilo, whose 
argumenls for exile favor public opinion as a source of Irulh, and Socrales himself, whose decision as an individual is 10 slabj and accepllhe 
senlence. More abslractlbj, Ihe response Socrales offers 10 Crilo's argumenls porlrabjs Crito as Ihe individual coming against Ihe communilbj 
Through his dialogue wilh Ihe laws, Socrales demonslrales a polenlial connicl thai would arise from the applicalion of Crilo's arguments. 
Ullimalelbj, Plalo uses Ihis polenlial for conflicl in the case of Socrales 10 pOinl oullhal conflicl broadlbj is eilher realized or circumvented 
depending upon individual choices. In presenling Ihe ma~er Ihis wabj, Plalo is cleverlbj able 10 prescribe principles regarding Ihe individual! 
communilbj relalionship Ihal extend well bebjond Ihe parliculars of Ihe "Crilo". 
Sponsor(s). Peter Anderson, Charles Pazdernik 
PAD 108 
Developmenl of Environmental Issues lesson Plan for Childern K-5 
Presenler(s). Rachel Boss 
In Ihe face of increasing environmenlal challenges, it is crucial 10 encourage Ihe bjounger generations 10 recognize Ihe imporlance of a 
heallhbj environmenl and Ihe consequences of an unheallhbj one. Using web-based guides, Ihe goal of Ihis project is to develop a lesson 
plan for Ihe use of K-5 sludenls in order to promole knowledge and excilemenl aboul nalure. After researching wrillen lesson plans , Ihis 
projecl will develop visual aides 10 assisllhe learning process. This lesson plan hopes 10 focus on issues specific 10 Michigan such as, 
endangered/lhrealened species. The compleled project could be of use 10 local schools. 
Sponsor(s). Sisler Damien Marie Savino 
PAD 109 
Like Silenl Raindrops Fell 
Presenler(s) Brooke Heinlz 
Sponsor(s) David Ihrman 
Beginning at 6:00 PM 
PAD 107 
Reflection on Reminiscence wilh a Hospice Palienl 
Presenler(s). Genevieve Barrell 
Reminiscence is a vague and misunderslood praclice. In Ihis presenlalion, Ihe presenler will explain Ihe goals of reminiscence and 
describe the personal slruggles and Iriumphs she encounlered while conducling a projecl in reminiscence wilh hospice patienls. 
Sponsor(s) Cbjnthia Beel-Bales 
PAD 109 
Because I Love You - Because She Loves Herself. Concerning Roberl's role as a Mirror for Edna's Self-Reflection in "The Awakening " 
Presenler(s) Brooke Heinlz 
Sponsor(s). David Ihrman 
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Arrium Display 1 
The Acute Responses of Coronary and Pulmonary Arteries to Natural Steroids 
Presenter(s) : Timothy Trichler 
April 12th I 
The purpose of this study was to characterize the specific responses of coronary and pulmonary arteries to natural steroids. It is 
hypothesized that the responses will vary depending on the androgen and anatomical location of the artery. Porcine coronary and 
pulmonary arteries were isolated and subjected to increasing concentrations of dihydrotestosterone (DHT), testosterone (TES) , 
androstenedione (ANDRO) and dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA). High concentrations of TES and DHT caused a significant dilation 
in coronary and pulmonary arteries. The specific responses to TES and DHT were significantly different than the specific responses to 
ANDRO and DHEA in coronary arteries. There was no significant difference in the pulmonary arteries to the androgens. Coronary 
arteries exhibited greater relaxations to TES, DHT and ANDRO than pulmonary arteries. Pulmonary arteries exhibited greater relaxations 
to DHEA than coronary arteries. The resul ts of these studies indicate that the androgens elicit an effect on arterial diameter, depending 
on the androgen and anatomical location of the artery. 
Sponsor(s): Francis Sylvester 
Atrium Display 2 
Asymmetric Substitution at Silicon 
Presenter(s) Emily Blamer 
It is common to generate a carbon stereocenter by addition reactions to sp2 hybridized carbon , such as alkenes or carbonyl groups. 
For silicon , because the routes to silenes or disilenes are fewer, this has proven to be a less attractive route to chiral at silicon silanes. 
The reaction of a nucleophile with a prochiral silane of the type R 1 R2SiL2 generates a chiral at silicon silane. We are investigating the 
influence of R1, R2 , and L on the enantioselective substitution reaction at silicon with organolithium nucleophiles and the chelating 
diamine Sparteine. We will present the results of our studies comparing methoxy vs hydride as a leaving group and showing that use 
of methoxy as a leaving group led to higher enantioselectivity. We have also observed that increasing the difference in bulkiness of R 1 
and R2 leads to an increase in the enantioselectivity of the reaction. We will also be presenting our efforts at analyzing these reactions 
using chiral HPLC. 
Sponsor(s) Randy Winchester 
Atrium Display 3 
Estimating Butterfly Populations Using Distance Sampling. 
Presenter(s) Yumiko Chattalinni , Karl Rowland, Michael Calkins 
Wildlife managers need to accurately assess densities and distribution of animal populations with reliable and accurate methods. 
Currently, the monitoring of the Karner blue butterfly (KBB) is not occurring on most sites in Michigan, or if done, methods rely on 
biased walking transect methods that concentrate sampling efforts in areas of highest site quality. An accurate method of estimating 
total number of KBB 's would allow managers to make better decisions. Distance sampling was conducted at eleven sites during 
second brood flight in July 2005. Transects were systematically placed throughout each site every twenty-five meters with the first 
transect randomly selected. We measured perpendicular distance to all butterflies detected within five meters of Iranseclline. Data was 
anallJzed using Distance Program software. Model selection based on minimal Ale. Results indicate that populations varlJ considerably 
between sites , ranging from 315 to 1881 individuals. 
Sponsor(s) : James Dunn 
Atrium DisplalJ 4 
AnallJsis of Grand Valley State UniversitlJs Physician Assistant Program Alumni SurvelJ 
Presenter(s) Kristina Nitzsche, Jill Thorpe, KelllJ Teft 
Objective/Purpose The purpose of this studlJ is to delermine the effectiveness of Grand VallelJ State UniversitlJ's Physician Assistant 
Program in preparing students for clinical practice as assessed blJ an alumni survelJ· The specific areas of assessment will be: 1. 
Preparation in the didactic phase (classroom instruction) 2. Preparation in the clerkship experiences (clinical experiences) 
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3. Preparation in the administrative role of the PA 4. Preparation in job placement 5. Commitment to the profession through mentorship 
and leadership. Significance The significance of this study is to identify the weaknesses and strengths of Grand Valley State University's 
Physician Assistant Studies Program which will be subsequently used in the analysis of programmatic changes. Research Questions 
Based on an alumni survey, how do Grand Valley State University's PhYSician Assistant alumni view their educational prepar tion in 
the above mentioned areas? 
Sponsor(s) Theresa Bacon-Baguley 
Atrium Display 5 
Molecular Mechanics of Carbonmonoxymyoglobin 
Presenter(s): Aranda Siabbekoorn 
The dynamics of molecular motion in systems such as proteins can be measured using infrared spectroscopy. However, molecular 
motion cannot be interpreted directly from experimental resulls. A combination of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and quantum 
mechanics (QM) could assist in this interpretation. The QM calculations of frequency require a lot of computational time, and therefore 
some way to relate the frequency to information contained in the MD simulation is desired to speed these calculations. Examples of 
this correlating factor could include such factors as the electric field. Our initial attempts to relate frequency with a correlating factor 
have yielded poor results. We are currently trying to employ a semi-empirical approach, in which the parameters would be modified to 
fit our ab initio frequencies Once we have a feasible computationa l method, we will then be able to accurately model the experiments 
and the corresponding molecular motions. 
Sponsor(s) Christopher Lawrence 
Atrium Display 6 
Development of a Conditional CD82 Knockout Mouse 
Presenter(s) Katie Sian 
KA11/CD82 is a transmembrane protein of the tetraspanin family with nearly ubiquitous distribution in mammalian cells. Importantly, it 
has been identified as a tumor metastasis suppressor (its expression is reduced or lost in metastatic cells) in prostate, lung, pancreatic, 
breast, bladder, colon, esophageal , cervical, and endometrial cancers. The objective of this project is to create a conditional murine 
knockout using the Cre/loxP homologous recombination method, in which CD82 expression is selectively deleted in prostate tissue 
while remaining functional in all other tissues. Once developed, the mouse will be used for countless assays designed to investigate the 
mechanisms by which CD82 interacts with various proteins and other molecules to suppress the metastasis of prostate cancer. 
Sponsor(s) Terry Trier 
Atrium Display 7 
The Relationship between Streptococcus bovis and Colon CarCinogenesis 
Presenter(s) Lisa Nienhuis, James Hurst 
Scientists have discovered that there may be a relationship between certain species of microorganisms and the proliferation of specific 
types of cancer. This correlation has been well documented in the case of Heliobacter pylori as it relates to stomach cancer and 
lymphoma. Physicians are now beginning to recognize a similar relationship between Streptococcus bovis and colon cancer. Research 
suggests that the proliferation of intestinal carcinogenesis is elevated in subjects with exposure to S. bovis. What is it about S. bovis 
that produces a progressional effect on pre-neoplastic lesions in the intestinal tract? II is the intention of this review of current studies to 
provide an insight as to if and how S. bovis is related to these carCinogenic effects. A better understanding and and awareness of the 
possible relationship between S. bovis and intestinal carcinogenesis may facilitate more effective diagnosis and treatment of colon 
cancer in the future. 
Sponsor(s): Linda Goossen 
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Atri um Displalj 8 
A Statistical Consulting Experience: Analljsis of Values and Cheating 
Presenter(s) : Jason Keintz 
Sponsor(s): Helen Klein, Neal Rogness 
Atrium Displalj 9 
Isolation of retroviral junction fragments 
Presenter(s): Katherine Strauss 
Apri l 12th I 
A Iwo-step PCR reaction has been fashioned that will produce a DNA fragment that contains part retrovirus and part host genome. This 
is useful for locating and mapping endogenous retroviruses to the genome. A PCR reaction is run using two different primers. A non-
specific primer will randomllj anneal to the host genome and a specific primer that is biotinljlated is used to anneal to the integrated 
virus. The biotinljlaled fragments from the PCR reaction are isolated blj magnetic Streptavidin beads and used in the second PCR 
reaction along with two new primers. The two primers are nested and designed to bind internalllj with one primer to the virus end and 
the olher to an internal sequence on the firsl nonspecific primer. The fragmenls from this reaction are cloned and sequenced . 
Sponsor(s): Steven Hecht 
Atrium Displalj 10 
A Slatistical Consulling Experience Analljzing Weather Data for Evidence of Global Warming 
Presenter(s) Janelle laulzenheiser 
Dr. Mel Norlhup wanted 10 explore over fiftlj ljears of weather data from Grand Rapids for evidence that suggests global warming is 
occurring. As a statistical consullanl, mlj job was to determine whether a shift was occurring in the precipitation paltern to a drier spring/ 
summer and a wetter fall and to see if there was a greater variation in temperatures with more extreme temperatures for given seasons. 
Sponsor(s): Mel Northup, Neal Rogness 
Alrium Displalj 11 
Plasma Cell leukemia A Case Studlj 
Presenler(s) Megan O'Keefe , Joshua Kling, Mara Tornga 
Plasma Cell leukemia (PCl) is a rare leukemia Ihal is characterized blj a monoclonal population of terminalllj differentiated B cells . 
The condilion arises from a significant somatic hljpermutalion and intraclonal nucleic acid sequence variation of the immunoglobin 
heavlj chain. The common clinical appearances include the following extramedullarlj involvemenl, Iljmphadenopalhlj, hepalomegallj 
and occasionalllj splenomegallj. This is a case studlj of primarlj plasma cell leukemia Ihat was presented blj a 69 ljear old male. The 
Wrighl stained peripheral blood smear displaljed mild red blood cell anisocljtosis, poikilocljtosis and rouleaux formation. A decreased 
plalelet count and leukocljtosis wilh 64% plasma cells was noted. The flow cljtometric immunophenotljping Sludlj demonstrated popu-
lations of cells with a plasma cell phenotljpe positive for the following CD38(brighl) , CD138(brighl), CD56 and cljloplasmic lambda. 
This case explores the distinguishing characteristics of Plasma Cell leukemia. 
Sponsor(s) : Linda Goossen 
Atrium Displalj 12 
Effect of Underfilling EDTA Tubes on CBCs 
Presenter(s) laura Eckelkamp 
The complete blood count (CBC) is a frequentllj performed lesl in the clinical laboratorlj. Among other things, it determines hematocrit 
and the mean cell volume (MCV) and the mean cell hemoglobin concentration (MCHC) for red blood cells. The specimen tljpe for 
CBCs is EDTA-anticoagulaled whole blood. Routinellj, 4 ml of blood is collecled in vacutainer tubes containing 7.2 mg of spralj-dried 
K2EDTA Under some circumstances, less than inlended 4 ml is collecled, resulting in an improper blood to anticoagulanl ratio. It has 
been documented that excessive amounts of liquid K3EDTA can cause shrinkage of the red celis, leading to decreased MCV and 
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hematocrit and increased MCHC. However, there are a lock of studies on the effects of spra~-dried K2EDTA on red cells, This stud~ 
attempts to determine if CBC results are signifjcantl~ effected b~ filling 4 mL k2EDTA tubes with onl~ 1 mL of blood, Results pending, 
Sponsor(s) Lindo Goossen 
Atrium Displa~ 13 
Current Trends in Diagnosing and Treating Strep Throat An anal~sis 
Presenter(s): Heather Simon, Sarah Mohr 
Streptococcus p~ogenes throat infections (strep throat) are difficult to definitivel~ detect , ~et proper identification is important. When 
a sore throat caused b~ Streptococcus p~ogenes is misdiagnosed as being caused b~ a different etiological agent serious post 
streptococcal sequela could result, On the other hand, if the infection is determined to be caused b~ Streptocoocus p~ogenes and it is 
not trul~ the etiological agent, overuse of antibiotics could contribute to antibiotic resistance, This stud~ is on anal~sis of whether proper 
diagnostic techniques are being applied in West Michigan to prevent serious streptrococcal sequela, as well as the emergence of 
resistant strains, Through meta-anal~sis of various reports and inteNiews/suNe~s with the medical professionals regarding their policies 
on the diagnosis and treatment of strep throat we will explore the current practices and general knowledge present in the communit~ in 
regard to streptococcal infection and antibiotic use, 
Sponsor(s): Lindo Goossen 
Atrium Displa~ 14 
Examining the communication processes and factors related to participation in primar~ prevention programs for dating relationships 
Presenter(s) Jennifer Milliken, Nicole Resseguie 
This stud~ examined the self-reported altitudinal and behavioral correlates as well as communication tactics that manifest in aggressive 
doting relationships among undergraduate students at GVSU, Perpetration and victimization of ph~sical, sexual , and ps~chological 
aggression were explored, Addilionall~, this stud~ investigated factors related to self-reported likelihood of participating in dating 
violence prevention programs for both victims and perpetrators, Preliminar~ anal~ses suggest that rates of dating violence on this 
campus are similar to the national statistics and that, as expected , communication behaviors and relationship satisfaction were lower 
in those reporting violence than non-violent individuals, Interpretations and clinical implications of these data are also explored, 
Sponsor(s) Tara Cornelius 
Atrium Displa~ 15 
Diode-loser-based method for measuring the 13C/12C ratio in carbon dioxide 
Presenter(s) Andrew Berke 
Sponsor(s): Stephanie Schaertel , George McBane 
Atrium Displa~ 16 
The Quick Ratio - How should it be calculated? 
Presenter(s) Beth R~e 
Sponsor(s) Rita Grant 
Atrium Displa~ 17 
Anal~sis of a Drosophila Melanogaster stock containing two transposon insertions 
Presenter(s): Amanda Bliemeister 
The Drosophila melanogaster mutation delorean causes an abnormal wing and fertilit~ phenot~pe, The mutation is due to a transposon 
insertion in the protein kinase N gene, Protein kinase N is regulated b~ the Rho small GTPase pathwa~ but the downstream targets of 
protein kinase N are not known, In on effort to identif~ genes that interact with the delorean mutation , several fI~ stocks were obtained 
from the Bloomington, Indiana stock center, Crosses between Rho1 flies and delorean flies did not reveal an~ genetic interaction in 
transheteroz~gous Rh01/delorean flies, Stock k2107 contains a transposon insertion within the Rh01 gene at position 52E and a 
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second insertion at 44E. The k2107 stock was outcrossed and seven sub-stocks were developed, effectivelbj recombining the transposons 
awabj f om each other. In order to determine which transposon is in each sub-stock, in si tu hbjbridization was performed to polytene 
chromosomes from the sub-stocks. Results will be discussed. 
Sponsor(s): Bruce Ostrow 
Atrium Display 18 
Roce and Gender Bios in Physical Geologbj Text Books 
Presenter(s): Michelle Bridenstine, Bridget Burns, Emmeline Davis, Angelo Slater, Lindsabj Shepard , Tamara Waters, Alexander Koning, 
Amanda Wigent , Matthew Ritchie , Paul Meek 
Societbj views scientists as Caucasian and male. We examined this potential bias in geologbj textbooks. Figures in 15 texts were 
surveyed for geologists and catego rized based on gender, race , and activity level. In the books , 258 figures (3%) with geologists were 
shown out of 8,573 figures. Some figures include more than one geologist. Of the 296 geologists in the figures 204 are male (68.9%) , 
60 are female (20.3%) , and 32 are of undeterminable gender (10.8%). Out of 204 males, 156 are Caucasian (76.4%), 10 are raCial ly 
diverse (4.9%), and 38 are unknown (18.6%). Out of 60 females, 51 are Caucasian (85%), 4 are racially diverse (6.7%) , and 5 are 
unknown (8.3%). Our study demonstrates gender and racial bias in the text books. Moles are presented more than 3 times more 
frequentlbj than females. Caucasians outnumber racially diverse geologists 15: 1 . Geologists are overwhelminglbj shown as passive. 
We will present possible solutions to these bioses. 
Sponsor(s) Steve Mattox 
Atrium Display 19 
Periodized Strength and Conditioning Program for the Overhand Throwing Athlete 
Presenter(s): Marcie Stineman , Justin Patnoude , Todd Terpstra 
Sponsor(s): Shari Bartz 
Atrium Display 20 
Neuropath\,! in Diabetic Retinopathy 
Presenter(s) Jennifer Nyland 
Neuropathy is a common complication associated with diabetes. Traditional research has focused on vasculor leakage and tight 
junction proteins; however, recent research indicates the significance of exploring the neurological degradation of the retina during 
diabetes. Previous research has determined a decrease in thickness in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) and inner nuclear layer (INL) of 
the retina during diabetic retinopathy. In order to study specific degradation in these layers of cells , techniques had to be developed 
to isolate extremely small samples of particular cells. The purpose of this project was to develop a method to accurately and efficiently 
isolate samples of IPL and INL in order to obtain large enough quantities for RNA analbjsis Using loser microscopbj, techniques were 
developed that enable RNA isolation from minute sections of IPL and INL. This allows for further investigation of neurodegradation as a 
mechanism of vision loss during diabetic retinopathy. 
Sponsor(s): Dolli Lutes 
Atrium Display 21 
Physical and PSbjchosocial Effects of Chronic Lung Disease 
Presenter(s): Lindsay Hourtienne 
Chronic lung illness has become a priori ty health concern worldwide due to the cost, morbidity, mortalitbj, and lifestyle alteration. 
Individuals must cope with both the physical and psychosocial aspects of chronic illness . The continual rise of populations with lung 
disease requires investigation of ways to improve qualit\,! of life and provide individualized health core deliver\,!. Partners on the PATH 
(Personal Action Toward Health) is one such stud\,! investigating the impact of chronic illness on self-core management, self-efficac\,!, 
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health status , education, and health care utilization and how a 6 week education program may influence these areas. I will investigate 
correlations between multiple variables of symptoms, coping , and doily activities of study participants with chronic lung illness. 
Sponsor(s). Cynthia Coviak 
Atrium Display 22 
Positive and Negative Perfectionism Correlations with Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder 
Presenter(s). Melissa McDonald 
This research project plans to examine the possibility that the diagnosis of obsessive compulsive personality disorder isn't necessarily 
fully negative. Correlations between positive perfectionism, negative perfectionism, obsessive compulsive personality disorder, athletics, 
and depression clarify the relationship between these various interrelated constructs . 
Sponsor(s). Lawrence Burns 
Atrium Display 23 
Descriptive Statistics of the Calcium Intake Inventory 
Presenter(s) Todd Beck 
Abstract for Research Project Osteoporosis is a major public health threat for on estimated 44 million Americans. In the United States, 
10 million individuals are estimated to already have the disease and almost 34 miltion more are estimated to have low bone moss , 
placing them at increased risk for osteoporosis (Notional Osteoporosis Foundation [NOF] , 2006). Calcium is cri tical to building bone 
moss to support physical activity throughout life and to reduce the risk of bone fractures, especially those due to osteoporosis. The 
onset of osteoporosis later in life is influenced by peak bone moss attained in the first two decodes of life (Nati onat Institute of Child 
Health and Development [NICHOl. 2005). The purpose of this study is to eva tuate the revised Calcium Intake Inventory. The Calcium 
Intake Inventory was developed in 1999 (Coviak, Gendler, Marti n, Mellen, Kim, Rodriques-Fisher) to assess the dietarlJ calcium intake 
of adolescents. 
Sponsor(s) . Jean Martin 
Atrium Display 25 
Solid Phose Peptide Synthesis (SPPS) Anatysis and Identification of Protein Kinase Substrates 
Presenter(s). Derrick Kroodsma 
This research study examines the synthesis of tyrosine containing peptides based on the protein paxillin. Paxillin is a proposed 
substrate of the FAK (Focat Adhesion Kinase) protein tyrosine kinase. FAK is overexpressed in tumor cells; therefore its abnormal 
function is associated with several cancer types. The peptides designed here are based on the substrate sequence FAK preferably 
binds to and phosphorylates. Solid Phose Peptide Synthesis provided substrate compounds which were then tested via biological 
assays with FAK. The synthesis of large peptides provides on accurate method to determine kinase amino acid phosphorylation 
preference to confirm paxillin as a FAK substrate. 
Sponsor(s). Lourie Witucki 
Atrium Display 26 
Sample Prep Techniques for Infared Spectroscopy 
Presenter(s). Jessica Boucher 
Crime labs require different confirmatory and identification tests for drug analyses. One important identification test is the Infrared (IR) 
Spectroscopy. There are two different techniques for preparing the sample for the IR, ATR and salt pellet. Each technique has its 
advantages, but the preferred method is ATR because it is simple and efficient. 
Sponsor(s) Nancy Shontz 
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Atrium DisplalJ 27 
German Immigrants in the Former Soviet Union from the Reign of Tsarina Catherine the Great to the Present 
Presenter(s): Robin Garlock 
April 12th I 
German immigrants first arrived in great numbers in Russia at the request of Tsarina Catherine the Great . A wove of immigration from 
GermanlJ to Russia continued until the outbreaks of World War I and II. Due to the mistrust of all Germans at that time, the ethnic Germans 
were forc ibllJ relocated to Siberia and the Central Asian republics, and some emigrated back to GermanlJ or to the United States. 
TodalJ, thelJ are still spread across the globe. Some wish to return to GermanlJ, some want to remain where thelJ are, and others desire 
an autonomous region within Russia. No ma~er where in the world thelJ are , or what their hope for the future is, the ethnic Germans 
continue to struggle for a place thelJ can trullJ call home. 
Sponsor(s) Laurie Gasahl , Ben Rapin 
Atrium DisplalJ 28 
Retrograde amnestic effects of microinjections of cGMP inhibitor 
Presenter(s): Jordan BentlelJ 
The retrograde amnestic effects of LY-83583 were examined blJ injecting 0.5 micro liters of differing concentrations of this cGMP inhibitor 
into each telencephelon immediatellJ after the fish received training in a shuttle box. In the shuttle box, the fish were trained to avoid 
receiving a shock blJ swimming from the side of the box with the light on to the dark side of the box through a small central opening. 
The data showed that the performance of the goldfish in the shuttle box did not improve overtime, thus suggesting that the injections of 
LY-83583 immediatellJ following training produced retrograde amnesia. To further demonstrate this idea, a control group of fish that did 
not receive injections but did learn and remember to avoid the shock during training sessions was used in a comparison. 
Sponsor(s) Xiaojuan Xu 
Atrium DisplalJ 29 
Determination of Phosphorus Species in West Michigan Watersheds blJ 31 P NMR 
Presenter(s): MalJsee Salleva 
31-Phosphorus Nucleor Magnetic Resonance SpectroscoPlJ (31 P NMR) was used to anallJze biochemical and environmental 
samples. The pH dependenclJ of the 31 P NMR chemical shifts indicated that all phosphate compounds displalJed downfield chemical 
shifts in basic solutions. Lipophosphate was found to be soluble onllJ at low pH levels. It was confirmed that acidic solutions encour-
aged decomposition of pollJphosphates via hlJdrollJsis, whereas basic solutions did not. Experiments on mixed orthophosphate 
standards revealed that the number of known species in a mixture is not on indication of chemical shiFt , as there malJ be equilibration 
between the compounds. Environmental phosphorus samples provided blJ the AWRI were found to contain orthophosphate and plJro-
phosphate. Other assignments are indeterminate. 
Sponsor(s) John Bender 
Atrium DisplalJ 30 
Peptide SlJnthesis for Protein TlJrosine Kinase Substrate AnallJsis 
Presenter(s) AnthonlJ PedlelJ 
Protein tlJrosine kinases are enzlJmes that have been widellJ associated with cellular signaling processes that control cell growth, 
migration, and survival. Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a tlJrosine kinase that has been considered bhj manlJ as a prospective target 
for anticancer drug development studies. Peptides were shjnthesized as small molecule substrates For focal adhesion kinase. Once 
tested , these peptides malJ provide some insight into the protein substrates of FAK and other kinases in vivo. With the development of 
small molecule peptide substrates of kinases , inhibition screening will become possible for these enzlJmes , which will aid in the 
development of on inhibitorlJ cancer therapeutic. 
Sponsor(s) Lourie Witucki 
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Alrium Displa~ 31 
Fetal Fibronectin Tesling in Twin Pregnancies 
Presenler(s): Nicole Powers, Theresa Vree 
Sponsor(s): Linda Goossen 
Alrium Displa~ 32 
Anterograde amnestic effecls of microinjeclions cGMP inhibitor LY-83583 to the goldfish lelencephalon 
Presenler(s) Todd Miller 
April 12th I 
This slud~ examines the effects of microinjeclions of LY-83583 to the telencephalon 20 minutes prior 10 training Ihe goldfish on a learning 
task. Fish were trained in shuttleboxes connected to aSmari Conlrol which monitored Iheir movements. A lighl was placed at each end 
of the shultlebox which was divided into two equal sides b~ an opaque barrier. After the light turned on, a Irial began and fish were giv-
en 20 seconds 10 cross before Ihe administralion of mild electrical shocks. Crossing the barrier turned off Ihe lighl and ended Ihe Irial. 
Naive fish crossed the barrier after receiving Ihe shocks. Following training, fish crossed the barrier before Ihe shocks and displa~ed a 
learned avoidance response The data showed thatlhe adminislration of LY-83583 prior to training impaired Ihe learning in goldfish. 
Sponsor(s) Xiaojuan Xu 
Atrium Displa~ 33 
Teaching Social and Pla~ Skills 10 Children with Aulism 
Presenter(s) Erin Lee, Nicole Henriksen, Allison Graham, Angela Graham 
Autism is a neurodevelopmenlal disabilil~ characlerized b~ impairmenls in social interaction, communicalion, and restricted and 
repetitive behaviors. Inappropriate pla~ is also evident in children with aUlism as demonstraled b~ repetitive pla~ behaviors and poor 
funclional pla~. Pla~ and social engagement are critical target areas as the~ have been linked with Ihe development of more appro-
priale social relalionships. Two studies were designed to evaluate procedures 10 teach social and pla~ skills to ~oung children with 
autism. Stud~ 1 will assess the effects of reciprocal imitation and free pla~ on social and pla~ behaviors. The slud~ will evaluate the 
level of social engagemenl and observational modeling of preschoolers wilh autism when Ihe model is an adull compared to a peer. 
Stud~ 2 will compare Ihe effectiveness of discrele Iriallraining and video modeling in leaching social and pla~ skills. 
Sponsor(s) Jamie Owen-DeSchr~ver , Am~ Malthews 
Atrium Displa~ 34 
29 Year Old Female Patient wilh Acule Respiralor~ Dislress S~ndrome 
Presenter(s) Slephanie Wilkins 
Context: Acute Respirator~ Distress S~ndrome (ARDS) is a fulminanl lung condition in which injur~ to Ihe lungs leads to inflammation 
of the lungs, accumulation of fluid in the alveolar air sacs, low blood ox~genation and respiralory dislress. Objective To examine the 
resulling condition from inleraction of Adult Respiralor~ Dislress S~ndrome and comorbidil~ faclors using clinical diagnoslics , radio-
logical imaging and autops~. Design Patienl case stud~. Patient and selling 29 ~ear old female presenled to Emergenc~ Department 
with chief complaint of sudden onset of difficull~ brealhing and chest pain. Patienl was admilled to the Intensive Care Unit and laler 
expired. Resulls: Ph~sical and radiological examinalion. Anal~sis of arterial blood gas (ABG) and venous blood. Autops~ procedure. 
Conclusion: Adull Respirator~ Distress S~ndrome comorbid to sepsis , S~stemic Inflammalor~ Response S~ndrome (SIRS) and Multiple 
Organ D~sfunction S~ndrome (MODS) resulled in acute cardiac arrest. 
Sponsor(s) Brian Kipp 
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Atrium Display 35 
Captivity affects sperm production in male House Sparrows (Passer domesticus) 
Prese ter(s): Erin McCombs 
April 12th I 
Seventeen male House Sparrows were held in captivity as part of a larger study in the spring of 2005. After capture , sparrows were 
housed for one month to adjust to captivity then sperm samples were collected from them every three days for another month. As the 
sampling progressed, most males stopped producing sperm . In addition to the drop in sperm production, most showed a change in 
beak color from black to yellow, a sign of decreased testosterone levels. In order to rule out the possibility that the drop in sperm production 
and beak color change was due to seasonal effects , nine House Sparrows were collected from a nearby dairy farm. A histological 
comparison of the testes showed that the first set of house sparrows had significantly smaller, regressed testes, while the birds caught at 
the dairy farm had much larger testes, which were still producing sperm. In addition , all of the dairy farm birds had black beaks. 
Sponsor(s) Michael Lombardo 
Atrium Display 36 
The Effects of Perceiver Religious Fundamentalism and Target Motivation on Perceptions of Morality 
Presenter(s) Kelly Ames, Jane Ladley, Nate Knapp , Nicole Resseguie 
This study investigated interpersonal impressions as a function of observer and target religiosity. The sample included 200 GVSU 
students who scored either in the top or bottom quartile on a re ligious fundamentalism (RF) questionnaire The participants watched 
three clips of actors posing as GVSU students who were being interviewed about their extra-curricular activities. In the Overt conditions, 
the actor stated either a religious or non- religious motivation for his volunteer work (Religious Altruist [RAJ vs. Non Religious Altruist 
[NRAJ). In the Covert conditions, no motiva tion was presented , but the actor was wearing either a Jesus Fish (JF) or a Darwin Fish (OF) 
t-shirt. The results show that Low RF students perceived the target as being equally moral across the condi tions. High RF students 
perceived the actor in the RA and JF conditions to be more moral than in the NRA and OF conditions. Implications for biases in 
impression formation are discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Christine Smith, Luke Galen 
Atrium Display 37 
Maori Art and the Visual Representations of Culture 
Presenter(s): Jamie Wasilchenko 
This presentation showcases anthropological research done on the indigenous Maori of New Zealand . One of the most important 
aspects of Maori culture is artistic expression. Almost every area of every-day or ritual life has an art form involved in it somehow. 
These forms include material cul ture such as wood, bone and stone carvings , jewelry and clothing , but also body decoration and the 
performing arts. Completed while interning at a museum in Te Awamutu, NZ, this research examines the significance of art in past and 
present Maori culture, including the reasons behind why artwork is created and what it represents. It attempts to understand how Maori 
art plays a role in modern-day New Zealand society through the reactions of both Maori and non-Maori to traditional Maori artifacts as 
well as contemporary art. 
Sponsor(s): Russell Rhoads 
Atrium Display 38 
00 You Want to Know?? Investigate: CLS 
Presenter(s): Audrey Garner, Susan Judd 
The general public is aware that there is a nationwide nursing shortage, however most people do not realize that there is a faster 
growing shortage of clinica l laboratory scientists. These professionals are essential to our healthcare system, and few people are 
aware of clinical laboratory science or medical technology as a profession. The intentions of this poster are to introduce this field of 
study to students interested in health science careers and to present information on this shortage. 
Sponsor(s) Linda Goossen 
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Atrium Display 39 
Kinetic studies of OXA mutants 
Presenter(s) Doug Barth , Brian Smith 
Sponsor(s): Dave Leonard 
Atrium Display 40 
Learning about Statistical Consulling Analysis of Children's Perception of Physical Activity 
Presenter(s) Erik LaPointe 
This presentation will use a project conducled by Professor Dana Munk about overweight children , their physical activity levels and 
their ideas about physical activity. This project, which is focused on the national obesity problem, will be the backdrop to a presentation 
on my first experience as a statistical consullant. Working with a client, analyzing data, communication skills and relating statistical 
analysis about these children to a non-statistical audience are topics important to, but not limited areas of, statistical consulting. These 
aspects of consulting and others in addition to the final project findings will be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Dana Munk, Neal Rogness 
Atrium Display 41 
Effects of Storm Water Runoff on the Campus of Grand Valley 
Presenter(s) : Jo Hooker 
As the number of students attending Grand Valley State University increases, a need arises for permanent structures. After 
precipitation events, water drains from impermeable surfaces such as buildings , parking lots, and several other locations around 
campus. In this study, runoff erosion patterns will be analyzed to determine their effects on local streams , vegetation , and wildlife. 
II is hypothesized that runoff water will impact wildlife water supplies , increase erosion, and depending on the contaminants, slow 
or increase plant growth. Finally, a management plan will be proposed for decreasing the negative effects of the runoff. 
Sponsor(s): Sister Damien Marie Savino 
Atrium Display 42 
Standardizing the Protean IEF System for 2-D Gel Electrophoresis with Immobilized pH Gradients 
Presenter(s) Ryan Romans 
Our research focuses on analysis of brain proteins involved in learning and memory by 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Older 
methods have been plagued with technical difficullies impairing isoelectric focusing of proteins. We ore utilizing the new Bio-Rad 
Protean IEF System for 2-D Gel Electrophoresis with Immobilized pH Gradients, which is designed to eliminate the aforementioned 
technical problems associated with isoelectric focusing of proteins in the first dimension. Our goal is to eventually obtain an internal 
ratio between phosphorylated and less phosphorylated forms of the growth associated protein , GAP-43. 
Sponsor(s) John Capodilupo 
Atrium Display 43 
Support for Animal Welfare as a Function of Religious Fundamentalism and Belief in Evolution 
Presenter(s): Katherine Poitras, Cassandra Aebersold, Torie Stanton 
This study investigated the relationship between altitudes toward animal welfare/ rights as a function of individual's belief in creationism/ 
evolution and type of religiosity. Approximately 100 GVSU students were asked to complete the Animal Rights Questionnaire, a measure 
of the participants' position on animal rights issues (e.g., use of animal experimentation). The participants were asked to identify their 
position on human origins regarding creation (i.e., God created humans) or evolution (humans and animals all evolved from earlier 
forms). The partiCipants also indicated their overall religious views on the Intrinsic Religiosity Scale and a Religious Fundamentalism 
measure. Implications will be discussed regarding the mechanism by which religious beliefs affect views of animal rights vis a vis the 
perception of the status of animals compared with humans. 
Sponsor(s): Luke Galen 
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Atrium Displa[J 44 
Stud ies into the Transfer H[Jdrogenation of Ketones using Transition Metal Catal[Jsts 
Presenter(s): Katherine Cornish 
April 12th I 
Transfer h[Jdrogenation is often used on a large scale in the making of commodit[J chemicals or pharmaceutical compounds. H[Jdro-
genating a compound involves these reactants: a h[Jdrogen source (a h[Jdrogen donor, often an alcohol or molecular h[Jdrogen) and an 
unsaturated compound (a h[Jdrogen acceptor, often a ketone or alkene). Helping these reactants is usuall[J a conventional base like lithium 
aluminum h[Jdride or a transition metal catal[Jst, like ruthenium or palladium on carbon. The h[Jdrogen usuall[J moves off of the h[Jdrogen 
donor and onto the catal[Jst (forming a double bond on the donor) , where it is then picked up b[J the h[Jdrogen acceptor, reducing a double 
bond on the acceptor. Green chemistr[J is a new field of stud[J that is quickl[J becoming prominent on the chemistr[J radar. 
Sponsor(s): Dalila Kovacs 
Atrium Displa[J 45 
Differences in Acceptance of Cosmetic Surger[J according to Gender and Peer Influence 
Presenter(s) Stephanie Gooden , Holl[J Tenbrink 
The present stud[J investigated undergraduate students' views on cosmetic surger[J using the Acceptance of Cosmetic Surger[J Scale 
(ACSS). The ACSS measures acceptance of cosmetic surger[J for intra personal and for social reasons, and also the degree to which 
someone would consider having cosmetic surger[J themselves. Participants also completed a 9- item measure of their friends' concern 
with ph[Jsical appearance. We examined sex- related differences for both of these variables and expected women to be more accepting of 
cosmetic surger[J and to report higher levels of appearance concern among their friends. We also examined the relationship between 
ACSS scores and friends' concern with appearance separatel[J for women and men. 
Sponsor(s): Donna Henderson-King 
Atrium Displa[J 46 
Periodized Strength and Conditioning Program for Elite OI[Jmpic Distance Triathlete 
Presenter(s) And[J Duemling , Kara Egan 
The multi-event aspects of a triathalon places special demands on an athlete's bod[J which requires specific , scientificall[J based 
training. This comprehensive strength and conditioning program aims to develop and prepare the elite ol[Jmpic distance triathlete for 
high level competition , particularl[J the OI[Jmpic Trials. The periodized plan covers an entire [Jear long macroc[Jcle including successive 
meso and micro c[Jcles The basis of the program revolves around proven ph[Jsiological and biomechanical principles, as well as 
real world application. Training variables examined include stretching and warm up, technique dri lls , resistance training, pl[Jometrics , 
aerobic endurance development, nutrition , injur[J prevention and pS[Jchological race preparation. This program will full[J prepare the 
experienced triathlete to peak for the desired event. 
Sponsor(s): Shari Bartz 
Atrium Displa[J 47 
The Light Box 
Presenter(s) Jessica Wood 
M[J presentation is titled "The Light Box, " and when simpl[J put, is a basic camera. Although, technicall[J, there is no light inside the 
camera, as a photographer I feel that with each shutter click I become the keeper of the light and m[J camera is the trap. I greedil[J 
preserve the light until one da[J I release it in the form of a captured memor[J, or in other words , a photograph. Ever[J photograph is a 
memor[J. Someone, whether it be the photographer or not, will be able to revisit that location either mentall[J or ph[Jsicall[J and recall 
details that are not evident within the photograph. I want to be able to show the audience what else exists be[Jond the photograph's 
borders. The information within each photograph is ver[J important; however, ma[Jbe what is not in the photograph is equall[J important, 
if not more so. An example might be a square image featuring one subject , a person screaming , and that is all the information given. 
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Thot image will be presented so that it ma~ stand alone if necessar~. But now a second image is present , widening the view of the 
first. Now ~ou receive the information on wh~ the person is screaming. II ma~ be a monster or some other horrif~ing reason to make 
someone scream, revealing all. "The Light Box" will be presented as chromogenic and/or gelatin silver prints. The size of each imqge 
is not determined at this time, but8x10 inches ma~ become the appropriate size. Each image will be matted on white mot board , with 
its corresponding image matted to the bock. I want m~ images to tell a greater stor~ that will become evident as the audience views 
the first photograph then turning the board over to expose the second. 
Sponsor(s) David Rathbun 
Atrium Displa~ 48 
The Relationship between Cosmetic Surger~ Attitudes and Objectified Bod~ Consciousness 
Presenter(s): Lauren Hodson 
The present stud~ examines the relationship between acceptance of cosmetic surger~ and objectified bod~ consciousness. Participants 
were given the Acceptance of Cosmetic Surger~ Scale (ACSS) and also the Objectified Bod~ Consciousness Scale (OBC). The ACSS 
measures the degree to which respondents accept cosmetic surger~ for social reasons, accept cosmetic surger~ for intrapersonal 
reasons, and would consider having cosmetic surger~. The OBC measures bod~ surveillance, bod~ shame, and control beliefs. We 
expected both bod~ shame and bod~ surveillance to be positivel~ related to the ACSS, but expected control beliefs to be negativel~ 
related to the ACSS. Findings will be discussed in terms of the social pressures to conform to cultural ideals of ph~sical appearance. 
Sponsor(s) Donna Henderson-King 
Atrium Displa~ 49 
Muscle Activa tion During Therapeutic Exercises Of The Shoulder 
Presenter(s): Stac~ Makino 
Objective: To identif~ muscle-firing characteristics during 8 common therapeutic exercises utilized in shoulder strengthening protocols. 
Design and Selling: Subjects were asked to complete 8 exercises: External Rotation (ER) and Internol Rotation (IR) with 90° of humeral 
abduction (90) , ER and IR with the humerus adducted and adjacent to the torso (NEUTRAL), ER and IR in the scapular plane (SCAP), 
Lot pull down (LAT), and Horizontal Abduction (HOR ABO) . Range of motion, velocit~ and resistance during each exercise were 
controlled for b~ the utilization of custom-built manipulandum devices and a metronome set at 35 bpm. Fine wire electrode place-
ment into the Subscapularis (SUB) , Supraspinatus (SUP), Infraspinatus (INF) and Teres Major (MAJ) then followed. Muscle recruitment 
(Integrated EMG) was examined descriptivel~. Patients or Other Participants: Fifteen subjects (1 Mole, 14 Female, Age = 21 ± 0.88~rs. , 
Height = 169.17 ± 6 cm, Weight = 163 ± 28 Ibs.) with no previous histor~. 
Sponsor(s) Brion Hatzel 
Atrium Displa~ 50 
The D.c. Experience 
Presenter(s) Cr~stal Bo~er 
Sponsor(s) John Gabrosek 
Atrium Displa~ 51 
ADHD and Ethnicit~ 
Presenter(s): Shanel Br~ant 
Attention Deficit H~peractivit~ Disorder (ADHD) is one of the most expensive mental disarders, costing U. S. citizens $77 billion ever~ 
~eor. Although ADHD afects between 3%-7% of U. S. children , there are man~ misconceptions about the disarder and concerns have 
been raised regarding appropriate diagnosis and treatment in children , adolescents , and adults. In addition to these concerns , several 
authors have noted that there is a lock of research regarding ethnici t~ and ADHD. The limited research that has been done is confusing 
wi th some studies indicating that there is no real difference in rates of ADHD diagnoses ~et other studies indicating that African American 
children are placed in behaviorall~ disordered classrooms at higher rates. Reid found that teachers were more likel~ to 
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exhibit a bias in their rating scales if their students were African American. The purpose of this studlJ is 10 review the literature on ADHD, 
with a particular focus on research of elhnicillJ and ADHD. 
Sponsor(s): Dolli Lutes 
Atrium DisplalJ 52 
The Effects of Infant Age on Parental Vocalizations About Object Categories in a PlalJ-tlJpe Selling 
Presenter(s): Katherine Schwartzkopf 
Previous studies have examined Ihe role of various perceptual fealures of objects on an infant's abilitlJ 10 effectivellJ categorize the 
object. Few, if anlJ studies have examined the role of parents in the formalion of categories earllJ in infanclJ and the effect of the infanlS 
age on Ihe IlJpe of categorical information provided blJ the parents. In two studies, parental vocalizations directed 10 Iheir infanls (3- to 
12-months of age) about objects were videotaped and anallJzed In StudlJ 1 the proportion of super ordinate labels used blJ parents 
increase as a function of the infants age while the proportion of basic level labels decreased with age. In StudlJ 2, parental attempts 
at label elicitation increased as a function of the infanl's age. The results show definite age related patterns in parental vocalizations 
about objects and their categories. The results indicate Ihat parents are a source of categorical information earllJ in infanclJ. 
Sponsor(s) Gwenden Dueker, Dolli Lutes 
Atrium DisplalJ 53 
A Statistical Consulting Experience AnallJsis of the Death PenalllJ 
Presenter(s): TlJler Armstrong and AndlJ Posl 
Professor Gabriele Gottlieb of Ihe HistorlJ Department has a research that is focused on the characteristics of Ihe prosecuted. She was 
interested in comparing the cities of Charleston , Boston, and Philadelphia . Also, patterns of proseculion and punishment were added 
aspecls of her field of inlerest. We were involved in Ihe data collec,ion from len various databases, and assisted in the anallJsis of 
finding the slereOllJPical person facing capital punishment. 
Sponsor(s) : Neal Rogness, Gabriele Gottlieb 
Alrium DisplalJ 54 
A Stalistical Consulting Experience: A Who's Who of General Education 
Presenter(s) Wende Sluck 
A Stalislical Consulting Experience Performance of majors and non-majors in General Educalion Theme Course Performance of 
majors and non-majors in General Education Theme Course. The GE program consists, in pari, of 21 upper division Themes. Students 
can choose Themes according to their interest. There is a combination of majors and non-majors enrolled in each course. This studlJ 
was designed 10 determine if Ihe average GPA of the non-majors is stalisticalllJ differenl from Ihe average GPA of majors in each class. 
Sponsor(s) C. "Griff" Griffin, Neal Rogness 
Atrium DisplalJ 55 
AttornelJ Perspectives on Juvenile CompelenClJ to Siand Trial 
Presenter(s) : Erica Ackerman 
The Supreme Court established that juvenile criminal defendanls have 14th amendment constitutional rights that should be protected. 
While not specificalllJ mentioning compelenclJ to sland trial, Ihe Court's decision regarding juvenile due process rights overlaps significanlllJ 
with Ihis legal concept. However, contaci with Ihe Michigan juslice slJstem suggests juvenile competenclJ evaluations are rare. 
Michigan criminal defense altornelJs from the Grand Rapids area were survelJed regarding conditions leading to a request for juvenile 
competenclJ evaluations, factors relevant to evaluations, perceptions of Ihe qualitlJ of available professional services , and perceived 
obstacles to proper case disposition involving juvenile compelenClJ. Results suggested that manlJ attornelJs are unfamiliar with the 
current slate of the law even though thelJ are the primarlJ source for these referrals , thelJ malJ not recognize cognitive disabilitlJ as a 
form of incompetenclJ, and do not often consider issues of age-related incompetenclJ. 
Sponsor(s) Anton Tolman 
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Atrium Display 56 
Periodized Strength and Conditioning Program for High School Sprint Swimmers 
Presenter(s): Brandon Adams , Ashley Anderson 
April 12th I 
All swimmers competing in the 50m and 100m freestyle want to be the best in their respective events. The top sprint swimmers in the 
Grand Rapids area have recorded times of 20.39(50m) and 43.38(100m). For athletes to decrease their event times and occurrence 
of overuse injuries, the implementation of a periodized strength and conditioning program will be kebjto success. This presentation 
will provide athletes wi th proper tra ining and stretChing techniques relative to the spec ific movements of the sport to improve motor skill 
perFormance for maximum output. The goal of this presentation will focus on creating a year round tra ining program that incorporates 
phbjsiological and biomechanical principles designed to increase force production and efficiency of a sprint swimmers ' stroke technique. 
By utilizing this training program, sprint swimmers wil l be able to decrease their times, and minimize overuse inju ries due to the extreme 
forces that are placed on the shoulder. 
Sponsor(s): Shari Bartz 
Atrium Display 57 
A Case Studbj on Hbjdrops Fetalis 
Presenter(s) Melissa Anes , Jessica Warner 
Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn (HDN) is a condition in which the mother's antibody crosses the placenta , attaches to antigens on the 
fetal red blood cel ls, causing hemolysis of the fetal red cells. Additional symptoms can occur, including hbjdrops feta lis or fetal hydrops. 
Hydrops fetalis is described as "the presence of fetal subcutaneous tissue edema accompanied by serous effusions in one or more body 
cavities " (1). Hemolytic disease of the newborn can be caused by several different maternal antibodies, the most common being antibodies 
in the Rh group known as Anti-D. This case studbj describes a situation of hbjdrops fetalis involving a maternal antibody that belongs to 
the Kell group, Anti-K, which occurs at a much smaller incidence than HDN due to Anti-D. It is estimated that approximately 1 in 600 to 1 
in 4000 pregnancies has the Anti-K antibody (2). To detect and identify these maternal antibodies a type and screen on mother'S blood is 
performed during prenatal care. A type and screen will identify the mother's blood type as well any additional antibodies that are present. 
IF the mother has a high risk antibody that could cause HDN or hydrops fetalis , frequent monitoring of mother and fetus is done. Amniocen-
tesis and/or intrauterine blood transfusion may also be performed as deemed necessary by the mother's phbjsician. This poster depicts a 
case study of hbjdrops fetalis involving anti-K, the rarest antibody incompatibility associated in HDN. 
Sponsor(s): Suzanne Tomlinson, Lisa Sellgren , Linda Goossen 
Atrium Display 58 
A Periodized Strength and Conditioning Program for a Marathon Runner. 
Presenter(s) Jenna Anderson, Lainie Bisbee 
Marathon running requires an extreme amount of cardiovascular and muscular endurance. Therefore, it is important for a marathon 
runner to make sure they are at a level of fitness to successfully complete a marathon. The purpose of this presentation is to develop 
a periodized strength and conditioning program for a marathon runner. In this presentation , we will be focusing on movements made 
in the sagillal plane and muscles activated during running. The goal of this presentation is to develop a training program that can 
benefit an individual training for a marathon. 
Sponsor(s): Shari Bartz 
Atrium Display 59 
Arboretum Management New Techniques and Approaches Using GIS Technologbj 
Presenter(s) Stephanie Baker, April Szatkowski, and Jason Tutsch 
This project demonstrates how to map, archive, catalog , manage, and monitor inFormation within an arboretum using GPS technologbj. 
Knowing where to place features for maximum impact is important for long-term sustainabilitbj. And the ideal concept of arboretum 
management helps correlate present layout , use , and cataloging techniques through monitoring soil composition , erosion control, and 
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tree characteristics. The utilization of GIS and GPS technology demonstrates clear advantages over conventional methods of arboretum 
management. While GIS is complex, it simplifies routines and enables efficient data collection , which allows real -time analysis. This 
protect demonstrates how GIS be utilized to plan , manage and implement the continued growth of the arboretum for years to come. 
Sponsor(s) Edwin Joseph 
Atrium Display 60 
Molecular Cloning and Sequencing of Histidine Decarboxylase (HOC) Alleles in Drosophila melanogaster 
Presenter(s): Montaigne Birdsey 
Histidine decarboxylase (HOC) is on enzyme required for the synthesis of histamine, the neurotransmitter responsible for visual 
synoptic transmission in insects. Immunocytochemistry studies have identified HOC mutants with reduced histamine levels, as well 
as those lacking histamine. These mutants are functionally blind and those locking histamine display abnormal mechanosensory 
functioning. To explain the couse of phenotypic variation, genetic analysis and comparison of wild-type (normal) and mutants Hdc 
alleles has been done. We have utilized laboratory techniques such as the polymesase chain reaction, molecular cloning, and DNA 
sequencing and present information on structural similarities and differences between Hdc alleles. 
Sponsor(s) Martin Burg 
Atrium Display 61 
Periodized Strength and Conditioning Program for a Collegiate Golf Team 
Presenter(s) Erin Bremer, Lynn Johnson 
Studies indicate enhanced golf swing performance through on increase in muscular strength and flexibility based on the principle of 
specificity. The purpose of this presentation is to convey the importance of specificity of training to a collegiate golf team through a 
periodized program. To maximize performance elite golfers need to be strong , flexible , and aerobically trained. The program is based 
on swing analysis , injury prevention and motor transfer and is noted in sound physiological and biomechanical principles. 
Sponsor(s) : Shari Bartz 
Atrium Display 62 
Periodized Program for the Industrial Employee 
Presenter(s) : Brandi Bernard, Eric Snyder 
The purpose of this presentation is to introduce a periodized strength and conditioning program for Industrial Factory workers. Work 
Hardening will be able to demonstrate a need for the use of on aerobic Work Conditioning programs in the labor intensive worker. 
Typical work injuries will be identified as well as prevention programs and ongoing wellness activities to promote healthy workers , 
prevent lost work days and improve efficiency of the common worker. The Ergo science program will be used for identifying a workers 
functional capacity through well researched tests and measures with high reliability and reproducibility 
Sponsor(s): Shari Bartz 
Atrium Display 63 
Preliminary Analysis of Self-Efficacld and Fatigue in a Chronic Disease Self-Management Program 
Presenter(s): Anita J Buitenwerf 
The Chronic Disease Self-Management Program (CDSMP) seeks to partner with communities to teach people the skills necessarld to 
control their chronic illness sldmptoms therebld improving their health behaviors, self-efficacld, health status, and health care uti lization. 
The purpose of the present analldsis is to evaluate the effectiveness of the CDSMP in three outcomes. The first question is, "does a 
difference exist in the mean fatigue scores before and after the classes?" Next, "does a difference exist in the mean self-efficacld scores 
before and after the classes?" Finailld, "is there a relationship between mean fatigue and self-efficacld scores before and after the 
classes?" Data from parti cipants who completed the initial questionnaire and participants who attended the classes and completed a 
questionnaire at the end of the class sequence and 6 months later will be analldzed. 
Sponsor(s) Cldnthia Coviak 
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Atrium Displahj 64 
Establishing the location and True Orientation of Grand Vallehj Campus Building Facilities Using CAD and GIS Technologhj 
Presenter(s): Ion Clowes , Moll LaShell , David Welch , Clinton Klomer 
April 12th I 
The purpose of this project is to provide on interactive mop of the academic and service buildings on the Allendale campus, and design 
an interactive database to identifhj rooms, and compute floor space. We will focus on a methodologhj for integrating CAD data into GIS, 
and measure the accurachj post transformation. CAD and GIS databases are sometimes disparate and fragmented , but there are manhj 
wahjs to make this a smooth process. A variethj of database management skills and databases will be used to process the data. 
Sponsor(s) Edwin Joseph 
Atrium Displahj 65 
The INs and OUTs of Grand Vallehj State Universithj Virtual Mapping: Combining Internet Technologhj and GIS to Develop an Interactive 
and Searchable Map at Grand Vallehj State Universithj 
Presenter(s) Leslehj DeGroot, Kathj Schoetzow, and Mac Brown 
The objective of this project is to help identifhj locations on campus using a combination of modem technologhj, including a GPS 
camera , and disseminate the information via the Internet. GIS is on emerging technologhj and developing a shjstem that would allow 
students , faculthj, staff and visitors ~earn about the campus environment - especiallhj the locations of buildings and associated 
entrances and exits is a welcome initiative. We will be effectivelhj linking GPS information to imagerhj create parallel, panoramic, and 
3600 scenes of the campus People unfamiliar with campus can access and use our website to conduct interactive queries. 
Sponsor(s): Edwin Joseph 
Atrium Displahj 66 
New Product Development "The Top Shot" 
Presenter(s) : Adam DenHerder and Stephanie Tiernehj 
Sponsor(s) John Rumerhj 
Atrium Displahj 67 
Alternatives to the War on Drugs and Drug Legalization 
Presenter(s) Jacklhjn P Everage 
Will explain that the U.S. needs to toke a comprehensive approach to deal with the problems of the selling of narcotics, drug use, and 
abuse. This model recognizes that there are manhj factors that work together resulting in the "Drug Crisis" experienced in the United States. 
Sponsor(s) Brian Phil lips 
Atrium Displahj 68 
How to Make Effective Use of Assessment Data for Remediation of Low Performing Students . 
Presenter(s): Chjnthia Groenink 
Results and practical materials from a research project on how to work with the students who score the lowest on standardized tests. 
Sponsor(s) John Golden 
Atrium Displahj 69 
Differences in Acceptance of Cosmetic Surgerhj according to Gender and Peer Influence 
Presenter(s) Stephanie Gooden and Hollhj Tenbrink 
The present studhj investigated undergraduate students' views on cosmetic surgerhj using the Acceptance of Cosmetic Surgerhj Scale 
(ACSS). The ACSS measures acceptance of cosmetic surgerhj for intrapersonal and for social reasons , and also the degree to which 
someone would consider having cosmetic surgerhj themselves. PartiCipants also completed a 9- item measure of their friends' concern 
with phhjsical appearance. We examined sex- related differences for both of these variables and expected women to be more accepting 
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of cosmetic surgery and to report higher levels of appearance concern among their friends. We also examined the relationship be-
tween ACSS scores and friends' concern with appearance separately for women and men. 
Sponsor(s). Donna Henderson-King 
Atrium Display 70 
Effects of tree-of-heaven toxins on rodent herbivory 
Presenter(s). Joe Haydon 
Sponsor(s) Joe Jacquot 
Atrium Display 71 
Selective constraint in Vector-born versus Non-vector-born parasites 
Presenter(s) Benjamin Hake 
In theory, parasites whose life cycles involve two or more hosts are under greater selective constraints than those infecting a single 
host species. Mutations that confer an advantage in the definitive host may be deleterious in the intermediate host, or vice versa. For 
parasite genes that play an important role in host invasion and colonization , theory predicts that , on average, the likelihood, and 
extent, of positive Darwinian selection will be greater in single-host parasites, than in parasites constrained by the need to adapt to 
several hosts, especially taxonomically divergent hosts. We test this prediction by examining the ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous 
mutations in the cysteine proteinase gene in vector-borne parasites versus non-vector-borne parasites. 
Sponsor(s). Douglas Graham 
Atrium Display 72 
Do plants contain katanin p80 homologous genes? 
Presenter(s). Nathaniel Horwitz 
Katanin is a microtubule severing ATPase. It is also a heterodimer, whose catalytic subunit, p60, has orthologs in both animals and 
plants. However the larger subunit , p80, has not been as well analyzed. The p80 subunit directs katanin to the centrosome in animal 
cells, the site of microtubule organization. While some green algae still have centrosomes, most plants do not. Should a p80 homolog 
be present in plants it might be involved in microtubule organization, and help to define the microtubule organizing center in plants. 
As an initial step we are analyzing angiosperms for the presence of p80 homologous genes, using degenerate PCR primers to probe 
seedling tissue cDNA. Already a p80 homolog has been identified in Arabidopsis, and shown to interact with the p60 homolog , AtKSS 
(Bourqin et ai , 2003). We will report on the presence of p80 homologs in angiosperms , and consider how well it is conserved between 
dicots and monocots . 
Sponsor(s) Regina McClinton 
Atrium Display 73 
PDN (n = 1-6) cluster interaction with small organic molecules A DFT study 
Presenter(s). Jesse J Lutz 
Organic molecules ' adsorption, chemisorption , and decomposition on transition metals has grown increasingly important with the 
rising interest in heterogeneous catalysis and the need of fine-tuning in biomass and fuel cell technologies. As detailed experimental 
data regarding the interaction of organic compounds with metal clusters are difficult to obtain and encumbered by the use of metal 
supports and solvents, the use of computational modeling as a supporting tool is continuing to gain momentum. The relation between 
Pdn (n = 1-8) cluster size and relative reactivity is investigated in this study, focusing on understanding the electronic and dynamic 
properties of the metal. Relevant atoms and small molecules such as H2, H20, and CH30H were introduced to the series of Palladium 
clusters using density functional theory methods in an attempt to compare relative affinities and reactivities present during the adsorption 
mechanism. These calculations have also been able to shed light on the process of catalyst deactivation with results showing energeti-
cally favorable conformations with carbon atoms breaching the cluster lattice, physically hindering the accessibility of active sites. 
Sponsor(s) Dalila Kovacs 
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Atrium Displalj 74 
Periadization Strength and Conditioning Program for the Female Collegiate Soccer Athlete 
Presenter(s) Shae Robinson , Erica Demers 
The sport of soccer is a popular team game that utilizes the aerobic and anaerobic energlj sljstems of the bodlj. Strength , speed, 
stamina , technical abili tlj, tactica l knowledge, quick reaction , and overall game sense are keljs to the success of a high-level soccer 
plaljer. The purpose of our project is to present a periodized strength and conditioning program for collegiate female soccer plaljers. 
Research in this area has shown that through a periodized program including stre tching , warm-up , weight lifting , conditioning , sport 
specific activi ti es, and active rest, collegiate soccer plaljers can reach peak phljsical cond ition at the appropriate time. The focal 
points of this presentation will be dljnamic stretching, plljometrics , agi li tlj, fitness testing , conditioning , weight training, and nutri tion. The 
goal of this program is to develop a complete ljear round training program that will focus directllj on improving the fema le collegiate 
soccer athlete. 
Sponsor(s) Shari Bartz 
Atrium Displalj 75 
Abiotic factors associated with the timing of peak color changes in deciduous trees. 
Presenter(s). Carrie Roossinck, Heather Miller 
Temperate deciduous forests are known for their brilliant colors in the fall as the trees transition to losing their leaves . Most kids 
understand that leaves change color in the fall, but are unaware of the abiotic factors that might be influencing the onset of leaf color 
change (e.g. , temperature, sunlight, etc.) . In order to develop an inquirlj activitlj to help sludents develop an understanding of how the 
environment might influence organisms, we worked on a project to elucidate the connection between the leaf color change and abiotic 
factors. We selected cities in North America that fall into the temperature deciduous biome. For each ci tlj, we collected and organized 
data on abiotic factors using reliable web resources. These abiotic factors were examined to determine if thelj correlated wi th leaf 
color change. Our presentation will describe some of the preliminarlj results obtained for developing inquirlj-oriented lessons. 
Sponsor(s) Stephen Burton 
Atrium Displalj 76 
A studlj on student access to cocaine, heroin and marijuana 
Presenter(s). Candace P Rosekopf 
Drug use is prevalent among students in West Michigan, but the issue has received limited research in the area. The problem has 
risen of where students are accessing these drugs from in manlj high schools. This is due to some ljoung West Michigan students 
recentllj overdosing and dieing from heroin and cocaine. In the current research that is availabllj, there is not a significant amount of 
information on where students are accessing these drugs from . In mlj research, I plan to studlj the problem of where 9th through 12th 
grade students are accessing drugs like cocaine, marijuana and heroin from. I plan to go to a high school and give the students a 
survelj. This survelj will help me better understand where these students are accessing these main three drugs from. 
Sponsor(s). Don Williams 
Atrium Displalj 77 
Integrating GIS into Facilities Management at Grand Vallelj State Universitlj 
Presenter(s) Steve Strang , Dustin Hall, Melanie Johnson, Nathan Mort 
The abilitlj to effectivellj manage large infrastructure network facilities depends heavillj on tools designed to support regular service 
and maintenance. Identifljing such existing faci lities at Grand Vallelj State Universitlj Allendale Campus is part of an overall campus 
planning initiative. Existing facilities such fire hljdrants, lighting fixtures, emergenclj phones, water lines, manhole covers etc , are not 
well documented on campus We will be identifljing and geocoding the locations of facilities using Geographic Information Sljstems 
(GIS) technologlj. The spatial data collected will be integrated into a database and GIS basemap to improve facilities management in 
relation to the buildings on campus to help with maintenance, safetlj as well as documentation of the facilities. 
Sponsor(s) Edwin Joesph 
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Atrium Displa!,) 78 
Individual-to-group generalization within the intergroup context 
Presenter(s) Katie Sherman, Jennifer Lovequist , Chelsea Talaski, Caitlin Ufer, Lauren Pieszchala 
The current study examined individual-to-group generalization within the intergroup context. A number of studies have shown that 
people have a tendenc!,) to base their behavior toward , and beliefs about, an outgroup on a relativel!,) small number of past 
experiences with members of the outgroup. The current was an attempt to replicate and extend these findings. We had undergraduate 
participants listen to a tape in which a couple was in therap!,). Participants read that the couple was either black or white. In addition , the 
couple either got into a violent argument or the!,) did not argue with one another. After listening to the tape, participants were asked to 
rate the effectiveness of Ihe clinician. They were then told that the!,) would complete a second stud!,) examining the impression formation 
process. In Ihis second stud!,), parlicipants read two transcripts of interviews with undergraduate students. One of the stories involved 
a white undergraduate female who avoided a black male b!,) crossing the street on her way home from a night class. After reading the 
stor!,), participants rated the acceptabilit!,) of the student's behavior. It was expected thallhe behavior would be seen as more acceplable 
in Ihe black/violenl argumenl condilion than in an!,) other condition. 
Sponsor(s) Eaaron Henderson-King 
Atrium Displa!,) 79 
Telling stories about cosmetic surger!,) Do values matter? 
Presenter(s) Neil Sauter 
In order to measure intrinsic and extrinsic values, we had participants in this stud!,) complete the Aspirations Index Scale (Kasser (';. 
Ryan, 2001). PartiCipants were also asked to write a story about someone who was 
considering cosmetic surger!,). A coding scheme was developed 10 ascertain the story characters' decision about whether or not 
to undergo cosmetic surgery and also how favorable the outcome of the surger!,) was. It was predicted that while both intrinsics and 
extrinsics would produce stories with happy endings, for extrinsics this would be due to having cosmetic surgery and for intrinsics due 
to a decision to not have surger!,). Factors relevant to the decision concerning cosmetic surgery will also be discussed. 
Sponsor(s) Donna Henderson-King 
Alrium Displa!,) 80 
Water Evaporation from Tropospheric Aerosols 
Presenter(s) Nathan Siladke 
With the recent discover!,) of the ubiquity of organic material in tropospheric aerosols, it has been postulated that the rates of water 
evaporation and condensation into the aerosols could be affected b!,) thin surfactant films, which could ultimatel!,) affect cloud forma-
tion. Nathanson et al. have begun to stud!,) the effect of water evaporalion from sulfuric acid solutions through the short-chain surfactant, 
butanol. The!,) have found that a nearl!,) full monolayer of butanol fails to reduce water evaporation from the acid. This unexpected result 
raises man!,) questions about the mechanism of water evaporation. We propose the use of molecular modeling to help answer some of 
these questions as it allows us to examine the trajectory b!,) which a molecule leaves the liquid at the molecular level. We also are able 
to stud!,) this problem under conditions closer to that of the troposphere because we are free of certain experimental limitations. 
Sponsor(s) Christopher Lawrence 
Atrium Displa!,) 81 
Would !,)ou like fries with that? How to find a full time job in a depressed economy 
Presenter(s) Steve Schmucker 
College is an important tool in obtaining a good job, it gives you man!,) of the skills students need in order to excel in the workforce. 
Times have changed and the market has become flooded, especiall!,) in West Michigan with displaced workers. College students will 
be forced to compete with many of these workers when the!,) begin seeking emplo!,)ment upon graduation. Job placement services 
have answered the call and are trying encouraging students to consider temp to hire work. Many businesses are beginning to hire 
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more full time emplol,Jees, and the people who work for them on a temp to hire basis are the first in line for full time positions. Two things 
can be said aboul college students, thel,J don't see private job placement seNices as a wal,J of obtaining emplol,Jment and manl,J are 
not aware of the potential of full time emplol,Jmentthat is made available through job placement services. The goal of this research is to 
see student awareness of job placement seNices. 
Atrium Displal,J 82 
Strength and Conditioning Program for Collegiate Baseball Pitchers 
Presenter(s) Dave Schmidt, Matt Purol 
The focus of this presentation is to develop a l,Jear round strength and conditioning program for collegiate baseball pitchers. The 
program will develop specialized workouts for both pre- and post-season , as well as a workout plan while in season. This program 
will assist the individual in maximizing their potential and making gains during year round. Pitchers develop a number of injuries, manl,J 
of which are the result of inadequate strength or improper biomechanics. This program would concentrate on developing their bodies 
in order to fulfill their greatest capacitl,J and avoid these injuries. The goals of this presentation ore to create a program that colleg iate 
pitching coaches can use to help develop their pitchers and provide them with a beller understanding of how they can gain strength 
and improve individual performance. 
Sponsor(s) Shari Bartz 
Atrium Displal,J 83 
Sl,Jnthesis of Poll,Jimides from Variou Bisphenols 
Presenter(s) Anthonl,J Schultz 
Various bisphenols were used to sl,Jnthesize poll,J(o-hl,Jdroxl,Jimides). Bisphenol A, bisphenol F, bisphenol S, and biphenol were used 
as starting materials. The two step sl,Jnthesis was completed via a nitration in acetic acid and water followed bl,J a reduction using 
sodium hl,Jdrosulfite in sodium hl,Jdroxide. These sl,Jntheses produced high l,Jields(75-98%). Also, complete conversion from a dinilro 
compound to a diamine was obseNed for all of the bisphenols used. The monomers produced from the sl,Jnthesi s were poll,Jmerized 
with either 3,3' ,4,4'-Oxl,Jd iphthalic anhl,Jdride or 3,3' ,4,4 '-benzophenontetracarboxl,Jlic anhl,Jdride in a 1.1 stoichiometric amount. The 
subsequent poll,Jmer was then ground into flakes ranging from 75-180 microns in diameter. These flakes were dried and then popped 
into friable balloons which ranged from 125-300 microns in diameter. The drl,Jing process for this step was extensively studied, and 
optimal drl,Jing conditions were determined. The friable balloons have manl,J outlets of which one was studied. The research, funded bl,J 
an STTR grant through the Missile Defense Agencl,J, focused on the dehl,Jdration of the friable balloons to create a poll,Jimide balloon. 
The poll,Jimides were then anall,Jzed with thermogravimetric anall,Jsis. These sl,Jstems demonstrated thermal stabilitl,J as high as 600 
°C , and also have demonstrated stabilitl,J at crl,Jogenic temperatures. Applications for such technologl,J range from low-orbit satellites fo 
aircraft carriers to photoresists. 
Sponsor(s) Robert Smart 
Atrium Displal,J 84 
Strength and Conditioning Periodization within The Martial Arts 
Presenter(s). Chad D Smith 
The purpose of this presentation is to develop a three l,Jear periodization strength and conditioning program for individuals who seek 
to gain a rank of black belt in karate or similiar martial art. Karate is a mulliplanar aclivitl,J that takes intense dedication , focus, flexibilitl,J, 
endurance, and strength to master. This presentation will focus on current knowlege of injurl,J prevention, flexibilitl,J, balance, endurance, 
strength and power. A time period of three l,Jears will be divided into periodization cycles in order to organize such a program as it vories in 
its intensitl,J and volume. 
Sponsor(s) Shari Bartz 
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Arrium Displabj 85 
Reading Ra inbow: The Emergence of GLBT Themes in Young Adulr Lirerarure 
Presenrer(s): Alexis Schliewe 
April 12th I 
Recentlbj in America , rhere has been a rrend roward more acceprance of homosexualirbj As a resuH, rhe rheme of gabj righrs has begun 
ro emerge in manbj forms of arr aimed at manbj different audiences. This thesis will investigate rhe rrend of incorporaring GLBT (gabj-Ies-
bian-bisexual-transgender) rhemes inro books aimed ar high-school aged readers. Face-to-face and phone inteNiews with librarians in 
five counties across Michigan will derermine how librarians incorporare these books into rheir collections, what challenges (if anbj) thebj 
face when doing so, and how much of a demand bbj patrons thebj perceive for these books. The studbj will determine how social move-
ments can impact libraries and !:Joung readers, and what factors contribute to breadth and diversit!:J of issues within librar!:J collecrions. 
Sponsor(s): Don Williams 
Atrium Displa!:J 86 
A Statistical Consul ling Experience: Predicting Giving of GVSU Alumni 
Presenler(s) : Amanda Vincenr and Michael Baker 
Grand Vallebj currentlbj has a large number of alumni who donate to the universit!:J. We worked with Universitbj Development as sraristical 
consulrants to analbjze data on 55,000 alumni to achieve three main goals. The first was to find a formula to predict the giving capacil!:J 
of alumni who have never donaled ro the universit!:J before. The second was to derermine what kebj information about alumni correlales 
10 Iheir giving behavior. Our final goal was to develop a formula to predict rhe likelihood of an alum donating Ihree bjears in a row. 
Sponsor(s) Neal Rogness , Bob Papp 
Atrium Displabj 87 
Mapping Ihe Locarion of Srorm Drain Discharge Poinrs on rhe Allendale Campus Using GIS Technologbj, and Evaluaring rhe Impact on 
rhe Surrounding Landscape 
Presenler(s): Amanda Vincent , Erin Wildt, Laura Whisrler, Devon Lucas, Tania Howard 
Manbj communiries are concerned aboul storm warer management. We will show how rasrer and vecror GIS can be used ro manage 
srorm warer infraslrucrure, and conducr basin masrer planning in Ihe fUlure. Our projecl oUllines significanr faclors affecring Ihe prepa-
ration and mainlenance of a rwo dimensional map using CAD and GIS rechnologbj. We will be mapping rhe disrriburion of srorm drain 
discharge points around rhe Allendale campus and compare rhe impacr of storm warer discharge on rhe biological communitbj srructure, 
sedimenrar!:J properries, and stabilir!:J We will evaluate condirions at specific disrances from srorm drains to idenrif!:J sparial rrends . We 
will also idenrifbj poorl!:J drained areas and evaluare potenrial solurions. 
Sponsor(s): Edwin Joseph 
Atrium Displabj 88 
Dressing Tweens A Srud!:J of Adolescent Females 
Presenrer(s): Sara Witrbrodr 
Pre- adolescenr females (approx. ages 10-13) , also referred ro as "Tweens ," are ro be obseNed ar school and ar times after school (ar 
the mall and a school sporting evenl) to discover rheir clorhing preference. Ir is predicled rhar the dress of Ihose during school will be 
differenllhan rhe dress found at places and evenls laking place after school. Allhose limes, Ihe dress is believed ro include clolhing 
rhal would olherwise be inappropriare if worn al school. A sUNebj will also be given 10 girls rhar age to delermine who is bU!:Jing their 
clothes , where Ihebj are bUbjing Ihem from, and orher questions Ihal will be used 10 anal!:Jze wh!:J rhe!:J choose Ihe clothes Ihebj do. 
Anolher sUNe!:J will be given 10 parenrs 10 find OUI their opinion on Ihe dress of Tweens and ro discover exacll!:J who is bU!:Jing clolhing 
that is roo malure for Ihal age. 
Sponsor(s): Don Williams 
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Atrium Displabj 89 
Neurotoxic Effects of PCB Congeners 52 and 153 in Goldfish 
Presenter(s) Adam Werts 
April 12th I 
Polbjchlorinated Biphenbjls (PCBs) consist of a mixture of 209 different chlorinated biphenbjl congeners , 36 of which are relevant 
environmental contaminants. These environmental contaminants have been shown to cause adverse neurobehavioral effects in both 
humans and nonhuman vertebrates. Because Ihese chemicals tend to accumulate in aquatic ecosbjstems, manbj fish come in direct 
contact with PCBs. However, there is no congener specific data currentlbj available for fish. In this studbj we investigated the neurobe-
havioral effects and gross PCB accumulation in goldfish that were intracraniallbj injected with PCB congeners 52 and 153. 
Sponsor(s) Xiaojuan Xu , Min Qi 
Atrium Displabj 90 
Distributing Jump Distances for a Sbjnthetic Disk Arrabj Workload 
Presenter(s) Jerembj Zito 
To produce a sbjnthetic workload for a disk arrabj manbj factors must be considered. One of these factors is the distribution of accessed 
sectors and the "jump distances" between them. When given a list of actual accessed sectors and their associated jump distances; 
producing a workload that maintains the distribution of jump distances and sectors in that list perfectlbj is an NP-complete problem. In 
other words, quite difficult. This presentation describes the problem at hand , the brute-force, depth-first search algorithm used to find a 
partial solution , and the approximation techniques we are researching , which will hopefullbj allow for a more complete answer. 
Sponsor(s) Zacharbj Kurmas 
Atrium Displabj 91 
Competetive Bowling 
Presenter(s) Jerembj Peltenger 
Has competitive bowling lost its integritbj as a sport? Despite the fact that some 55.5 million Americans went bowling last bjear, com-
petitive bowling has seen its participation rates plummet compared to recent bjears . From 1958- 1997 ABC broadcast the Professional 
Bowlers Association (PBA) Tour to television audiences of over 8 million viewers. Todabj, the Professional Bowlers Association is broadcast 
to an average viewing audience of less than 1 million viewers. The advancement of technologbj in recent bjears has developed astro-
nomical higher scores with speciallbj deSigned bowling balls and easier lane dressings that make a perfect 300 game not so uncommon 
to the once a week league bowler. A decade ago, 4 million people participated in league bowling , todabj that number is about 2 million 
bowlers. Has the game of bowling become too easbj for competitive bowlers? 
Atrium Displabj 92 
Communication Mbjths: Conscious or Unconscious Adherence 
Presenter(s) Henrbj Averhart 
Mbjths are significant in explaining the existential questions of life, but when thebj are adopted uncriticallbj, thebj mabj generate more 
harm than good. Admilledlbj, there is no wabj out of mbjth; we are the mbjthical creature. We need , therefore, to become more aware of 
mbjth and more cri tical of the mbjths we alreadbj, if onlbj unknowinglbj, have adopted. This research addresses common misconceptions 
of the definitions of mbjths, attempts to identifbj the conscious and unconscious use of mbjths in our dailbj lives, and ullimatelbj introduces 
the concept of modified mbjth adoption. This is done bbj analbjzing and sbjnthesizing selected scholarlbj works and pSbjchological studies 
on the subject with the objective of promoting understanding of one's own and other peoples' worldviews and belief sbjstems. 
Sponsor(s) Dolli Lutes, Corebj Anton 
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Otten, Samuel 4:40 PM PAD 107 Schliewe, Alexis All Dab) Atrium Displa!J 85 
Otto, Alicia 10:00 AM PAD 207 Schmidt, Dove All Da!J Atrium Display 82 
Patnoude, Justin All Dab) Atrium Displab) 19 Schmucker, Steve All Dab) Atrium Display 81 
Pawlos, Joson 10:40 AM PAD 210 Schmucker, Steve 820 AM PAD 262 
Pedley. Anthon!J All Day Atrium Display 30 Schneider, April 4:40 PM PAD 109 
Perschbacher, Kirk 2:00 PM PAD 209 Schoetzow, Katy All Day Atrium Display 65 
Peterson, Jessica 840AM PAD 210 Scholten, Mondy 1100AM PAD 207 
Pettenger, Jerem!J All Day Atrium Display 9 1 Schultz, Anthon!J All Da!J Atrium Displab) 83 
Phillips, Meghann 120 PM PAD 209 Schwartkopf, Katherine 220 PM PAD 262 
Pieszchala. Lauren All Day Atrium Display 78 Schwartzkopf, Katherine All Dab) Atrium Displab) 52 
Poelma, William 8:00 AM PAD 108 Shepard, Lindsab) All Dab) Atrium Displab) 18 
Poitras, Katherine All Day Atrium Displab) 43 Sherman, Katie All Day Atrium Displab) 78 
Post, Andrew All Dab) Atrium Displa!J 53 Sian, Katie All Day Atrium Display 6 
Post, Abbeb) 2:20 PM PAD 209 Siladke, Nathan All Dab) Atrium Displab) 80 
Powers, Nicole All Day Atrium Displab) 31 Simon, Heather All Dab) Atrium Displab) 13 
Purol, Matt All Dab) Atrium Displa!J 82 Simon, Eric 1:40 PM PAD 207 
Race, Matt 120 PM PAD 109 Siabbekoom, Aranda All Day Atrium Disp lab) 5 
Recknagel, Rob 820AM PAD 168 Slater, Angelo All Dab) Atrium Displab) 18 
Reneski, Melissa 900 AM PAD 207 Smith, Chad All Dab) Atrium Displa!J 84 
Resseguie, Nicole All Day Atrium Displab) 36 Smith, Brion All Dab) Atrium Displab) 39 
Resseguie, Nicole All Dab) Atrium Displab) 14 Smitko, Kurtis 820AM PAD 210 
Reuterdahl, Lindsay 1020 AM PAD 207 Snyder, Eric All Dab) Atrium Displa!J 62 
Rheaume, Theresa 220 PM PAD 108 Somers, Nick 10:20 AM PAD 211 
Rigley, Jeff 220 PM PAD 207 St. Jacques, Stephanie 3:40 PM PAD 207 
Rinke, James 1000 AM PAD 209 Stahl, Sarah 300 PM PAD 107 
Ritchie, Matthew All Da!J Atrium Displab) 18 Stahl, Sarah 320 PM PAD 107 
Roberts, Jeffry 320 PM PAD 207 Stahl, Sarah 320 PM PAD 210 
Robinson, Shoe All Da!J Atrium Displab) 74 Stahl, Tina 3:40 PM PAD 107 
Roczniak, Joe 140 PM PAD 209 Stahl, Sarah 400 PM PAD 107 
Romans, Rb)an All Da!J Atrium Displab) 42 Stahl, Sarah 420 PM PAD 107 
Roosslnck, Carrie All Da!J Atrium Display 75 Stamper, Tina 1:40 PM PAD 108 
Rosekopf, Candace P All Dab) Atrium Displab) 76 Stamps, Matthew 820 AM PAD 108 
Ross, Jacob 10:40 AM PAD 107 Stamps, Matthew 900AM PAD 209 
Rowland, Karl All Day Atrium Displab) 3 Stanton, Torie All Day Atrium Displa!J 43 
Rowland, Karl 1040AM PAD 109 Steenwyk, Timothb) 120 PM PAD 107 
Rozeboom, Aaron 540 PM PAD 107 Stephen, Adrienne 220 PM PAD 207 
Rye, Beth All Da!J Atrium Displab) 16 Stewart, Joson 300 PM PAD 209 
Rypma, Kevin 1:40PM PAD 210 SNneman, Marcie All Dab) Atrium Displab) 1 9 
Sage, Carrie 140 PM PAD 209 Stopich, Brittanb) 900AM PAD 210 
Salas, Andria 1100AM PAD 168 Strang, Steve All Dab) Atrium Displa!J 77 
Salisbury, Mike 940 AM PAD 211 Strauss, Katherine All Day Atrium Displab) 9 
Salleva, Maysee All Dab) Atrium Displab) 29 Struyk, Tina 140 PM PAD 261 
Sauter, Neil All Day Atrium Displab) 79 Struyk, Tina 300 PM PAD 107 
Sayles, Sallb) 2:00 PAD 168 Struyk, Tina 3:20 PM PAD 107 
Schaefer, Katharine 8:00 AM PAD 107 Struyk, Tina 340 PM PAD 107 
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Struyk, Tina 400 PM PAD 107 Vree, Theresa All Dald Atrium Displald 31 
Struyk, Tina 420 PM PAD 107 Walraven, Sarah 1100AM PAD 261 
Stuck, Wende All Dald Atrium Dis plaid 54 Ward, Megan 400 PM PAD 211 
Su, TUl:! 8:20 AM PAD 261 Ware, Melissa 300 PM PAD 109 
Suhr, Marnie 2:20 PM PAD 109 Wamer, Jessica All Dald Atrium Displald 57 
Sullivan, Angela 9:40 AM PAD 261 Wasilchenko, Jamie All DOl:! Atrium Displald 37 
Sundt, Catherine 2:00 PM PAD 107 Waters, Tamara All DOl:! Atrium Displald 18 
Sundt, Catherine 3:00 PM PAD 107 Watson, James 8:20 AM PAD 107 
Sundt, Catherine 320 PM PAD 107 Weener, Codld 200 PM PAD 108 
Sundt, Catherine 3:40 PM PAD 107 Welch, David All Dald Atrium Dis plaid 64 
Sundt, Catherine 400 PM PAD 107 Werts, Adam All Day Atrium Display 89 
Sundt, Catherine 420 PM PAD 107 Westerhof, Joseph 200 PM PAD 109 
Swenson, Lori 120 PM PAD 209 Whalen, Keilid 8:40 AM PAD 108 
Swinehart, Ilea 1000 AM PAD 107 WhisNer, Lauro All Day Atrium Display 87 
Sytek, Monico 11:00AM PAD 207 Whitlock, Amanda 8:40 AM PAD 168 
Szatkowski, April All Day Atrium Displald 59 Whitman, Heather 9:00 AM PAD 109 
Talaski, Chelsea All Day Atrium Display 78 Whittington, Derek 200 PM PAD 207 
Tasma, Taro 1 :20 PM PAD 209 Wigent, Amanda All Day Atrium Display 18 
Teft, Kelly All Day Atrium Display 4 Wildt, Erin All Day Atrium Display 87 
Tenbrink, Holly All Day Atrium Display 45 Wilkins, Stephanie All Day Atrium Display 34 
Tenbrink, Hoilid All Day Atrium Display 69 Wills, Catherine 800AM PAD 209 
Terpstra, Todd All Dald Atrium Display 19 Wittbrodt, Sara All Day Atrium Display 88 
Thompson, Michael 820AM PAD 261 Wood, Jessica All Day Atrium Display 47 
Thomssen, Jeff 300 PM PAD 207 Wright, April 240 PM PAD 262 
Thoreson, Sarah 9:40 AM PAD 109 Wrobel, Jennifer 420 PM PAD 108 
Thomburg, Melissa 9:40AM PAD 108 Wusthoff, Jodi 3:00 PM PAD 168 
Thorpe, Jill All DOl:! Atrium Displal:! 4 Yager, Tonner 1040 AM PAD 210 
Tiemey, Stephanie All Day Atrium Display 66 Yost, Lauro 420 PM PAD 108 
Tilton, Christopher 3:20 PM PAD 261 Zeh, Molly 9:40 AM PAD 209 
Tolman, Dainen 10:40 AM PAD 210 Ziegler, Tess 9:20 AM PAD 210 
Tolton, Sarah 1040 AM PAD 168 Zito, Jeremy All Day Atrium Display 90 
Tomga, Mara All Day Atrium Display 11 Zom, Heather 900AM PAD 109 
Trichler, Timothy All Day Atrium Display 1 Zyck, Amy 3:00 PM PAD 168 
Troy, Ashley 10:40 AM PAD 207 
Tutsch, Joson All Day Atrium Display 59 
Tuttle, Stephanie 140 PM PAD 211 
Twichell, Emily 1100AM PAD 261 
Ufer, Caitlin All Day Atrium Display 78 
Vanderlaan, Melissa 920 AM PAD 210 
Vanderbush, Zach H. 420 PM PAD 168 
VanderHoff, Kerri 120 PM PAD 207 
VanPortfliet, Matt 3:40 PM PAD 108 
Veenstra, Jesse 220 PM PAD 261 
Veldman, Randy 120 PM PAD 210 
Vincent, Amanda All Day Atrium Displald 86 
Vinci, Benjamin 900AM PAD 108 
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Mathematics Edward Aboufadel 
Physical Therapy Gordon A1derink 
Physical Therapy Susan A1laben 
English Rachel Anderson 
Classics Peter Anderson 
Mathematics David Austin 
Physician Assistant Theresa Bacon-Baguley 
Information e., Decision Lihui Bai Laurie Gasahl Geography 
Sciences (Valpo) Phyllis Gendler Nursing 
Physical Therapy Barbara Baker Karen Gipson Physics 
Mary Free Bed K. Mitchell Barr Stephen Glass Movement Science 
Movement Science Shari Bartz John Golden Mathematics 
Nursing Cynthia Beel-Bates Natalia Gomez Modern Languages 
Chemistry John Bender Linda Goossen Clinical Lob 
English Patricia Bloem Gabriele Gottlieb History 
Stephan Bloom Douglas Graham Biomedical Sciences 
English Kathleen Blumreich Rita Grant Accounting e., Taxation 
Biomedical Sciences Martin Burg Cynthia Grapczynski Occupational Therapy 
Psychology Lawrence Bums Mary Green Physical Therapy 
Biology Stephen Burton C. "GrifF Griffin Biology/ General Education 
Biomedical Sciences John Capodilupo Richard Hall Management 
Mary Free Bed Krisanne Chapin Cathy Harro Physical Therapy 
Geology Patrick Colgan Brian Hatzel Movement Science 
Renato Corbetta Steven Hecht Biomedical Sciences 
Anthropology Judy Corr Donna Henderson-King Psychology 
Psychology Tara Comelius Eaaron Henderson-King Psychology 
Nursing Cynthia Coviak Barbara Hoogenboom Physical Therapy 
Facilities SeNices David Cox David Ihrman English 
History Jason Crouthamel Hugh Jack Engineering 
Statistics Phyllis Curtiss Joe Jacquot Biology 
Political Science Kevin DenDulk Edwin Joseph Geography 
Biology Margaret Dietrich Corr Judi Anthropology 
Mathematics Filiz Dogru Frances Kelleher History 
Psychology Gwenden Dueker Devereaux Kennedy Sociology 
Biology James Dunn Kari Kensinger Therapeutic Recreation 
Mathematics Paul Fishback Brian Kipp Biomedical Sciences 
Physics Doug Furton Helen Klein Management 
Statistics John Gabrosek Dalila Kovacs Chemistry 
History Gretchen Galbraith Ashok Kumar Management 
Psychology Luke Galen Zachary Kurmas Computing e., 
Information Systems 
Kelly Lankford History 
Christopher Lawrence Chemistry 
Geoff Lenters Physics 
Dave Leonard Chemistry 
Nancy Levenburg Management 
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Physician Assistant Jeffrey Libra 
Accounting e. Taxation Stan Lindquist 
Geography Elena Lioubimtseva 
Biology Michael Lombardo 
Economics Aaron Lowen 
Sociology George Lundskow 
McNair Scholors Dolli Lutes 
Biology Neil MacDonald Carl Ruetz Annis Water Resources Institute 
Nursing Jean Martin John Rumery Morketing 
PS\jchology Amy Matthews Sister Damien Marie Savino Biolog\j 
Geolog\j Steve Maltox Stephanie Schaertel Chemistry 
Chemistry George McBane Ellen Schendel Writing 
Biolog\j Regina McClinton Harold Schnyders Physics 
Biology Shaily Menon Mark Schwartz Anthropolog\j 
Modern Longuages Zulema Moret Lisa Sellgren Spectrum Heallh 
Management William Mathersell Nancy Shontz Biology 
Sociology Megan Mullins Robert Smart Chemistr\j 
Movement Science Dana Munk Christine Smith PS\jchology 
Chemistry Felix Ngassa Amie Smith-Alexander McNair Scholors 
Biology Alex Nikitin James Smither History 
Biology Mel Northup Eric Snyder Biology 
Physics Keith Oliver Paul Stephenson Statistics 
Biolog\j Bruce Ostrow John Stevenson Ph\jsical Therapy 
Psycholog\j Jamie Owen-DeSchryver Joel SNllerman Sociolog\j 
Biomedical Sciences Ronald Paguio Tim Strickler Biomedical Sciences 
University Development Bob Papp Star Swift Management 
Classics Charles Pazdemik Francis Sylvester Biomedical Sciences 
Physical Therapy John Peck Heather Tafel Political Science 
Geography Jim Penn Patrick Thorpe Bialog\j 
Sociology Brian Phillips Anton Tolman Psycholog\j 
Chemistry MinQi Suzanne Tomlisan Clinical Laboratory Science 
Physics Milun Rakovic Terry Trier Biology 
Kirk Randall Steve Tripp History 
Communications David Rathbun Don Uzarski Annis Water Resources Institute 
Statistics Diann Reischman Dan Vaughn Physical Therapy 
Anthropology Russell Rhoads Patricia VideNch Geology 
Girls Like Me Program Jodie Robertson Brad Wallar Chemistr\j 
Stotistics Neal Rogness James Wells Classics 
Psychology Andrea Rotzien Gleaves Whitney Hauenstein Center for 
Morketing Ben Rudolph Presidential Studies 
Donald Williams Sociology 
Randy Winchester Chemistry 
Laurie Witucki Chemistry 
Matthew Wyneken Mathematics 
Xiaojuan Xu Psychology 
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, 
The following environmental savings have been calculated based on the information ljou provided 
about your recycled paper order 
123.85 pounds - 20 % PC - manufactured with wind power. 
Savings derived from using postconsumer recljcled fiber in lieu of virgin fiber 
~ 0.30 
trees not cut down 
0.86Ibs. 
waterborne waste not created 
126.26 gallons 
water/wastewater flow saved 
~ V (2) 
Savings derived from choosing a paper from Mohawk's windpower portfolio 
.--..- air emissions (C02 , S02 and NOX) not generated § 18.50Ibs . (because wind energy is emission-free!) 
What is the fossil fuel equivalent for this amount of wind energy? 
W 68.80 cubic feet 
~ natural gas 
In other words , this amount of wind energy is equivalent to 
ctJ planHng 1.25 trees (Trees Fu lfi ll the vi tal function of removing corbon dioxide from the atmosphere!) 
Values were derived from information publicly available at 
http://www. ofee. gov /recycled/cal-index. htrn 
http://www.ofee.gov/recycled/calculat.htm 
MOHAWK 
or 
<02005 Mohawk Paper. All rights reserved. 
13.40Ibs. 
solid waste not generated 
26.18Ibs. 
atmospheric emissions eliminated 
171 ,094.09 BTUs 
energy not consumed 
Not traveling 20.64 miles in an 
average automobile (Corbon dioxide, 
a greenhouse gas is the primorlj 
by-produc t of fuel combustion.) 
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